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PBSTRACT

Tnis study investigated how non-expert computer

programmers r ea d and r em em oe r e c computer programs. Two

experiments were conducted. The first e xpe r rme n t questioned

whether or not the subject's knowledge o~ the program's

purpose interacted with featur-es of the text to influence

program recall. The second experiment co mpa r e o the

subject's abili ty to comprehend and remember both standard

English and Pascal versions of the same algorithm.

Experiment one investigated the influence on program

recall of the subject's knowledge of the purpose or gist of

the computer program, the explicitness or transparency of

the algorithm, and the propositional density. For this

experiment thirty-two second s eme s t er computer s ct en ce

students read short, six to twelve line, programs. Tne

independent va r ra nl e s were whether or not the subject knew

the program's gi !'it, low and high proposi tional oe nsa ty, and

e xpli ci t and im pli ci t al gori thm s. The dependent v a r i atu e

was whether or not the subj ect recalled 95% of the program.

It was found that knowledge of the program's purpose

facilitated program recall. However, if the subjects were

not aware of the program's gist, features of the program

text influenced program recall. When the program's gist was

un know n, the least terse programs (tnose with the low
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and least transparent programs (t.n ose

al go t: i t bms ) t'l ere r e call e d m0 r e

propositior~l density)

with the implicit

sucessf ully.

Experiment two investigated comprebension of programs

written in a natural programming language (English) and a

com put.e r programming language (Pascal). In addi tion to the

language type, independent variables whicn represented

featnres of the text included program size, density, and the

depth of propositional hierarchy. Attributes of the subject

which were used as Lnde pe nde nt; variables included the

subject's k ncw Le d qe of the program's gist, t r aa m n q ,

language ability, and programming experience. Tne dependent

variables were recognition memory scores, subject's

knowledge of the program's gist, cloze scores, number of

seconds to read the program, and average number of seconds

to co r r ectIy answer questions about the program.

Variables which were shown to interact with language

type to infl uence program comprehension were the depth of

the program's hierarcny, the subject's knowledge of tne

program's purpose, and training. As long as the de ptn of

the program nierarchy was two or less, comprenension was

better for programs written in English. However, If the

depth of program hierarchy exceeded two, comprehension was

facilitated for programs written in PasGal.
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If the subjects did not know the program's q a a t ,

comprehension was better for programs written in Pascal. On

the other hand, ~f the subjects understood the program's

gist, comprehension was better for programs written in

English. In other wor us , the s ub j e c t s COU1Ci use t n e

computer language to help them understand the specifics or

an unfamiliar program. However, they could only use the

na t ur al, language to help them understand the specifics of a

famil iar program.

Subjects were exposed to the programs, wr~tten a n

diff ere nt, language e, during diff erent e xperimental se s saon s,

This order interacted with the program language to ~ntl uence

program comprehension. Recogni tion memory and cloze scores

of subjects who read the programs written a n English r i r sc

were the same or wor se during tile subaeq uent presentation.

However, these scores improved when the subjects react the

programs written in Pascal first.

Reaul ts of experiment two al so suggested that language

abil~ ty and programming experience infl uenced program

comprehension. Program "understanding" was a nv est.a qa ced for
I

fo ur classes of subj ect s, These fo ur categories consi sted

of students who were native or non-native Englisn speakers,

wno were above and below the mean in Pascal production

ability, who were above and below the mean in pr c qr amm i nq

experience, and who were above and below their mean in self-
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rated r ea dinq abil.ity. Use of English as a programming

language for non-expert programmers was not optimal for some

types of problems and some categories of programmers. In

par ticular, appli ca tions whi ch required more than tw 0 1 evel. s

of program hierarchy were particularly o i r r r cu r t to

comprehend if the program was written in English. In

addition subjects who rated themselves as poor readers ana

sUbjects who were relatively experienced using computer

languages were able to use features of Pascal to facilitate

comprehension. Tnp. precise definitions, relatively simple

grammar, and lack of ambigUities of a computer language

compared to a natural programming language may account for

thei r advantages in these si tua tions.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODU cr ION

PUbPQ~ Qi ~~ Study

HO\I/ do people read and "under s cand" computer programs?

As the number of people who interact with computers

cantin ues to increase so will the demand for individual s who

can understand computer programs. Computer programming is a

complex cognitive skill which encompasses a wide variety of

behaviors and environments. Since a large proportion of the

time spent programming involves reading programs, tile

ability to comprehend computer programs is an a mpo r ca nt,

facet of the task. Programmers often further their

pr ogramming skill s f rom reading exampl es of other computer

programs. In addi tion, the abili ty to understand computer

programs is needed to correct or modify existing programs.

Designers of programming languages need to incorporate

knowledge of how features of the language influence the

subj ect in order to produce effective programming languages.

Knowledge about computer program comprehension may

provide insight into the cognitive processes required for

other phases of the programming task. In order to discover

how people read and comprehend computer programs, it is

necessary to investigate the interaction of factors relevant

to this process.
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There has been a great deal of interesting and

productive research directed t ow ar d how people comprehend

text. Do the same factors which influence the reading of

natural language text also influence the reading of computer

programs? Computer programs may require different reading

strategies since they are a specific type of procedural text

different from the type of text normally used in natural

1 anguage e xpe r iment s , It wa s the pur pose of thi s

dissertation to investigate how subjects comprehend

programs. This study examined the interactions between the

subjects and features of the programs that facilitate

program compr ehension. Fact or s whi ch were consi de r e d

salient for the comprehension of natural language text were

explored in the context of program comprehension.

Programming languages specifically designed for the

ease of human use have traditionally been the product of the

designer's intuition rather than the result of empirical

studies. Behavioral studies which have addressed program

comprehension were most often done in terms of specific

features of existing programming languages. There have also

been some studies which questioned the use of a limited

natural language as a programming language. Many computer

scientists argued that if natural languages were used as

programmj.ng languages computer programs would be easier to

read and write. They felt that if the need for people to

2
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learn special purpose programming languages we r e

circumvented, programming would be accessible to more people

(Halpern, 1967; Sammet, 1966). Opponents of this view

claimed that it was not the language but the concepts that

make programming difficult. They argued that even if we

were able to develop an unrestricted natural language

compiler it would not clarify the concepts. They also

suggested that the ambiguities present in a natural language

would make programs even harder to read and write (Dijkstra r

1963,1964; Hill, 1972). The question of whether subjects

can understand and remember a program written in a natural

language more easily than they could the same programs

written in a computer language has not been resolved.

Studies, such as Biermann, Ballard, and Holler (1979) and

Small and Weldon (1983), which asked whether it was

appropriate to use a natural language as a programming

language have yielded controversial resul t s, There is a

need for further study of the conditions for which these

apparently controversial findings are true. Possibly these

inconsistent results suggest that program comprehension is

related to an interaction between the subject, the language,

and the text.

This dissertation investigated how subjects comprehend

and remember computer programs. Insights gained from this

study should help answer questions such as when it is

3



appropriate to use a natural langu.age as a programming

language and why the natural language documentation of

programs is often difficult to understand. By studying the

effect on program comprehension of the interaction of

language type, textual features and knowledge of the

subject, this study should provide a comparative link

between program comprehension and the great body of research

on the comprehension of natural language text.

This study questioned how features of the text and the

language affect the subject's ability to understand and

remember programs. It investigated this issue by examining

how variables which were salient in studies of natural

language text influence program comprehension. This study

asked the broad question ·under what circumstances do which

features of the languege interact ~ith knowledge of the

subject to influence program comprehension?" Specifically

it contributed to knowledge of how programs are ·understood"

by exploring:

1. The influence on program recall of the interaction

between the subject's knowledge of the program's

purpose and properties of a computer language.

2. The effect on program comprehension of the interaction

between features of the text, attributes of the

subj e ct, and tr ai ning using nat ur al (Engl ish) and

a typical (Pascal) programming languages.

4



~inition Qf~ Terms

The following are definitions of many of the general

terms referenced by the studies reviewed in chapter two:

Chunk. A meaningful unit for the interpretation of text.

Cloze~. Measure of comprehension in which every nth

word of the text is deleted and subject tries to supply

the word.

Lexical density. Ratio of the number of lexical words such

as nouns, verbs, and adjectives to the total number of

words.

,Macrostructure. The highest level of under standing in the

hierarchy of the text. Information is integrated

between the statements to produce the overall gist.

Microstructure. Propositional representation of a passage.

Proposition. Combinations of word concepts one of which is

a predicate, or a relational term, and the rest are

arguments. A Gonvenient way to think of a proposition

is the 1 east amount of text ual material ne ce ssa ry to

express an idea.

~opositional Hierarchy. The position of the proposi~ion in

the structure of the text is determined in the

following two ways.

a. Repetition Qf .a..rsum.e.n.t..s. A proposition which

shares an argument with a superordinate or first

order proposition is in the second level of

5



hierarchy. Proposi tions a n common \'1 ith the second

level and not the first form the third level, etc.

b. ~~ ~i hierarchy. A proposition is superordinate

if it influences whether other propositions are

performed. For example a loop proposition extends

control over the hierarchy level of the body of

the loop.

~~~~D~~~j~R ~~ ~~~ Distrioutional characteristics of

text predicted from other features of the text. The way

that syllables contain a vowel sound is an example of

redundancy.

~M.ID£l.. Internal data structure used to integrate related

bits of information. Also thought of as packets ot

information about a specific subject. Integrated

pieces of knowledge organized into packets which

contain knowledge about a specific subject. A scnema

is considered a necessary ingredient of the memory

framework which guides comprehension.

Strategy The way in which the subjects use their knowledge

of textual constraints or redundancies of the language

to help predict subseq uent text.

..s..Y.b.Q.I.d.t.J)~.t~. A proposition is subordinate to a n i qn e r

proposition if it contains an argument that also

appears in the nigher proposition.

6
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.s..u.p~. One or more proposi tions wh i ch express the

most important ideas in a text base. Subordinate

propositions give information about these ideas.

Surface Features ~~. Form and content of the text

which pr ov ide comprehension cl ues, Important surf ace

features of the text include size, density, and depth

of propositional hierarchy.

~ ~. The memory representation of the meaning of the

text. This consists of a partially ordered

propositional structure. Superordinate propositions

represent the main ideas of the text and subordinate

propositions embellish these ideas.

liQ..r.d Concept. Lexical enti ties which are combined to form

propositions.

Organization ~ ~ study

The study is organized into six sections. Chapter one

provides an introduction. Chapter two reviews the current

research in the ars~s of models of textual representation in

human memory, influence of textual features on

comprehension, attributes of the subject, and comprehension

of computer programs. The third chapter describes the first

experiment which investigated the influence on program

recall of the subject's knowledge of the gist, features of

the text and program explicitness. Chapter four describes

the purpose and the methodology of experiment two, which

7



examined the influence on program comprehension of the

interaction between program lang~~0e; textual features, the

subj~ct!s knowledge of the program's gist, training, and

differences between the subjects. Chapter five reports the

results of experiment two. Chapter six consists of the

conclusion, implications, and suggested questions for future

research.

8



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

.In.troduction

The methodologies of experimental psychology combined

with tneor ies derived from cogni tive psy cnof oqy , artif Lci al

intelligence, and linguistics have all contributed toward

several model s of how humans compr eh end text. Tne consensus

of these studies suggested that text comprehension was

influenced by a combination of the features of the text and

the knowledge of the subjects.

Research on text comprehension includes memory models

of the representation of text. These models establish a

theoretical framework for the way programs might be

represented in human memory. How the text is represented in

memory is important because successful recall and

comprehension depend to some extent on bow well the subject

bas been able to integrate the text witb his existing

knowledge of the program. Proposi tional memory models are

an advantage for tbis study because they are so closely

related to the way artificial programming languages are

written. It is possible to write programs using a

propositional construct and then convert tbem to either a

natural or a programming language. Kintsch, 1974, posed a

memory model for textual representation which consists of a

9



text base. Kintsch's (1974) natural language model was

used by Atwood and Ramsey (1978) to suggest how subjects

understand computer programs. Text comprehension research

indicates that although memory for the text is primarily

encoded by meaning there are residual memory traces of the

f ea t ure s of the text itself.

Natural language studies have suggested several textual

features which have been salient for the comprehension of

na tural language text. Incl uded among these are var iabl es

of size (the number of words, lines, ana propositions) and

density (lexical and propositional). In addition, other

properties of propositions such as position in the hierarchy

of the text and whether they are explicitly stated also

influence comprehension (Kintsch and Keenan, 1973; Kintsch,

Kozminsky, Streeby, McKoon, and Keenan, 1975; Kintsch and

Monk 1972; Atwood ana Ramsey, 1978).

The subj ect's knowledge or schema of the text

determines how much of what is read can be understood and

recalled. Variables which contribute to the schema are the

subject's familiarity with the topic, knowledge of the

Rtheme" of the passage i training, and differences between

the subjects. Differences between subjects which could

influence program comprehension could be different levels of

reading ability and programming experience.
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Some of the considerable research that has been done in

the area of human-computer interaction includes studies

relating to the comprehension of computer languages.

Several studies have investigated the effect of either the

programming language or statements within a programming

language on program understanding. The purpose of these

studies is often to compare the effectiveness of constructs

within existing computer languages. Much of this research

has been spurred by the controversy concerning the

usefulness of a natural language as a programming language.

In addition, several studies on the comprehension of

computer languages have had as their purpose the evaluation

and comparison of languages or language features from

current computer languages. Differences between subjects

has been considered as a leading cause of the variance in

textual comprehension for both natural and computer

languages.

Discussion of the research is divided into the

following topics:

1. Models of textual representation in human memory.

a. Memory for natural language text

b. Memory for computer programs

c. Memory for meaning versus memory for text

11



2. Features of the text.

a. Pro po si tion s

(1) Propositional m er ar cny

(2) Impli ct and expli cit proposi t Lon a

b. Other textual features

3. Subject1s knOW'ledge concerning the text.

a. Knowl edqe of passage IIIt h em e "

b. Familiari ty of topic

c. D~fferences between subj ects

4. Programming languages.

a. Natural language programming languages

b. Current computer languages

Thi s rev iew is of sel ected at udies f rom the extensive

literature available on t.ne comprenension of text and

programming languages which are relevant to this

di sser ta tion.

Memory L9~ Natural Language~

How well text a s remembered depends largely on how well

what is read is interpreted. Recent research attributes the

mechanism for this a nc e r pr e ce t.i on to an a nt e r na I data

structure or schema which is used to integrate new and

related bits of information about a topic. Norman (1982)

describes a schema as an integrated piece of xnowLe oqe
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organized into packets which contain knowledge about a

specific subject. Graessar (1980) listed the following

f uncti on s of schemata: (a) providing background know ledge

f or context or interpretation, (b) providing knowledge for

generatinq inferences. (c) generatinq expectations, (d)

guiding attention and directing it toward deviations from

the expectation. (e) correcting and a d j usting the

interpretation by perceiving and monitoring feedback.

Schemata may contain both specific facts and rules for

generating those facts. For example the schemata for a

person reading a computer program would include: (a) the

rules of the programming language. (b) the method or

alqorithm used. and (c) the overall purpose of the program.

A specific model of comprehension for natural lanquage

text was advanced by Kintsch (1977). This model included

the memory traces for sentences and for the organization of

text. He divided this organization of text into

microstructure and macrostructure components. Variables

that correspond to components within sentences such as

letters. syllables. words. propositions and syntactic

variables were defined as microstructure components.

Macrostructure components which integrated information

between sentences- consisted of variables such as

familiarity. narrativity. and new argument nouns.
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Kintsch and Van Dijk (197S) describe a schema as an

outline of empty slots. For example, the schemata of a

story would consist of a set of expectations about the

contents of the story. When the expectations are fulfilled,

the outline becomes the macrostructure of the text.

Macrostructure propositions are superordinate propositions

in the hierarchy and describe the semantic aspects of a

story.

Ki~tsch's (1974) model of human memory for text was

based on the idea that the basic unit for textual

representation in memory was the proposition rather than the

word. He proposed that text was broken down into word

concepts which were joined together by certain rules to form

propositions. An ordered list of these propOsitions formed

a text base. Propositions we r a considered to be the least

amount of text that is needed to defi~e an action or a

relation. Propositions can sometimes be thought ~f as a

subject and verb with an optional object. For example, -The

fish swims" is a proposition, while .rrhe fish" is a word

concept. An example of the propositional representation and

hierarchial diaqram of a sentence is taken from Kintsch

(1974). Given the followinq sentence:

A. Romulus. the leqendary founaer of Rome, took the
women of the Sabine by for ceo

14



The four ideas of this sentence are:

1. Romulus took the women by force.

2. Romulus founded Rome.

3. Romulus is legendary.

4. The women are Sabine.

Kintsch's four propositional representations were:

1. (TOOK, ROMULUS, WOMEN, BY FORCE)

2. (FOUND, ROMULUS, ROME)

3. (LEX3ENDARY; ROMULUS)

4. (SABINE, WOMEN)

The first term in each proposition is the predicate and

the rest are arguments. A diagram of the propositional

hierarchy is as follows:

(TOOK,ROMULUS,WOMEN,BY FORCE)

2

1

I~~
3 4

(FOUNDED,ROMULUS, ROME) (LEG ENDJ1..RY , ROMULUS) (SAB INE, WOMEN)

A second sentence, from Kintsch (1974) which has more

than one level of propositional hierarchy is the following:

B. Cleopatra's downfall lay in her foolish trust in
the fickle political figures of the Roman world.

Suggested propositional representations for this sentence

were:
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1 0 (BECAUSE. a. t)

2. (DOWNFALL, CLEOPATRA) = a

3 • (TRUST, CLEOPATRA, FIGURES) .- b

4. (FOOLISH, TRUST)

5. (FICKLE, FIGURES)

6 . (POLITICAL, FIGURES)

7. (PART OF), FIGURES, WORLD)

8. (ROMAN, WORLD)

The diagram of the proposi tional hierarchy is as

follows:

1

6

8

Proposition 1 is superordinate to propositions 2 and 3

while proposition 3 is superordinate to propositions 4, 5,

and 7. Proposition 5 is in turn superordinate to

proposition 6 at the same level that pr opo e c t r on 7 is

superordinate to proposition 8.

Kintsch's (1974) research shows that the higher a

proposition is in the hierarchy the more likely it is to be

recalled. For sentence B, subj ects were most 1 ikely to

remember propositions 1, 2 and 3, that Cleopatra's downfall

was due to her trust in figures. The next most 1 ikely

propositions to be remembered were 4, 5, and 7.

16



'rhe concepts of proposi tionial representation and

propositional hierarchy have been used to advance models of

how computp.r programs could be represented in human memory.

Memory ZQL Computer Programs

Recently, there has been some research concerned with

comprehension of computer programs. Atwood and Ramsey

(1978) demonstrated that the theories and techniques of

cognitive psychology can be sucessfully applied to aspects

of computer programming. They used the model developed by

Kintsch (1974) to explain program comprehension and the

ability to find existing errors in computer programs. They

postulated that the program is represented in the

programmer's memory as a partially ordered hierarchy of

propositions. Their results suggest that the location of an

error in the propositional hierarchy of the program

significantly affects the programmer's performance i.n

comprehension and the ability to find errors.

As an illustration of propositional analysis applied to

computer programs, consider the following example of a

portion of a FORTRAN program from Atwood and Ramsey (1978):

C CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF CATEGORY INTERVALS
N = (UBO(3) - UBOel» / UBO(2) + 0.5

C CALCULATE TOTAL FREQUENCY
T = 0.0
DO 110 I = 1, N

110 T=T+FCI)
115 NOP = 5
120 JUMP = 1
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Atwood and Ramsey (1978) represented the propositional

5truct~re of this program as follows:

1. SET (N, VALUE ( (000(3) - 000(1» / 000(2) + 0 .5)

2. SET (T, 0.0)

3. DO (I, 1, N, a)

4. SAME (N, 1)

5. INCREMENT (T, F (I) )

6. SAME (T, 2)

7. SET (NOP, 5)

8. SET (JUMP, 1)

The letter Waft in proposition 3 represents the depth of

the hierarchy. It is not a specific proposition but it

controlls propositions 5 and 6. The representation of the

propositional hierarchy for this program segment is:

I. CALCULATE NUMBER OF CATEGORY INTERVALS

II. CALCULATE TOTAL FREQUENCY

I 1

2

/4
II

3~
5 6a

7

8
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Cooke and Bunt (1975) have postulated a model r e.l ate o

to reading a computer program. As the subject reads the

program, any memory structures or schemata which pertain to

the program will be retrieved. The s u bj e c t.vs knowledge of

th e pr ogram I s pur pose and r ul es of the 1 angua ge allow them

to f0rm an abstraction of the program and to update tne

relevant memory structures.

Shneiderman and Mayer (1979) have also suggested a

model for program com pr cnen s i o n, In their model, the

programmer, aided by syntactic knowledge of the pr oqr amm i.nq

language, constructs an inte:nal hierarchial memory

structure that represents the program. The highest level in

the structure is the overall knowledge of the programs

purpose such as finding a median or a square root. At lower

semantic levels, the programmer may recognize sequences ot

statements. The greatest depth of processing woul d r esui t

if many levels were encoded, but one can understand the

pr o qr am t s purpose without understanding the sequences of

statements and vice ver sa.

en l1£1 king, th e t.e r m whi en ref er s to a concept of a

stategy for encoding text into memory, is the mechanism some

researchers believe that humans use to organize text into

coherent groups (Miller, 1956). The grouping of elements

together to form higher level units enable humans to

increase their memory capacity. Norman (1982) gave the

19
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following example of how information can be organized into

different meaningful units. Remembering the sequence of

individual numbers 9162536496481 is a difficult task and

most people can not remember it for very long. However, if

the sequence is presented as 32425262728292 most people can

remember it. In the first example the unit of memory is

thirteen apparently random digi ts. When the series is

restructu~ed to the second example, the unit of memory is a

sequential series of squared numbers beginning with three

and increasing to nine.

Shneiderman and Mayer (1979) claim that chunking is the

mechanism that enables programmers to recognize the function

of groups of statements. These statements are pieced

together into greater chunks until finally the program is

understood. Once the internal structure of the program is

organized in the subject's memory, it can be transformed

into different language mediums. If this implication is

correct, the language type would be a greater influence for

the encoding of the text into memory than for the retrieval

of text from memory.

Frost (1975) suggested that there are two bases,

abstraction and function, with which subjects form a chunk.

Abstraction is a generalizing process in which items are

chunked based on their sirniliarity. A functional chunk does

a specific task. Larger chunks can be based on combining
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functions. Chunks based on function are important to

program comprehension. The ability to remember lon.g

programs may be due to this cn un ki nq mechanism. Tne

diffe.:ence between novice and expert programmers may be in

part dete:mined by the size and contents of their chunks of

memory.

~.ID.Q.L,Y .fQI Meaning .illKl ~.x.t.!J.g.J. FeatureD

Although the overall know Le dqe of the gist of a text is

a significant predictor of comprehension and memory, some

studies indicate that semantics and features of the text

make separate contributions to retention (Marks and Miller,

1964)e Garrod and Trabasso (1973) used latency data to

demonstrate that surface structure of the text as well as

the meaning existed in memory.

Anderson (1974A) found ev idence that both the verba tim

(exact ima~e of the text) and a proposi tional (meaning based

representation) were remembered. Subjects at uda ed sentences

isolated and in context. They were then asked to recognize

the truth of the test sentence immediately or after a C1elay.

The v er ifi ca tion la tencie s indi ca ted that both modes o r

sentence representation existed. The verbatim ama qe was

strongest immediately after the presenta tion. When a delay

was introduced, the propositional representation was

dominant but there was still some memory for the exact text.

This result could be particularly significant for the way in
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which computer programs are remembered. Even if the mea rn nq

of the pr-ogram is not immediately kn own, tne exact text

could be remembered and this might allow the subj ect 1:.0

defer comprehension until more of the program is read.

fiatures ..Q.f ~~

PropQs...i.t..t..Qns

In addition to the propositional models of memory tor

text, results from several studies impliE:d that pro po sa tions

are an important variable for text comprehension. Branstord

and Franks (1971) performed a study to test the memory for

propositions constructed from many different sentences. A

short time after they presented the original sentences, they

presented test sentences. These test sentences were of

three types: (a) identical to the original, (b) consistent

in meaning and form, and (c) consistent in form but not in

meaning. Subjects had trouble identifying whether sentences

had been presented before or were just consistent with the

meaning of the original sentences. Subjects could correctly

Lde nt.Lfy whether or not tbe sentences whicn wer e consistent

in form but not in meaning had been presented. The

sentences incorrectly identified as the ones which were

originally presented were integrated pr o po aa t.Lo n s, The

following are examples of the sentences which were

presented.
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A. rlThree turtles rested on a floating log and a fish swam
benea th them. '"

B. wThree turtles rested beside a floating log and a fish
swam beneath them."

Each sentence was presented to a different group of

subjects. The subjects were then asked whether they had

seen the sentence, "The fish swam under the log. A

Significantly more subj ects who had seen sentence A agreed

than subjects who had seen sentence B. Bransford and

Franks suggested that this semantic integration implied

subjects established the same network structure of

propositional components regardless of how component

propositions were presented in sentences.

Evidence that the proposition is an underlying

structure of text in memory has also been suggested by

Kintsch and Monk (1972). In this study, subjects read a

paragraph that required them to chain inferences. There

were two types of paragraphs presented, one which stated the

underlying propositions directly, and one which contained

syntactic and semantic transformations of the material. The

subjects required more time to read the transformed version,

but there wa 8 no diff erence in the time r equi red to make the

inference for either type of paragraph.

Gillespie (1983) used the proposi tiona1 model of

Kintsch (1974) to investigate whether propositional and

syntactic complexity had an effect on reaoing comprehension.
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AI though her sixth grade subj ects did not have slgnificantly

different comprehension scores based on the sentence

complexity, her eighth grade subjects did. Other natural

language studies also indicated that subj e cts convert to a

propositional form for later reconstruction (Anderson and

Bowez, 1973; Frederikson, 1972; Kintsch, 1974; Norman and

Rume.lhart, 1975).

Linguistic studies often paralleled the

investigations of the psychologists. Moeser (1975) found

that a series of words are better remembered 1.f they

describe a single conceptu~ unit rather than a set of

co ncept ual uni ts. Her st udy suppor ted th e r esul ts of

Kintsch and Keenan (l973) Which indicated that conceptual

units or. propositions are the basic element in the structure

of text in memory.

~positional hierarcAy

Kintsch and Keenan (l973) tound the amount of time tor

a subject to read text could be predicted from the number of

propositions. Kintsch et al. (l975) discovered t.hat the

number of propositions recalled was positively related to

the reading time. Tney also found variability in the time

subjects took to read and recall the propositions. One

factor which contributed to this time difference was the

number of word concepts. They found longer reading t rm e s

and more recall errors for texts which contained many
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differ-ent wor d concepts. Another source of variablility in

the time to read was the posi tion of the proposi t i o n.

Superordinate propositions were recalled better than

subordinate ones. This finding supports the observa tion of

Johnson (1970) that the parts of the sentence that were

rated as most important for the entire text were easier to

recall. Kintsch and vanDij k (1978) found that comprehension

of text could be predicted with a model which included the

hierarchical position of the proposition.

~licit~~~ propositions

Subjects usually constructed a text base t rom explicit

cues found in the text. However, they often included

propositions from their schema whim were not present a n the

surface structure of the text. Implicit propositions are

suppl ied by the subj ect r r om the t.ext and from memory.

Explicit sentences usually took longer to read since tn er e

were more propositions. However, verification times were

longer for implicit than for explicit sentences. The

following examples of explicit and implicit sentences we.r~

given by Kintsch (1974).

Explicit: Police are hunting a man a n niding. Tne man is
Bob Birch, whose wife disclosed illegal business
practices in an interview on Saturday

Implicit: Police are hun ta.n q a man in hiding. '!be wife or
Bob Birch disclosed illegal business practices a n an
interview on Saturday.
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The explicit sentence contains infor.mation that must be

inferred in the implicit sentence, namely that Bob Birch is

the man who is hiding. In order to encode the implicit

propositions, (HIDE, MAN) and (MAN, BOB BIRCH), it is

necessary to have information such as: (a) Bob Birch has

probably done something illegal (b) police look for men who

have disobeyed the law (c) Bob Birch is probably in hiding

and (d) Bob Birch's wife has probably disclosed his illegal

business practices.

Explicit and implicit propositions can also OCCl1r in

computer programs. For example, consider the following

Fortran fragment from Kernighan and Plauger (1978):

DO 14 I=l,N
DO 14 J=l,N

14 V(I,J)=(I/J)*(J/I)

In order to understand what is being assigned to the

array V, one needs to know the implicit properties of

integer division contained in the Fortran language. Instead

of assigning all the values of the array V to one, V would

only be the val ue one when I and J were equal. The other

elements of V would be equal to zero since Fortran

automatically truncates integers.

Other textual features

Several studies have investigated the effect of

specific textual features such as size and density on

reading comprehension. One study examined the combined
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effect of textual features on pr o ce s s i nq time. GraesseLr

Hoftman, and Clark (1980) collected reading times for 275

sentences. The data were scaled on nine dimensions using

multiple regression techniques. '!be variables used incluaed

the microstr uct ur e components and macrostr uct ur e components

sugge s t e d by Ki nts ch, As predi cted, tne se studies snowea

posi tive correlations between reading time and the number of

letters, syllables, words, propositions, new argument nouns

and syntactic complexity. Tney also showed a negative

correlation between both reading time and passage

familiarity, narrativity and serial position of the sentence

in the passage.

A feature of the text which warrants further discussion

is text ual diffi cul ty. Cloze procedures nave been used to

determine the r eadabiI ity of na tural language text. Rl.l ey

(1973) has presented a selected annotated ba b.Lao qra phy of

many studies that sucessfully used this met.r Lc as a measure

of reading difficulty. This method of computing text

difficul ty has advantages for this study because cloze tests

can be easily applied to programs written in both natural

and computer languages. In addition tne c.l oz e metric can

also be used as to predict comprehension because it includes

semantics as well as knowledge of the grammar of the

language.
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Br i, t t on, t'Jestbrook, and Hol dr edge (1978) e xam Lne d the

effect of textual d:i.fficul ty on reading. The difficul ty of

the passage was determined from scores on cloze tests. Tne

more difficult passages took longer to read. IJ:'ne total

co qn Lt.Lv e capacity needed for a passage was defined as the

product of the time to read t.ne passage and the average

response time to a se co nda ry task. The total cognitive

capacity was also greater for more difficult passages•

.s..u.b.ie..c.t~ Knowle~ .))1. ~ TSlt>is.:

Variables such as the sUbject's knowledge of the schema

or "theme," familiarity with the topic of the text, training

and reading ability all affect the subject's overall

understanding of the text. Familiar, meaningf ul material 1S

compatible with the existing cognitive structures and

information which fits best into the conceptual framework is

most likely to be remembered.

Knowledge ~ Schema

Several studies have indicated that knowledge of a

passage's schema or "theme" is a major influence on

comprehension. Dool~ng and Lachman (1971) suggest that the

generic idea of a passage is used to facilitate the

retention of prose. Bransford and Johnson (1972, 1973)

conducted experiments that showed the importance of the

frame of reference or schema on recall of prose text. Tne
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follo\'ling passage from Bransford and Johnson (1972) is e n

example of how comprehension can suffer when tile schema can

not be activated.

The procedure is actually quite simpl~ First
you arrange things into different grvups
depending on their makeup. Of course, one pile
may be sufficient depending on how much there is
to do. If you have to go som ew her e el se due to
lack of facilities that is the next step,
otherwise you are pretty well set. It is
important not to overdo any particular endeavor.
That is, it 1S better to do too few things at
once than too many. In the short run this may
not seem important but complications from doing
too many can easily arise. A mistake can be
expensive as well. The manipulation of the
appropriate mechanisms should be self
expl ana tory, and we need not dwell on 1 t ner e.
At first the whole procedure will seem
complicated. Soon, however, ~t will become just
another facet of life. It is difficult to
foresee any end to the necessity for this task in
the immedia te f ut ur e, but then one never can
tell. (page 722)

Once the subjects were given the passage title,

·Washing Clothes·, they had an appropriate frame of

reference or schema for the text. Given the title of the

passage, comprehension increased and subjects were able to

recall twice as much 1nformation.

Familiar~~ ~j&

Anderson, Spiro and Anderson (1984) wrote two stories,

one a cc ut eating at a restaurant and the other about

shopping. Both stories mentioned the same 18 food items in

the same order. However, the subjects wno read the

restaurant story recalled more food items than the subj ect s
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who read the shopping story. Since the restaurant story

contained more structure than the shopping story, tney

suggested that information was better recalled if presented

in an relational framework.

Spilich, Vesonder, Chiesi and Voss (1979) asked

subjects \ti'ith similar verbal ability but hign and low

knowledge of baseball to read and recall a story about

baseball. High-knowledge subjects recalled more information

than low-knowledge subjects. In adda t.a on to remembering

less information, the low-knowledge subjects omitted many

items of tactical importance to the game.

Gagne, Yarbrough, Bell, and Weidemann (1984)

investigated the rol e of famil iari ty on recall. Tney tound

that familiarity affected the speed of the original learning

and the amount of recall, independent of the learning. Tney

~pothesized that highly familiar material has a more fully

developed schema which allows more elaborate coding.

Anderson and Reder (1979) also found familiarity aided

comprehension. Their researcn suggested that any factors

which stimulated elaborative processing produced more

pathways in memory which subsequently facilitated retri.eval

of the informa tion. Black (1983) investigated the effect of

semantic and structural aspects on performance of several

cloze measures. She found that both topic familiari ty and

sentence str uct ur e infl uenced reading compr enensa on,
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Differences between subjects

Crom er (l 97 0) a dv an ce dadifference betwee n subj e ct ' s

model of reading comprehension. He found that some readers

have adequate intelligence, language skills, and vocabulary

skills but still have difficulty comprehending reading

material. He hypothesized that the comprehension difficulty

for some subjects was due to the way they organized their

reading input. He suggested that instead of organizing the

reading material into meaningful phrase units, some subjects

used a word by word organization for their reading material.

This assumption was tested by presenting subjects with

reading material written using different formats. When

material was presented by phrases instead of by words, the

subjects defined as poor input organizers performed as well

as good reader s.

The ability t.o organize material in a meaningful way

can also be a distinguishing characteristic between

programmers with different levels of experience. Sheppard,

Bail ey, and Bail ey (1984) mani pulated the format sand

language of computer software 6p~cificaticn documents with

the experience level of the programmers to investigate the

effect on writing, finding errors, and modifying software.

They presented the subjects with four types of design

language s: (a) ideogram s, (b) a pr ogram de sign 1 anguage

(PDL), (c) normal English, and (d) abreviated English. The
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subjects were also exposed to three arrangements of spatial

formats: (a) sequential; (0) hierarchical; (c) bran cn i n q

flow charts. Tne results of this study suggested that the

combined use of the succinct program design language (PDL) ,

branching spatial arrangement, and a broad experience level

r e s ul ted in the best programming performance.

Studies which have investigated the difference between

novice and expert programmers on various programming skills

suggest that experts were not necessarlly faster finding

errors, nor did they do better when mo d.i r Lca t i.o n and

comprehenion of programs were required. Hany of studies of

computer programming have noted the tr emendous varia tion of

individual performance. Brooks (1977) devised a model of

cogni tive processes in computer programming that or r er s

insi ght into the large perf ormance diff er ences am ong

subjects wi th the same general background and experiences.

Programming behav ior was determ ined by r ul, es whi en incl uded

only a small piece of knowledge in Brooks' model. Slight

differences in training or experience may produce very

different rules available to the individual. Programmers

with similar experience levels vary as much as a nundr ed to

one in the time it takes to write a program. In addition,

programming time for the same programmer to wri te programs;

which were rated as equally difficult using Halstead's

metric, diffeJ:ed by a ratio as large as six to one (Brooks,
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1975). Research reported by Curtis, Sheppard, Milliman,

Borst, and Love (1979) show that seventeen percent of the

variance of reading comprehension for programs was

attributed to differences between the subjects.

McKeithen and Reitman (1981) investigated the knowledge

structures of novice, intermediate, and expert programmers

in an attempt to discern internal differences underlying

similar external programming behavior. They were interested

in whether experts could perceive and recall more of a

program because they could organize it into meaningful

chunks. They found differences in the organizations of the

three sk ill I evel groups. Novi ce progr ammer s organiz e

program statements according to a variety of common language

associations. Intermediate programmer s mixed programming

and common language associations. Experts were the most

similar to each other and they used an organization based on

programming knowledge. Tests of such questions as whether

expert subjects were more organized or whether the depth of

the organization increased with skill level were not

statistically significant partly due to the variability

between the subjects.

Several studies have implied that the memory for

computer programs of experts is significantly better than it

is for novices. We have seen from the studies on text

comprehension that meaningful text is more likely to be
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assimilated. Expert pr cqr amm er s a r e usually mor e likely to

find programs meaningful than are novice programmers.. Chase

and Simon (1974) executed an experiment in chess boara

pattern memorization. They found that random patterns were

remembered equally by s u b j e c t s r e qa r df e s s of their

experience. However, meaningful board configurations were

remembered significantly better by expert chess players.

Shneiderman (1976) performed a variation of the cna se and

Simon experiment using sbort computer segments, subjects

with varying levels of expertise, and the presented program

statements in either sbuffled or executable or de r , Tne

subjects that comprehended the meaning of the statements a n

executable order were able to remember them significantly

better than the subjects who read the statements in the

correct order but failed to understand the statement's

meaning. Just as in the Chase and Simon experiment, there

was no significant aifference between the subject's memory

f or the shuffled program segments..

Adelson (1981) tested program recall of novice and

expert programmers wi th randomly organized statements. She

found that the novices corr.ect1y recalled more statements

than experts.. Her explanation was that experts remembered

the gist and tended to generalize. She also noted that the

novices tended to group the statements syntactically while

experts would group them semantically. For example novices
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would first recall all the IF statements while experts would

recall the segment that contained the IF statement. Subject

variances often overpower all other differences.

~QrnprehensiQn~ Programming,~

Some Qf the first applied behavioral research involved

the programming environment and human performance. Since

then there has been a proliferation of studies involving

man-machine interaction, which include studies of

programming languages. Atwood, Ramsey, and Hooper (1979)

have compiled a comprehensive annotated bibliography of the

studies which involve human factors of computer software.

Natural Programming Languages

Knowledge of na t ura'l v Lanquaqe is the most influential

type of knowledge that humans transfer to computer

languages. There have been several researchers who suggest

that a natural language should be used as a prQgramming

language. Computer languages differ from natural languages

as they are not used for a subject's internal dialog, the

syntax is usually context free and precisely defined, and

many of the symbols used do not appear in the subject's

natural language Lex.i con, The inherent differences between

the languages along with the fact that most computer

languages are not designed to allow the subject to extract

the meaning from many different forms Qf the statement,
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could cause the subject to use strategies for comprehension

whi ch are dependant on the program's language type.

There is £ome question as to how similar computer

languages should be to natural language. When a subset of a

natural language is used, it may make learning easier but if

only the gist is remembered, recall of the program would be

more difficul t , AIthough human-computer communication in a

natural language is the goal of many language designers,

Some research has suggested that procedural information is

easier to follow when it is presented as a series of steps

than when it is in the prose style of natural language.

Kamman (1972) found flowcharts were more comprehensible than

printed instructions for procedural text.

Computer scientists have been debating the usefulness

of natural programming languages for more than two decades.

Opponents of natural language programming argued that the

nature of man-machine communication would be hindered by the

lack of precision found in this type of language (Dijkstra,

1963, 1964; Montgomery, 1972; Hill, 1972). Hill claimed

that even if natural languages could be used as programming

languages it would be even more difficul t to write programs

with any certainty of what they would do.

Simmons (1986) summarized the 1984 experiment conducted

by M. Jarke et al. This research compared the use of an

English data base retrieval language with SQL, a simple
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formal query language. Subj ects had to formulate questions

to solve a set of problems in English and 8OL. Tne subjects

were able to get correct answers to the SQL questions 46% of

the time. When they used Englishr they or.ly had a 22%

success rate. It was noted that when the subjects used

English incorrectly, they could only try to paraphrase the

problem. This approach rarely led to co r r e c t Ln q the

problem. Since SQL was a formal structured language, t.n e

system could prov ide feedback about what went wrong. Since

the operations which were allowed were restricted, tne

system could usually provide messages which helped the

subject correct his errors.

Advocates of natural programming languages envisioned

computers with which a greater segment of the populat10n

could communicate without the necessity of learning a new

language (Halpern, 1967; Sammet, 1966, GUiliano, 1972).

These proponents of na. tural computer languages disagreed on

whether it was better to proceed from a natural language to

its practical implementation, (Petrick, 1976; Hobbs, 19'17;

Miller, 1981; Biermann and Ballard, 1980) or to incorporate

natural language features into existing programming

languages (Herriot, 1977; Hs u, 1978; Reeker, 1980). 'lbe use

of subsets of a natural language for programming is

presently limited to a few prototypical models.

Experimental studies which examine how these language
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subsets affect perfor-mance ar e scanty and yield conflicting

interpreta tions.

Many studies have reported evidence of comprehension

difficulties encountered by subjects who used different

implementations of structured programming concepts a n

existing or proposed programming languages (Gannon and

Horing, 1975; Gannon, 1976; Embly, 1975,1976). Small and

Weldon (1983) found subjects performed data manipulations

faster using the programming language SEQUEL than they did

using natural language commands. Bie.rmann, Ballard, and

Holler (1979) found SUbjects could produce array

manipulations more quickly and accurately using an English

subset than when they used the programming language, PLC.

Roberts (1979) conducted extensive series of tests on how

people learn and use four existing interactive text editors.

She found significant differences in the speed with Which

tasks were learned and used. The editor closest to a

natural language was used more effectively by subjects

regardless of their programming proficiency.

A recent study which is germaine to this discussion is

that of Dyck and. Mayer (1985). They examined the

compr ehension response times, that is tile time to read anu

answer que sti ons, for ei gh t ty pe s of pr ogr am sta tem ent s

w ri tten in Engli sh and BASI C. In addi tion to the language

type, the statements were embedded in programs with
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different ma cr oat r uct ur e contexts, def Lne d as the number of

other statements in the program segment. Mayer (1979) had

shown how each statement could be further divided into

transactions. These transactions, which could be thought of

as implicit propositions, were defined as an event that

occured in the computer and invloved an operation on an

object at a location. For example, the statement "cr ea ce a

certain number in memory space AI" is broken into tnree

transactions. Create was the operation, the number was the

object, and the memory space, Al was the location. Tneir

experiment used two sets of subjects. The subjects who read

the BASIC statements were familiar with BASIC while nne

subjects who read the English statements were not. Tne

results of their experiment were as follows: (a) The group

who read the English statements had significantly longer

response times for all statements, (b) there was no

significant interaction between the reaction times for the

same statements in BASIC and English, (c) there was a

significant interaction between language type and number of

transactions, (d) the macrostructure or the number of other

statements in the program was significantly related to the

response time for both languages, and (e) the number of

underlying transactions was a predictor for the response

times for both languages. '!he results of their research led

Dyck and Myer to suggest that comprehension of procedural
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statements is related to underlying structural statements

common to both languages.

Barnard, Hammond, Morton, Long, and Clark (1981) have

investigated subject's preferred argument order. They found

that subj ects with no programming experience chose direct

object first order for command objects. In addition,

sUbjects who used the direct object first commands took

longer, required more help and were more error prone. The

be st pe rf or mance was obtai ne d by not allow ing a fl ex i bl e

command or der. Bar nar d et a L, (1981) and Black and Moran

(1982) found that preferences of comput.er-e naav e subj ects di d

not lend themselves to effective design of command

languages. Black's subjects preferred general and high

frequency names for commands, but general and high frequency

names were more difficult to remember when sUbject's were

given memory tasks. carrol (1980) found that subjects could

remember command names that were congruent with their

function. He also found fewer performance errors if

subj ects used hierarchical commands in a fixed f ramew or Ie.

Miller (1978) has studied ways in which subjects write

file manipulation procedures using a natural language. He

found the style, frequently used, first stated the action

then qualified it.. Programming languages tend to follow a

style where the principal action is embedded in a set of

condi tions. Mj.ller (1981) suggested that embedded nesting
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stuctures account for some of the difficu1 ties encountered

by trying to express computer-1ik.. sol utaone using a natural

language. Dixon (1980) found that humans learnea and

followed the "action tnen quantification" better than the

"embedded sets of conda ta ons" style of English commands.

The consensus of psycholinguistic research suggests

that humans can process any number of syntactic forms but

specifying choices can influence the accuracy and the

efficiency of communication. Affirmative statements and

conjunction are not only easier for humans to processes

using na t ur al language (Clark and Clark, 1977) but also tor

specific computer programming tasks (Miller, 1974).

In many existing computer languages relations between

condi tions are expressed ei ther by nesting or branching. A

number of behaviorally oriented experiments nave been

performed that investigate these different types of control

flow. Sime, Green, and Guest (1977j found it was easier for

novices to w rite programs using a nesting style particularly

if it. included markers to specify the range of a

condi tional. They al so found an advantage for redundant

specification such as IF-NOT-ELSE.

Comput~ Languages

The current interest of

structured programming has
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expe r iments that have been perf ormeo ,(>J ith specif ic computer

languages. Shneiderman (1976) investigated such topics as

comparison of logical and arithmetic IF statements, the

effect of program modularity on comprehension, and the

utility of comments and meaningful variable names. Although

Shneiderman's results were not statistically significant,

Weissman (1974) found comprehension was aided by program

form.. Factors that were believed to make programs complex

such as flow of program control, flow of data, and program

form were tested by modification tasks and comprenension

tests. Results from Weissman's study conflicted with those

of Shneiderman. Weissman's study implied that program form

(factor s such as indenting and comments) aided program

canpr ehension.

One of the most am bi ti ous exper iments in contrasti ng

designs of p~ogramming languages was done by Gannon and

Horning (1975). They made nine modifications on a computer

language which they had written for teaching. These

modifications were based on what was considered to be

desirable features for structured programming. The overall

error rates between each of the compared languages were not

significantly different but some types of er r or s were found

to be signi.ficant by post hoc analysis. These errors were

operator precedence, the assignment operator, use of

semicolon as a separator, use of brackets to close compound
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statements and expressions, and difficulty using named

constants. This experiment did not question the

psychological basis for these resul t s.

Much of the research on "understanding" text involves

either the percent of correct responses or the response

time. Often these studies appear to yield conflicting

results. If measures are made on only one dependent

variable, the results may be task specific. However if the

criterion variables include response time as well as percent

correct, it may be possible to gain a broader picture of the

processes involved in the comprehension of text.

In the process of est.ablishing a methodology for

studying computer programs Weissman (1974) found first

semester programming students encountered problems w~th the

constructs of the programming language but second year

students were able to extract the program's meaning. This

review suggests a need to systematically investigate the

effect on program comprehension of the interaction of

features of the text, the subject's knowledge of the

program's purpose, training, and differences between

subjects. This dissertation will explore which factors best

predict the subject's ability to comprehend programs by

examining the variables which have been shown to influence

how people read and comprehend natural language text. The

broad objective of this study is to investigate the effect
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on program comprehension of the various properties of the

text and attributes of the subject. In an attempt to

ascertain how humans read programs, subjects currently

taking a second course in programming languages were studied

for this dissertation. Although the variance of the

subject's programming experience is less for this study than

it usually is in computer language related research,

differences between subjects are still expected to influence

program comprehension without sublimating any other effects.

Any insights into program comprehension which may be derived

from research using second semester programming students may

be extended to other experience levels in the future.

There have been some studies which investigated the

features of existing computer languages. Generally, they

tried to find a superior construct within that language for

subjects with varying backgrounds. The present research

differed from previous studies in that:

1. It decreased the task dependency of the

experiments by sampling program "understanding"

with several measures which are correlated with

the processing of natural language text.

2. It used subjects with e i mLf a r backgrounds to

investigate how program comprehension was

i nfl ue n ce d by knowl edge of the gi st, tr ai nin g;

language ability, and programming experience.
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CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENT ONE: THE INFLUaJCE ON PRCX:;RAM RECALL OF GISTr

EXPL ICITN ESS, AND PROPOSITIONAL DENSITY

Statement ~~ ~ Problem

Variables which were found to be salient a n the

research on natural language text comprehension included the

subject's knowledge of the text's topic, the am oun t; of

explicit information provided by the text, and surface

features of the text. Surface features, which nave been

identified as significant in the these studies, were t ne

properties of the text such as size (the number of words and

propositions), lexical density (the ratio of nouns,

adjectives, and verbs to the total number of words), and

propositional density (the ratio of the number of

propositions to the number of words). Since propositions or

the -essenc~ of a sentence- were used as variables in

experiments conducted for both natural language text and

computer programs, they were selected as an independent

variable for experiment one. Tbe proposi tional densi ty (PD)

or the ratio of the number of propos.itions to the number of

words or symbols was used in order to allow programs to be

different sizes.

Programs were written so that they conformed to low and

high propositional density, and had "o utput." whicb was

explicit or implicit in the program's text. The program's
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"output n differ s f rom the al gor i thm. The algor i thm, which

can be extracted from the program text, is considered to be

"how the progr am achieves the resul t." The "output 1'1 of the

program cannot always be extracted from the algorithm. For

example, the program's "output" may be a list of numbers,

sorted in ascending order. There are several algorithms

that could achieve this result. However, each algorithm

woul d consist of a different series of program st.at.ement s.

An explicit program is one in which the algorithm co ul d be

use d to der ive the pro gr am's "out put II. Progr am s whi ch are

explicit have program outcomes which are transparent to the

subject. An example of an explicit program is one in which

a subj ect is able to tell from the statements of the program

that the program's purpose was to find the largest element

in the array. Implicit programs are those in which the

knowledge of the program's "output" are opaq ue to the

subject. The ·output" of implicit programs must be deduced

from the subj ect 's knowledge about the program rather than

from the program's text. An example of an implicit program

is the computation of a Fibonacci series. The process of

adding the next number in sequence to the accumulated sum

can be found in the algorithm, but external information must

be provided from the subject's knowledge of the topic in

order to relate the algorithm to the computation of a

Fibonacci ser ies.
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The dependent variable was a binary variable which

categorize~ subjects by whether or not they were able to

recall 95% or more of the progr am. Progr am expl ici tne ss or

transparency, proposi tional densi ty (PD), and the knowledge

of the program's "output" (GIST) we r e the independent

variable s,

Experiment one was designed to ascertain if program

recall of second semester programming students was

influenced more by knowledge of the program's "o ut pu t " or

whether features of the text could facilitate recall.

This experiment specifically focused on the relationship of

the subject's knowledge of the program's "output" (GIST),

the propositional density of the text (PD), the amount of

textual explicitness or transparency of the program's

"output" and its influence on the subject's ability to

recall the program within one programming language.

Spe cif ically thi s st udy asked: (a) Does pr oposi tional

density (PD) interact with the subject's knowledge of the

progr am's "output" (GIST) to i nfl uence recall? and (b) Doe s

the explicitness or transparency of the program's "output"

interact with the subject's knowledge of the program's

"output n (GIST)?

It was hypothesized that recall would interact with

proposi tional densi ty and the amount of explicitness in the

program. The subject's knowledge of the program's purpose
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should predict its recall. That isv when the subjects knew

the program's purpose, they had a well developed schema or

cognitive framework with which to organize the text for

memory. If subjects did not possess this overall knowledge,

features of the text such as propositional density could be

important facilitators for program recall. Just as

beginning readers are sometimes able to coreprehend

individual sentences but not understand the meaning of a

larger unit of text such as a paragraph or passage, second

semester programming students may understand separate

program statements but not comprehend the program's

"output. "

MethQd

Subjects

A section of thirty-two students who were taking the

University of Hawaii's second computer science course agreed

to participate as subjects for experiment one. Second

semester subjects were chosen because they were able to read

programs for meaning. All sUbjects had previously completed

one computer cour se in which they had w ri tten between ten

and twenty programs using the programming language, BASIC.

The median age of the subjects was twenty-two. Twenty of

the subjects were male and twelve were female. English was

the native language for all of the subjects.
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Ma terj.QJ.J;;

Four programs wer e written that satisfied ea cn of the

explicitness and propositional density requirements. The

transparency of the programs "output" or whether ~t is

implicit or explicit depends on the s ubj e c t t s knowledge

about that program. In order to find an appropriate set of

explicit or implicit programs for experiment one, the

subjects were asked to read and describe the E/rogram's

"output ft for several programs. The programs chosen as

explicit had at least 95% of the subjects familiar with the

program's output. Those which were chosen as implicit had

fewer than 5% of the subj ects familiar with the programs

·output. "

The other manipulated feature of the program was the

propositional density, (PO). Six explicit and six implicit

programs were converted to pr-opositional form using a

methodolgy similar to the one used by Atwood and Ramsey,

(1978). The mean propositional density for these twelve

programs was 25%. Programs with the lowest and highest PO

from each of the explicit and implicit categories were

selected for the study. Although low PD programs were were

defined as those with a PO of less than 25% and high PO

programs were defined as ones with a PO greater than or

equal to 25%, the mean of the low PO programs used was 16.5%

and the mean of the high PO programs used was 33.5%.
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The high PD programs had one level of nesting, that a s

a loop within a conditional statement or a conditional

statement within a loop. Programs whicb contain nesting are

defined to be hierarchical. Atwood and Ramsey (1978) have

suggested tha.t the position of propositions in the h i er a r cny

infl uences program comprehension. Thus, the hierarchy was

balanced in the propositional density (PD) factor.

The programs were written using the programming

language ADA. Although none of the suj e ct s knew ADA, they

had learned a similar language, PL/I, du r i n q the semester.

A similar language was used in order to enable the subj ects

to understand the meaning of the statement manipulations.

Since they had not learned the ADA language, they would have

to r emember the text rather than use the language's rules to

generate the t.exc,

The programs were from six to twelve lines long. The

number of tokens (var.iable names and symbols) in each line

varied. During the first part of the semester the

algorithms and output from each of the programs had been

used as examples.

Procedure

All thirty-two subjects participated in the experiment

simultaneously. They were each given a booklet which

consisted of four ADA programs surrounded by blank pages.
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These programs can be found in Append~x A. Tne subJects

were told to try to remember tile program exactly as it was

written. They were also told that they could not refer back

to the programs once they had turned the page. '!he subjects

were given the follow ing instr uctions:

Read the following programs one at a time.
Spend as long as necessary trying to memorize
exactly what iswritten. Whenyoufeelyouare
ready, try to reproduce the program segment on
the next blank page. Once you turn the page do
not refer to the program again.

After you are through writing what you can
remember from each program, turn to the next
page and write the overall purpose of the
program or its output. Don't specify the
algorithm just what the program is supposed to
accompl ish.

There was no time limit for each segment but a total of

fifty minutes \\?as given. All the subjects were able to

compl ete the task in that time.

Results

The dependent variabl e was the sUbj ect' s abil ity to

accurately recall 95% of the program. Tallies ~ere also

obtained on wbethel' or not the 8ubj ect under stood each

programs "output" (GIST). Appendix A shows the programs and

the relationship between the subject's knowledge of the

program's "o ut p ut " and the subject's recall. The

prol::abilities of the 2 by 2 contingency tables were

cal culated exactly using a computer program availabl e from

the University of Hawaii's Department of Educational
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Psychology program library. Statistir.ally significant

differences of p < 0.001 existed between the number of

sUbjects who could either recall or not recall the high

propositional density programs.

These results suggest that program recall was

facilitated if the subjects knew Uwhat the program does."

Only the s ub j ect s that knew the progr am's output were abl e

to reproduce it to criteria. Subj ects who lacked the

knowledge of the program's output could still reproduce the

low propositional density programs. Table 1 shows the

number of subjects in each propositional density, gist, by

recall group.

Table 1

.Influence ~ Propositional Density ~ Program Recall

Propositional Density

Low High

gist no gist gist no gist

95% yes 29 29 31

I
9

Recall no 2 4 3 21
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Analysis of the effect of the program's transpurency

suggested that program recall was influenced by an

tnteraction between the subject's knowledge of the program's

"output" and the explicitess of the program "out pu t ;"

Results, shown in Table 2, suggest that when the subjects

knew the program's output, most of the programs were

recalled but more explicit than implicit programs were

remembered. Possibly this is because the algorithms of the

explicit program8 aGBcribe the program's "output." This

knowle dge of the progr am' s "output VI, in t ur n , enhanced the

probability of successful recall.

Examination of the recall data when the program's

purpose is not known indicates that implicit programs are

recalled 2.2 times more frequently than explicit programs.

Anderson (1974) suggested that implicit sentences require

the subject to provide some tyPe of schema. If the subject

is not aware of the program's cor re ct pur pose, the progr am

needs to be carefully read to provide a framework for the

program recall. Implicit programs may be more successfully

recalled than explicit programs because a greater depth of

processing is required to form alternate schemata.
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Table 2

Influence ~ Program Explicitness QD~ Recall

Gist

Yes

Explicit Implicit

95% yes 35 25

Recall no 4 1

No

Explicit Implicit

12 26

13 12

Discussion

The high propositional density (PD) results are

consistent with those of McKeithan et al. <198li;

Mayer (1981); Adel son (1983) and Shnei de rman (1976). A high

level schema was needed to allow the subjects to chunk the

text and reduce their memory load. If the subjects knew the

overall purpose of the program, they possessed a better

knowledge stucture to help organize the material and thus,

they were able to recall more of the exact program text.

However, the low PD programs show that the knowledge of the

program's ~outputn is not always essential. Low PD programs

can be recalled without a highly developed schema to help

organize the text in the high PD programs. Without a highly

developed schema, features of the text such as propositional
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density and program explicitness may facilitate program

r e caLk, The infl uen ce of proposi tions on t n e recall of

natural language text has been suggested by several studies

(Kintsch, 1979; Kintsch and Vipond, 1977; Kintsch and van

Dijk, 1978; Vipond, 1980; Atwood and Ramsey, 1978). Royer,

Lynch, Hambleton, and BUlgareli (1984) showed that

propositional density correlated significantly with

subject's ability to recognize the statement's meaning.

The suggestion that implicit semantic cues could

facili tate recall is supported l:¥ natural language r e sear ch,

Anderson (1974) has suggested that sentences that r eq ui r e

inference on the part of the subject require more thought

and that this effort has the effect of making the programs

easier to recall.

This first experiment suggested that features of

program text such as proposi tional densi ty and explicitness

of semantic cues can influence program recall when the

program's overall purpose is not known•. Features within a

language can aid memory. Will this be true regardless of

the language of the program? Tile next phase of this study

examined the influence on program comprehension of language,

textual features, and the subject's knowLedqe,
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CHAPTER TV

EXPERIMENT TWO: THE INFLUENCE ON PROGRAM COMPREHENSION OF

LANG UlIGE, TEXTUAL FEATURES AND SUBJECl" S KNOWLEDGE

Statement .Ql .th.e Problem

How can the programming language or components of the

language facilitate an understanding of tile program? Many

computer scientists involved in the design of programming

languages espouse an eventual goal of simplified man

machine communication. The vie~ that this would be achieved

by using a natural programming language is based more on

intuition than on empirical evidence. While the same

program written both in a computer and a natural language

can have similar semantic content, the programs may contain

several textual differences which could differently affect

the comprehension of the program.

Studies from the fields of psychology and linguistics

suggest variables which influence the comprehension of

na tural language text. Incl uded among these variabl es are

several which are text-related such size (the number of

words; the number of lines, and the number of propositions)

and densi ty (lexical and proposi tional). Other infl uences

include variables which differentiate subjects. Some of

these subject-related variables are their knOWledge of a

program's purpose, their training, their language ability,

and their programming experience. The emphasis of this
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expe r Lm ent; was to de cerm a ne which text-g:elated and subject

related variables would predict program comprehension and

memory. Experiment two addressed the question: Onder what

conditions do properties of a language interact with

subject-related variables to influence comprehension and

memory for programs? The propositional density (PD)

conditions in experiment one were balanced with respect to

the depth of nesting. These variables have been separated

in experiment two.

To test the hypothesis of interaction between language

and textual features, the same programs were written using

both natural and computer languages. Unrestricted English

was used ra ther than an exi stirlg natur al language subset to

provide a comparison of the results with implications

suggested from the reading research.

There has been very little research directed toward

under standing the fa ct or s tha t infl uence reading computer

program So Experiment two was designed to prov ide ev idence

which might suggest the kinds of interaction that exist

between the subj ecc, language, and the features of the text

on program comprehension. Factors such as program language,

program form, program size, program difficulty, familiarity

of the subjects with the program, training, and subject's

abil ity and experience could all influence the comprehension

and memory for computer programs.
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Guided by experiment one and the literature review

this study investigated:

1. How the programming language interacted with

textual features and subject-related variables to

influence program comprehension and memory?

2. Which textual differences between computer and

natural languages best predicted comprehension and

memory for programs?

Specifically this study asked:

1. How do textual features such as 1 ines, tokens,

propositions, propositional density and textual

density influence program comprehension?

2. Does the depth of the propositional hierarchy have

an influence on whether a computer or a natural

language better facilitates program comprehension?

3. Does the subj ect's overall knowledge of the

specific purpose of the program and the

programming language interact to influence program

comprehension and memory?

4. Does training affect the comprehension of computer

programs?

5. Can differences between the subjects such as

native language, programming experience, program

production ability, and reading ability predict

which language facilitates program comprehension?
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It was hypothesized that there would be an interaction

of language, features of the text, and abilities of the

subject which would influence the ability to understand a

program. Subjects are expected to have better comprehension

and memory for programs written in Pascal when: (a) the

programs contain several levels of embedded nesting, (b) the

overall purpose of the program is unknow n, (c) tb~ subj ects

ar e poor reader s , and (d) Engl ish is not the subj e ct I s

native language. Conversely aubj e c t s are expected to

understand programs written in English better when: (a) the

programs have at most two levels of embedding; (b) the

overall purpose of the program is known; and (c) the

subjects are not proficient in Pascal.

Experimental Design ~ Terms

Design

The experimental design used repeated measures on two

languages and twelve programs. Each subject had two reading

sessions with the order of the language and the problem

counterbalanced across subjects. The subjects read twelve

programs in each session. The first session used six

programs written in Pascal and six different programs

written in English. The second session was held at least

twenty-four hours later and used the same programs written

in the opposite language.
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Terms

The following are the definitions of the terms relevant

for this experiment:

~.mprehens.i!m. The thinki ng proces s which enabl es

meaning to be extracted from the text. Measures of this

process were obtained from: (a) The percent of answers

correct on an experimenter designed instrument administered

to the subj ect after each treatment (RMEM), (b) A question

given after each treatment to determine if the subject knew

the purpose of each program (GIST), and (c) A cloze test in

which an underline character was substituted for every fifth

word or symbol of every program (CLOZ E). The score on this

test was determined by the percentage of correct sym bol s ,

words, or synonyms of the word.

fi.m.e spent .QD storage .an.Q retrieval .Qf llxt. This time

was divided into: (a) Storage time (SREAD) - the number of

seconds that a subject took to read each treatment, and (b)

Retrieval time (SAC) - the average number of seconds that a

subject took to correctly answer the comprehension

questions f or each treatment.

ReadabilitY index (RIDX) - the average cloze scores on

each treatment obtained from a population of approximately

two hundred second semester programmining students prior to

experiment two. This readability index was used to balance

the program difficulty between sessions.
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Textual Density. The average number of tokens per

line. This is also a mea c ur e of the space surrounding the

text.

Training. (SESSION) Experimentally manipulated prior

exposure to the treatments.

Surface features Q£~~. Physical attributes of

the text. Measures of the textual characteristics of each

treatment include: (a) The number of lines (NLIN), (b) The

number of words or symbols (NTOK), (c) The textual densi ty

which was defined as the number of words or symbols per line

(DEN), (d) The number of proposi tions (NPROP), (e) The

propositional density (PD) which was defined as the ratio of

the number of propositions to the number of symbols in the

pr ogr am, (f) The depth of the h ier ar chy (HIER) in each

program (the levels of nesting which were held constant for

programs written in both languages).

Method

Subjects

Seventeen male and six female subjects were randomly

selected for this study from the University of Hawaii's

second computer course, res 267, the semester following

experiment one. This course differed slightly for the two

experiments. The subjects learned the language Pascal

instead of PL/I but the emphasis of the course, during both
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semesters, was on the development of algorithms. During

their first computer programming course, the subjects had

all used the programming language, BASIC, to write

approximately ten programs. This study was designed to

investigate sUbjects with similar backgrounds. However,

subjects were asked to provide information about variables

such as their age, sex, grade, prior computer experience,

perceived reading ability, and native language which might

di ff er enti ate them. In a dd i ti on, each subj ect was gi ven a

quiz on Pascal program production as part of their class

work. Two small programs were graded with a maximum of

three points each. The average grade for the subjects used

in experiment two was 3.0, with most of the subjects

receiving partial credit for each problem. The average

number of years of college which the subj ects had was 2.5 or

halfway between the sophomore and junior years. The mean

number of programs written, including those written during

the current semester, was 30. The mean age of the subjects

was 21. Although all of the subjects spoke English

fluently, three males and two females spoke Chinese as their

native language. Ten subjects rated themselves as good

readers, five subjects considered themselves to be very good

or expert readers, and eight s ubj e c t s rated themselves as

fair or poor readers.
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Languages

The languages used for this study were the natural

language of English and the computer language of Pascal.

The subjects all learned Pascal from the experimenter in the

same second semester computer science course.

Fad lities

Experiment two was performed in the microcomputer

laboratory of the Univ er si ty of Haw ai i 's Department of

Information and Computer Sciences. Two sound-proof rooms

contained the three microcomputers which were used. Each

microcomputer contained a programmable clock and either two

eight inch floppy disk drives or one hard disk and one eight

inch disk drive to record the data. The microcomputers were

placed, next to Zenith model 19 green screen terminals, on

desk tops that extended across the room. Padded desk chairs

in front of each terminal were adjusted to a comfortable

height for each subject. All the software, developed for

this study by the experimenter, used a PL/I compiler written

by W. Wesl ey Peter son (1981). Appendix G contains a listing

of the PIlI programs used to present the stimulus material.

Separate files were made on the disk for each s ubj ect

at each experimental session in order to record every

response typed. The experimenter provided a session and

program set code. Based on this code, the software picked

the appropriate set of programs and randomly assigned either
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six English programs f o Ll ow e d by six different Pascal

programs or six Pascal programs followed by six different

Engl ish progr ams.

Materials

Twelve algorithms were written in both Pascal and

English. They were divided into two sets of six English and

six Pascal programs. All the programs in each set were

unique, but the two sets were complementary: that is, set

one and set two had the same algorithms but used different

languages. The experimental design balanced the order of

the language and the program set. Program difficulty was

balanced between sets by the readability index. The set

number and the language initially presented were assigned by

the experimenter during session one. Then during session

two, the subjects read the programs in the opposite language

and language order. Within the six programs of one

language, the order of the programs was randomly assigned by

the controlling program.

The validation of the programs and the consistency

between the two languages was provided by first converting

the twelve algorithms to propositional form using methods

described by Kintsch (1974) and Gillespie (1983). The

programs were then written in Pascal and English from the

propositional forms. See Appendix Band C for the listings
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of the programs and the propositional analyse& Ten IeS

faculty and second year graduate students acted as judges

for the programs. They either read the English and wrote

the appropriate Pascal or read the Pascal and wrote tne

English equivalent. Since the propositional form was \7ery

similar to the Pascal version, the judges were able to

q ui ckl.y agree on the Pascal programs. The English versions

took much longer but after several changes, 95% of a

different second year programming class produced correct

Pascal programs from the English version.

A recognition memory test was written by the

investigator. Several mul tiple choice questions were made

for each of the twenty-four programs. One of the questions

for each program specifically asked the program's overall

purpose. Five ICS graduate students read the questions and

suggested changes and clarifications. A pencil and paper

version of the programs and the edited version of the test

was given to twenty students in different sections of the

second level programming course as a pilot stUdy. An item

analysis of the questions eliminated the ones which

contributed the least variabil ity. The final test contained

five multiple choice questions for each program. The

recognition memory questions were designed to be similar for

the same pro qr een in the two languages. Appendix D co ntam s

a listing of th e comprehension questions.
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After the last question of the last program at each

session, the subject was thanked for pa r t.a ca pa t.Ln g, 'I'~':1e

experimenter then gave the subject a pencil and paper cloze

test. The cloze test, shown in Appendix E, was used, to test

the extent that the language facilitated the subject's

schema. Subjects were randomly assigned to ei th er a cloze

test in a same or an opposite language condition. For the

same language condition, the subjects took a cloze test on

the programs they had just read. For the opposite

condition, the cl oz e test used the programs of the opposite

language. The order of which language prov ided a sub] ect' s

first exposure to the program was recorded. Synonyms were

counted as correct answers.

Each program was given a readabi.lity coef f Lcr ent; which

was based on the average percent of correct responses from

the cloze scores of two hundred second year programming

students who took the cloze tests prior to experiment two.

The readability index was used as a way to balance the

program difficulty across sessions and as measure of

external val idi ty.

Procedure

The subjects were tested individually during a week at

the conclusion of of their second computer cours~ The

experimenter had a desk in an office outside of the micro

computer rooms. The experimenter assigned subjects to
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vacant terminal s W' hen tbey ar r Iv ed at their ach edur ed times.

The experimenter keyed in a code which determined the

initial language and the program set number. The

controlling program requested that the subject enter a

session number (lor 2) and his or her last name.

The experimenter explained to the subject that the

purpose of this research Wn.'3 to stUdy how people read and

under stood pro gr am So The subject was advised that tbe

programs would be presented one at a time and that there was

no time limit for reading the programs. The subject was

told not to take notes but to try to understand the program

and remember it exactly as there would be questions on both

the content and form of the program. It the session number

was 1, a sample program appeared on the sceen. 'lhe subject

was instr ucted:

Spend as long as you wish reading this program,
press return when you are finished

Once the subj ect pressed return, a sample multiple choice

question appeared on the screen. The subject selected an

answer. The experimenter asked if the subj ect nad any

questions about the procedure. The experimenter then left

the room and the controlling program presented each program

followed by questions on the scree~

randomly pr esented to the subj ects.

The programs were

That is they were

either given English programs first or Pascal programs first
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but tclithin each language the order was r andom, After ea cn

program, this message appeared at the bottom of the screen:

"PRESS RETURN WHEN YOU 'lHINK YOU CAN REMEMBE..~ ra rs PROGRAM"

The program clock was started once the program appeared on

the screen and it \'las stopped when they pressed return.

As soon as the subject pressed return, the program

dissapeared and a mul t.Lpl e choice question concerning the

program appeare~ As soon as the subject answered the

question, both the answer and the time taken to answer were

recorded on the subject's file. After five multiple cnoice

questions, the next program appeared on the acr een, This

procedure was completed for six English and six Pascal

programs during session one. Data for each subject were

kept for later analysis,

There were two similar sessions for each subj ect, The

sessions were at least twenty four hours apart. All subjects

read all twenty-four programs but they never had the same

program in both languages during the same day. At the end

of each session, the subject was given a cloze test. The

subjects were randomly assigned to two cloze conditions,

same or different, The same condition subjects took a cloze

test on the material they had just read, while the opposite

condition subjects took a test on the program in the

opposi te language. Both groups of subjects were instructed:
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There are several programs on both sides of the
following page. Please fill in what you feel is
the correct symbol where a "_VI appears. One
dashed line is given for each missing symbol or
token. This information will help determine
pro qr em difficul ty.

The subjects were also asked to fill in their age, sex,

grade, perceived reading ability, and experience with Pascal

and programming. Whatever program set and cloze test the

subject wes given in session one were recorded by the

controlling program, and the complementary set was given in

session two.
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT WO

Dgp~ndent Variab~E

E)"periment two was designed to investigate the effect

of four types of variables on the subject's ability to

"unde r st.and" programs. These predictor variables were: (a)

textual features which are inherent in natural and computer

languages, (b) subject's knowledge of the program's purpose,

(c) prior training, and (d) characteristics of the subjects.

The experiment was designed to explore the interaction of

these predictor variables with the language type.

This experiment uses many of the dependent variables

which have been successful in natural language research.

Criterion variables used to assess program ·understanding·

were: (a) scores on a recognition memory test (RMEM),

incl ude d in this measur ement were binary measur es of whether

the subjects understood the overall purpose of the program

(GIST), (b) average number of seconds taken to correctly

answer questions from the recognition memory test (SAC), (c)

the number of seconds that the subjects took to read eacn

treatment (SREAD), and (d) scores on a cloze test (CLOZE).

Some of these variables predominately measured the

subj ect' s over all knowledge or cogni tive f r amew or k, The

recognition memory questions (RMEM), for example, included a

question concerning the overall purpose of the program
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(GIST). The average number of seconds the subjects t.oo k to

recall the correct answers (SAC), was a measure of the time

needed to retrieve the information from memory. It was

anticipated that the time to correctly answer the recall

questions (SAC) would also reflect components of the

s u b j e c t t s overall knowledge of the program. It was

hypothesized that longer retrieval times might suggest a

more complex internal representa tion. RMEM and SAC also

relied on the subj ect.t s memory for the treatment. SREAD was

a measure of the time the subject took to read t.ne text, to

remember it, and to internally store it for r uc ur e

recognition questions. The cloze score was the variable

least dependent on the s ub j e cc ' s memory. Instead it

measured the subj e ct'.s ability to predict missing -tokens"

from knowledge derived from a combination of content and

sy rrte c ta c rules of the remaining text. In a sense the cloze

measure reflects the overall knowledge as well as

contributions of the language to program "under standing. n

Table 3 shows the means and standard deviations by

language for each of the dependent variables. The CLOZE,

RMEM, and GIST scores are percent correct (out of 100) while

the SAC and SREAD are the n umber of se conds.
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Table 3

Summary Statistics bY Language 1QI ~endent Variab~

English

Pascal

CLOZE

76.79

82.58

Means

RMEM

60.00

56.74

GIST

50

46

SAC

22.16

22.51

SREAD

120.77

163.96

Standard Deviations

Engl j sh

Pascal

CLOZE

21.03

17.03

RMEM

27.40

25.49

GIST

50

50

SAC

18.35

20.02

SREAD

101.24

111.93

English

Pascal

N (23 Subjects reading 12 Programs each languages)

CLOZE RMEM GIST SAC SREAD

258 276 276 276 274

270 276 276 276 275

In general, subjects had better recognition memory and

understood more of the program's purpose for programs

written in English. However, they received higher cloze

scores for programs which were written in Pascal. The

subjects spent more time reading and answering Pascal

programs. Once the programs were read, the mean number of
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seconds needed to correctly an sw e r recognition memory

questions for the programs was almost the same for both

languages. These results suggest that subjects may have

language independent internal storage structures which

consist of an abstract, representation similar to the

representation they have for natural language text.

Tne recognition memory scores without the gist

questions were highly correlated (0.68) with the gist scores

for both languages. Therefore, the gist score was included

as part of the recognition memory score for most of the

analyses. The time taken to store the information (SREAD)

and the time to retrieve it (SAC) were moderately correlated

(0.37> and thus, were analyzed as separate dependent

variables.

Influence ~ Language

The question of whether the textual features, inherent

in the languages, help the subjects comprehend the programs

was examined to determine the influence of the language and

textual features on program "understanding.- Table 4 shows

the means, by language, for each program.
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Table 4

Individual Program Means fQI Dependent Variables ~ Language

Dependent Variable

CLOZE RMEM GIST SAC SREAD
Program

1. Greatest Common Denominator

Engl ish 71.95 40.87 17 15.20 109.45

Pascal 79.72 50.43 35 28.99 213.39

2. Random Number Generator

Engl ish 73.41 50.43 22 18.87 108.62

Pascal 76.03 35.65 9 27.51 130.77

3. Factorial

Engl ish 81.80 48.70 52 23.56 115.74

Pascal 88.07 59.13 57 28.07 104.95

4. Fibonnacci Numbers

Engl ish 87.83 71.30 35 22.37 109.53

Pascal 90.48 73.04 30 22.28 102.41

5. Directions

Engl ish 83.56 66.96 74 25.79 99.43

Pascal 91.59 53.04 57 18.93 95.10

6. Exponential Equation

Engl ish 78.64 71.30 74 22.02 175.77

Pascal 81.41 73.04 87 15.17 126.63
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Dependent Variable

CLOZE RMEM GIST SAC SREAD

Program

7. Square Root

English 55.63 48.70 17 25.01 132.86

Pascal 88.78 48.70 17 17.96 197.61

8. Mean

English 77.27 71.30 65 20.36 109.59

Pascal 72.72 63.48 57 20.67 228.26

9. Maximum Value

English 74.48 59.13 57 24.83 134.77

Pascal 76.99 60.87 43 23.99 171.87

10. Median

English 70.24 80.00 87 23.85 124.58

Pascal 83.52 54.78 74 22.91 149.63

11. Frequency

Engl ish 87.63 64.35 52 21.24 69.90

Pascal 81.82 54.78 48 23.48 191.27

12. Prime number

Engl ish 76.32 46.96 52 22.78 158.04

Pascal 80.44 53.91 35 3.1.27 254.02
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A review of varied scores on the 12 programs also

reveals that there wa s an interaction between the program

and the language in which they were written. Analysis of

the differences between the means of the dependent

variables,· by language and program, showed that the greatest

differences were in the time spent reading the treatments

(SREAD) and in the cloze scores (CLOZE). The language type

(English or Pascal) appears to have an effect, but it's not

clear that one language is necessarily superior for all

treatments.

The next question of interest was the extent to which

the language type interacted with the program. Since

repeated measures were used in the experimental design, an

analysis of variance was performed with the appropriate

error terms. Scores were recorded for each subj e ct; on

twenty-four programs, twelve of which were in English and

twelve of which were in Pascal. The dependent variables

used in the analysis of variance analysis were the number of

seconds the subjects took to read each treatment (SREAD),

scores from cloze tests (CLOZE), and recognition memory and

gist q ue at fon s CRMEM). ~able 5 shows the results of this

analysis for the selected dependent variables.
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Table 5

Influence Qf Language QD Dependent Variables

Seconds Taken to Read Treatments (SRI:AD)

Source DF Anova SS F PR > F

Subject 22 116.47

Language 1 21.63 28.07 0.0001

Subject * Language 22 16.95

Program 11 42.78 7.79 0.0001

Subj ect * Program 242 120.74

Language * Program 11 34.24 3.81 0.0001

Subject * Language * Program 242 195.19

Cloze Scores (CLOZE)

Source DF Anova SS F PR > F

Subject 22 155.21

Language 1 11.89 5.12 0.0338

Subject * Language 22 51.08

Program 11 38.73 6.11 0.0001

Subj ect * Program 242 138.93

Language * Program 11 32.71 6.61 0.0001

Subj ect * Lanquaqe * Program 242 98.44
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Recognition f1emory (RMEM)

Source DF Anova SS F no -, t:'s:.n ,,- L

Subject 22 124.28

Language 1 2.11 3.29 0.0834

Subject * Language 22 14.09

Program 11 74.22 9.97 0.0001

Subj ect '* Program 242 163.83

Language * Program 11 21.98 3.21 0.0005

Subject * Language 'l\' Program 242 150.50

The variables for the time taken to read (SREAD), the

cloze scores CCLOZE) and the recognition memory score (RMEM)

all show a significant interaction between program and

language. The results of the analysis of variance on each

of the measures of program comprehension suggest that the

language and the program's algorithm both contribute to

program comprehension and memory. The statistically

significant interactions indicate that it is not simply a

case of one language being superior to another. Conditions

which are included within the program's text appear to

influence which language best facilitates ·understanding· of

the program.
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L.fill.SU19..gJ; ..9..('.,9 i.'_e..gj:;JJ. re",j? .Q..t the Tex t

The next phase of the experiment was to 1nvestigate

properties of the programs which could explain the

interaction of language and textual r ea t ur e s, Textual

features which were indicated as contributors to text

comprehension in natural language r esear cn were investigated

f or both the Engli sn and Pascal ver sions of the al gori t.nm.

The conventional use of English and Pascal dictates a

high correlation among the textual features. In comparison

to programs written in Englisn, programs written in Pascal

us ually have more lines and fewer tokens: t n e r ef or e, they

have a lower textual density. Slnce fewer tokens are used

per line, lines in Pascal tend to be surrounded by space. A

computer language usually contains only the tokens whicn are

essential for the meaning \'!hile omitting the embellishments

that provide redundancy in a natural language. Four of the

programs, included in this experiment, were contrary to the

usual case. Two programs were written to have the greatest

number of tokens in the Pascal version of the ar qo r i cnm.

The rest of the programs had more tokens in the English

version than in the Pascal counterpart. Two dli:ferent

programs were constructed t:.o contain the same number of

proposi tions for each language. Thus, the Pascal programs

all contained ei ther the same or more proposi tions. All the

Pascal programs had a greater propositional density. This
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ratio varied from being almost the same to being three times

greater for Pascal programs. The hierarchy level, however,

was kept consta.nt for the two versions of each program. The

overall means of the program's textual features and the

means by language are shown in Table 6.

Table 6

Features Qf 1~ Text: Means

No. No. Textual No. Prop. Hier- Read.
Lines Tokens Density Prop. Dens. archy Index

(NL IN) (NTOK) (DEN) (NPROP) (PD) (H I ER) (RIDX)

Pascal 19 75 4 19 25 2.4 75

English 8 106 13 14 13 2.4 75

Combined 13.6 90.3 8.4 16 19 2.4 75

Table 20, in Appendix F, shows the surface properties

of each of the treatments by language. The mean readability

index was the same for both languages but not consistent

within the treatments. Seven of the English programs and

five of the Pascal programs had the greatest readability

indexes. These indexes were derived from the percent of

correct answers on a cloze test taken by two-hundred

different second semester computer science students. A

higher percentage of correct scores corresponds to an easier

text. Figures 1 through 4 show each of the dependent
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variables in order of descending English performance. The

interactions are illustrated by the deviations of the Pascal

measurements on both sides of the 1 ine. One can see from

Figure 1 that the recognition memory scores were for the

most part better for the English than the Pascal programs,

but that the two programs, numbers 4 and 6, which had the

same number of propositions were almost the same for both

languages. Figure 2 shows that the cloze scores were

generally higher for the programs written in Pascal, but the

two programs, numbers 8 and 11, which had fewer tokens for

the English than the Pascal version had better English cloze

scores. Figure 3 shows that the number of seconds taken to

answer did not appear to be influenced much by the type of

language. Figure 4 shows that the number of seconds spent

reading the programs was greater for the programs written in

Pascal.

The programs are referenced by number (see Table 4 for

the names and properties of the program text by language.)
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Figure 1.- Mean Recogni tion Memory (RMEM) by program

(Means are ordered on English).
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~~ 2. Mean Cloze Scores (CLOZE) by Program

(Means are ordered on English).
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Figure ~. Mean Seconds to Correctly Answer (SAC) by Program

(Means ordered on English).
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Fjgure~. Mean Seconds to Read Programs by Program (SREAD)

(Means ordered on English).
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Correlation co e f f LcLent s , shown in Table 7, \;,ere

computed to determine the relationships between the

dependent variables and features of the text.

Table 7

Correlations Qf Means for De~enGent Variables~ Features

'*Qf .the xex.t.

*correlations computed from means of 23 subjects reading

24 programs. Correlations >= 1401 significant p <= 0.05.

Rmem Gist Cloze Sread Sac Ridx Bier Nlin Ntok Den Nprop

Gist 68

Cloze 20 15

Sread -18 -12 -16

Sac -16 -7 -18 37

Ridx 11 10 78 -36 2

Bier -28 -4 -34 46 33 -24

Nlin -27 -11 14 72 23 -15 29

Ntok -15 15 -61 19 21 -35 49 -8

Den 14 15 -44 -40 -3 -5 3 -84 56

Nprop -29 4 6 54 38 -3 39 69 39 -35

Pd -15 -9 54 32 18 28 -6 73 -46 -82 61
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The h i er ar chy or nesting level (BIER) was n el. c constant

for the programs in both languages in order to test a t s

interaction with language for each of the dependent

variables. BIER increased with program size variables such

as the number of tokens (NTOK), the number of proposi t.a ons

(NPROP), and the number of lines (NLIN). The coz r e.r a tn on s

of hierarchy (BIER) showed the greatest comba ne d effect on

the tne dependent variables, SREAD, SAC, CLOZE, and RMEM.

Since longer and more complex programs generally take longer

to read 'and retrieve, SREAD and SAC increased with BIER.

Tne cloze and recognition memory (RMEM) scores were greater

for programs with a hierarchy level (BIER) of one or two.

The correlations suggest that BIER is an lmportant variable

in program comprehension and, as such, should be more

closely exam ined.

Tne measurements of the average time taken by the

subj ects to read the trea tments (SREAD) were corr elated with

variables of length and density. SREAD measures were

positively related to the number of lines (NLIN) and tne

number of propositions (NPROP) and were inversely related to

the lexical density (DEN). Interestingly, it was the number

of lines (NLIN), not the number of tokens (NTOK) whicn

exerted the greater influence on tne reading time. As

anticipated, SREAD times were positively but only

moderately correlated with retrieval times (SAC).
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In addition to SREAD, the cloze scores (CLOZE) also

showed considerable association wi th features of the text.

The cloze scores were most closely related to the

readability index (RIDX), but they were also influenced by

program length and density. Cloze scores were inversely

related to the number of tokens (NTOK) and the lexical

densit.y of the lines <DEN), but positively related to the

propositional density (PD). Since Pascal programs h~d a

greater propositional density, this association predicts

higher cloze scores for the Pascal programs. The

recogni tion memory questions (RMEM), which was highly

associated with GIST, was the dependent variable least

associated with the features of the text.

Although the correlation matrix shows many strong

dependencies between the variables, McQuitty's (1957)

elementary linkage analysis was used to isolate the dominant

factors. Figure 5 shows the three clusters which emerged.

They consisted of: (a) the textual features of densitYr size

and reading and retrieval time, (b) the readability index

and cloze scores which were related to the number of tokens

and the amount of hierarcial nesting, and (c) the

recognition memory score and the subject's knowledge of the

gist.
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Figure ~. Typal Linkage Analysis Relationships.

Type I

DEN (===========)PD

NLINES <--

I
SREAD

NPROP <-- SAC

Type II

RDIX <==========> CLOZE

NTOK

BIER

Type III

RMEM <==========) GIST

The next question addressed the influence on program

comprehension of the interaction of language type and

properties of the text. Table 8 shows the correlations of

the dependent variables and the program's textual features

by specific language.
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Table 8

Correlations* of Dependent variable Means and Features of

Text by Language

*correlations computed from mean scores of 23 subjects and

12 proqrams, correlations >= 1.561 significant p <= 0.05

English

~
c;, n en (fj ::c :::: ~ z tJ Z

:::. ..... ~ ~ SlJ ..... ..... t-' rr CD 't
CL rr- 0 ro o c. It ..... 0 :J ~

::> 11" N PJ X ~ :J ;1;" 0
ro c. 't

Gist 74
Cloze 36 34
Sread -4 19 -37
Sac 3S 48 -4 21
Ridx 37 41 91 -43 2
Hier -47 -3 -22 36 -14 -11
Nlin -32 11 -46 38 23 -41 56
Ntok -31 13 -52 51 20 -47 56 97
Den 2 18 -30 62 -4 -28 9 4 29
Nprop -25 IS 0 18 11 -17 39 78 72 -11
Pd 15 3 65 -38 -7 34 -21 -19 -30 -49 43

Pascal

Gist 60
Cloze 17 2
Sread -20 -22 -57
Sac -S5 -42 -41 45
Ridx -23 -25 77 -44 3
Hier -6 -4 -60 65 64 -39
Nlin -30 -14 -49 84 44 -26 66
Ntok -19 9 -51 69 38 -31 60 84
Den -8 31 -38 34 17 -'-7 31 43 85
Nprop -28 4 -23 54 52 6 46 77 82 63
Pd -23 -5 28 -1 36 57 -5 21 4 -11 59
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When the analysis was separated by language, most of

the correlations of textual features become even st.r onqer ,

The level of nesting (BIER) was still related to the length,

tha tis the n umber of to ken s, 1 i ne s, and propo si ti on s for

both languages. However, for the English programs, the

level of nesting (BIER) was inversely related to the

recogni tion memory scores (RMEM), but for the Pascal

programs, the BIER hierarchy level was correlated wi th the

time taken to read the programs (SREAD), the time to answer

the RMEM questions (SAC), and the cloze scores.

Since the correlations suggested that the hierarchy

influenced the RMEM, CLOZE, and SREAD scores, the hierarchy

(BIER) was examined in more detail. The four hierarchical

levels used for this analysis were further separated into

two categories. A hierarchy of one or two levels was

defined as low depth and a hierarchy of three or four was

defined as high depth. Figure 6 shows the interaction of

the depth f or the mean recogni tion memory scores. Noti ce

how the scores are higher, when the depth is low, for the

programs written in English. On the other hand, when the

depth is high, the programs ~lritten in Pascal received the

higher scores.
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E~~~ ~. Mean Recognition Memory scores by Depth.

RMEM
SOORES

50____ I 1 _
Low High

Depth

Table 21, In Appendix F, shows the individual pr o qr a m

means by depth for the dependent variables. Table 9 ShOWS

the means of the RMEM, CLOZE, and SREAD measures by language

and depth condition. The mean scores for the CLOZE tests

decrease for programs with high depth. However, more time

is also spent reading programs which have high depth.
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Table 9

Influence ~ Program Hierarchy QD Dependent Variables

Recognition Memory Scored (RMEM)

Depth English Pascal Mean

Low 64.72 56 .25 60.4

High 53.39 57.66 55.5

Mean 60.0 56.7

Depth

Low

High

Mean

Depth

Low

High

Mean

CLOZE Score

Engl i sh Pascal

76.71 84.80

76.36 79.59

76.8 82.6

Seconds to Read (SREAD)

Engli sh Pascal

117.24 141.92

125.52 194.50

120.8 164.0

Mean

81.0

78.0

Mean

129.58

160.45

~. Low Depth = Hierarchy Level < = 2

High Depth = Hierarchy Level > 2
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Figure 7 shows a plot of the average recognition memory

score by treatment, language and depth. The programs are

ordered by the English version score.

Figure 2. Influence of Depth on Recognition Memory.

Program

10 - P E
Depth = Low

6 - E-P
E = Engli sh Means

4 - -E-P
P = Pascal Means

5 - P E

11 - P E

2 - P E

7 - B

Depth = High
8 - P- E

9 - E-P

3 - E P

12 - E P

1 - E P

1•••• I •••• l •••• I •••• I •••• I •••• I •••• I •••• I •••• I •••• i ••• • 1
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80

Recognition Memory (RMEM) Scores
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Fo! most of the programs, the English recognition

memory score was higher for programs wi til a low depth, but

when ·the program depth was high Pascal programs received a

higher score. Exceptions for the low depth group weJ:e

programs four and six, which nad the same number o r

propositions in both the English and Pascal version. Tne

high depth exception was program eight, which nad fewer

tokens in the English version than a n the Pascal v er sa o n,

Programs seven and nine also received either the same or

slightly higher Pascal RMEM scores. Program seven, wi tn a

low depth, had almost the same number of propositions in the

English and Pascal versions and received the same RMEM score

f or both languages. Progr am ni ne , with a hi gn de pth, had

25% more propositions for the Pascal than for the English

programs. As expected, the subjects did better for the

Pascal version of program nine. The results suggest that

program depth interacted with the language type to intl uence

r e co-jru taon memory scores (RMEM).

Subject~ ..KnQ.w~ .Qf ..t.b..e Progra~ ~.Q9~

The next question addressed was whether the abi.li ty to

"un de r s t e n d " programs was affected by the subject's

knowledge of the programs gist or overall purpose. It was

shown in Table 7 that the recognition memory scores whicn do

not include the gist have a linear correlation coefficient
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of 0.6 8 \.;1 t; h the 9 i s t; s cor eo Tab1 e lOsh 0 \'II S the mea ns 0 f

the dependent variables by GIST.

Table 10

Influence ~~ ~ Means Qf Dependent Variables

Gist

Purpose Unknown

Knew Purpose

RMEM

43.07

74.94

CLOZE

78.58

81.00

SAC

20.26

24.58

SREAD

136.58

148.74

As anticipated, the recognition memory scores were

significantly higher if the subject knew the gist. These

findings indicate that, analogous to the results from

natural language studies, knowledge of the programis overall

purpose does significantly affect how much is remembered.

If the subject was familiar with the program's purpose, the

recognition memory scores (RMEM) were almost double what it

was when the purpose was un kn own, Subjects familiar with

the purpose took more time to correctly answer (SAC) the

recognition memory questions than they did when the purpose

was unknown. The longer time needed to correctly answer the

recognition memory questions could suggest that the subjects

who knew the program's purpose had a more fully developed

framework or cognitive structure that needed to be scanned

before an answer was found. The subjects who knew the
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programDs purpose spent more time reading the the programs

than subjects who did not know the purpose. Possibly more

time was required to assemble information into the more

complex cognitive structure or framework of subjects who

knew the program's purpose. The cloze measure showed that

subjects who knew the program's purpose scored higher. The

group that did not understand the program's purpose

performed well anyway. The knowledge of the program's

purpose was not as great a predictor of success for the

cloze tests as it was for the recogni tion memory measures.

The success of the subjects on the cloze tests could be due

to the nature of the measurement. The subject does not need

to rely entirely on memory, since all but every fifth token

in the text was available for retrieval cues.

In order to more closely analyze the effect of the

knowledge of the program's purpose and any interactions with

the program language, the recognition memory scores were

examined by language type and the following four categories

of gist: a. N-gist, the subjects did not know the gist for

either language, b. E-gist, the subjects knew the gist for

the English program only, c. P-gist, the subjects knew the

gist for the Pascal programs only, and d. B-gist: the

subjects knew the gist for both programs. See Appendix F,

Table 22 and 23 for the mean scores for each gist condition

by language, and the number of subjects per category
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respectively. Table 11 shows the means for each of the

dependent variables for each of the gist condi tions.

Tabl e 11

Means ~ ~at Condition ~ Dependent Variable ~ Language

Gi st Condi ti on

N-Gist E-Gist P-Gist B-Gist

Variable Language

RMEM Engl ish 41.60 72.40 44.32 80.22

Pascal 43.40 44.40 70.81 72.80

CLOZE English 76.05 74.07 73.82 80.33

Pascal 79.09 85.66 81.75 85.10

SAC Engl ish 19.61 20.76 22.63 25.60

Pascal 19.78 20.75 33.20 22.11

SREAD Engl ish 105.22 116.16 123.21 140.25

Pascal 152.50 177.67 176.63 163.74

In order to remove the subjects who knew the gist in at

least one of the language presentations, the scores from the

extreme gist conditions, the N-Gist and the B-Gist

classifications, were investigated. The absence of overall

knowledge of the program's purpose in either language
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suggests that the subjects used other strategies to help

them remember the programs. On the other hand, if they knew

the gist in both languages, the subjects were likely to have

a well developed schematic framework to aid their

comprehension. The means shown in Table 11 indicate that

the RMEM scores in the extreme gist conditions also interact

with language. ']'hat is, if the program's purpose was not

known in ei ther language, the subjects had slightly higher

RMEM scores for the programs written in Pascal. However,

when the knowledge of the program's purpose was known for

both languages, the RMEM scores were greater for the English

programs.

Although knowledge of the program's purpose showed the

greatest difference in the RMEM scores, it is interesting to

note other interactions with the program language in the

extreme gist conditions. The subjects took more time to

answer the RMEM questions when they understood the program's

purpose than when they did not. Language was not an

influence in retrieval time when the program's purpose was

unknown (19.6 versus 19.8 seconds). However when it was

known, the sUbjects spent more time correctly answering the

English questions (25.6 seconds for the English versus 22.11

for Pascal questions).

When the program's purpose was unknown, the subjects

spent 152.5 seconds reading the Pascal programs and only
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105.2 seconds reading the English programs. When the

subjects knew the program's purpose in both languages, t h ey

averaged 163.7 to read the Pascal programs and 140.5 seconds

to read the English programs.

The cloze scores were generally higher when the

program's purpose was known. Hcwever, there was almost no

difference between the Pascal scores in the N-Gist condition

and the English scores in the B-gist condition. The Pascal

programs have higher average cloze scores than the English

counterparts.

The best recognition memory scores were tallied by

language and extreme gist condition. Table 12 shows the

number of subjects who received the RMEM scores for each

language and each gist condition.

Table 12

Number ~ Subjects~ Higher Recognition Memory~~

English

Pascal

Purpose Unknown

3

9

100

Knew Purpose

8

3



Figure 8 sh ow s a plot of the average RMEM scores in the

order of descending proficiency for the English programs,

under th e N-Gi st condi ti on. It graphically shows that

Pascal programs have an edge for higher recogni tion memory

(RMEM) scores when the program's purpose is not known.

Figure a. Mean Recognition Memory Scores ffiMEM) for N-Gist

Condition by Language (Ordered on English)

Program
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Recognition Memory Scores
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Figure 9 is a plot of the average RMEM scores when the

subjects knew the gist of the programs in both languages.

When the subjects knew the gist well, the RMEM scores were

generally greater f or the progr ams written in Engli she

.£.i.g:.uI~ ~. Mea n Re cognit ion Me m0 r y Scor e s for B- Gis t

Condition by Language (Ordered on English)

Program

11 -

2 -
B = Both Means

P = Pascal Means

P -E

P E

P E

P E

P -E

E

E

E -- P

E

P

P

P

E------

p

p

E

8 
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E = English Means

7 

9 -

10 -

3 
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Results from this section imply that if the subjects

knew the program's purpose in both of the languages 5 they

received the highest recognition memory score on the

programs written in English. If they did not know the

purpose for either program, they received better scores for

the programs written in Pascal. Without any overall schema,

it appears as though the subjects need to rely on other

strategies to help them remember the program. Without the

framework of the gist, a computer language, with its

predictable syntax, seems more amenable to other strategies

than a natural language.

Program Knowledge Acguired ~ Training

The next question addressed was whether training and

language type would interact to influence program

comprehension. It was assumed that reading the program in

ei ther language would prov ide prior knowledge which would be

available to the subject during the next session. However

it was not known whether the language type might influence

the quali ty of the training for subsequent exposures of the

programs. The type of training was experimentally

manipUlated by the session number and by the order of

presentation of the algorithm in each language. In addition

there was a within session experimental condition. The

within session training consisted of two versions of the

cloze test. That is, the programs in the cloze tests which
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the subjects took at the end of each session were either in

the same or the opposite language from their prior exposure.

Influe~ Qf ~ session

Six English and six Pascal programs were presented

during Session I. During Session II, which was at least 24

hours La t e r , the programs previously presented in English

were presented in Pascal and the programs previously

presented in Pascal were presented in English. The sessions

were counter-balanced across programs and subjects. The

purpose of the session treatment was to determine if prior

exposure independently provided a cognitive framework that

facilitated program comprehension. Table 24, in Appendix F,

shows the means by program, session, and language for each

of the dependent variables. Table 13 shows the means for

the dependent variables by session.

Table 13

Influence ~ Session ~ ~ Dependent Variables

Session

I

II

CLOZE

77.17

82.23

RMEM

58.33

58.41

104

SAC

27.80

16.86

SREAD

174.87

110.29



Recognition memory (RMEM) scores were not affected by

the session number. However, the average reading and

retrieval times were lower and the average cl oz e score was

higher during session II.

~iljJg.n.c~ .Qi .tM ~..s~~~.L

A further question concerned whether language type

interacted with the presentation order to a nr Lue n c e

comprehension. Since the programs were balanced across

sessions, the session number provides insignt into a general

tr ai ning effe ct, but it doesn't specifi cally answer wnether

the presentation order of the language might ~nfluence

program comprehension. To examine tllis question, tlle means

were tallied by order of presentation for each language.

For example, an EngliSh treatment could be presented first

or it could be presented after the same Pascal program,

while the Pascal treatment could be presented first or after

the same English program. Table 14 shows the means by

language and presentation order.
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Table 14

~ffec~ Qf Presentation Order QD Dependent Variables

Engl ish Pascal Pascal Engl ish
First Second First Second

RMEM 58.70 55.51 57.97 61.30

CLOZE 73.94 84.82 80.25 79.52

SAC 28.33 17.74 27.27 15.98

SREAD 148.98 127.51 200.67 93.07

The recognition memory scores (RMEM) were higher for

the English programs after the subject had prior exposure to

the Pascal programs. Prior exposure to the English programs

did not facilitate the Pascal recognition memory scores. In

fact the first presentation recogni tion memory scores were

2.5 points higher than the recognition memory scores after

they were exposed to the English programs.

More time was needed to correctly answer questions for

the first presentation of English programs than for the

first presentation of Pascal programs. However, curing the

second presentation, the questions from the English

programs, which had the Pascal training, were answered more

quickly than those from the Pascal programs. These results

support the previous resul ts which suggested that programs

written in Pascal provide a deeper cognitive framework for
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the subject's later retrieval than programs wr i t t e n in

Engli sh ,

The cloze scores were improved between sessions.

Reading the English version after the Pascal version brought

the English cloze scores to the same level of the Pascal

fir s t tim e it was rea d. For this variable reading the

English version did seem to help the Pascal version during

the next se ssion.

The session and presentation order treatments required

the subjects to remember the programs for at least 24 hours.

The final experimental condition involved two types of

presentations within the session. Since the cloze test was

given at the end of each session, it was possible to

randomly assign the subjects into two groups. One group was

given a cloze test on the same material that they had just

completed and the second group was given a cloze test on the

treatments in a different language. Table 25, in Appendix

F, lists the cloze scores by presentation order and

language. Table 15 shows the Cloze scores categorized by

whether or not the subject read the same program in the same

language during the same session.
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Table 15

Session .1 ~g.ID Exposure xzll.h .Q.Q~ Tests in .tM .£2.ID~ ..Q..r

Different Language

Ini tial Exposure

Cloze
Test

English

Pascal

Engl ish

75.01

81.97

Pascal

77.07

84.72

It is interesting to note that the lowest scores were

obtained on the English cloze tests, presented after reading

the same English programs, and that the highest scores were

earned on the Pascal cloze tests, presented after reading

the same Pascal programs. Exposure to the program in a

different language during the same session improved the

English cloze scores, but made the Pascal cloze scores

worse. It appears that exposure to the Pascal faciltated

the English cloze scores but exposure to the English

programs seems to have had a negative influence on the

Pascal c.loz e scores.
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Even though the subjects had the same exposure to tne

programming Lanqua qe s and the algorithms, other attributes

of the subjects were expected to influence their ability to

comprehend programs. Measures of differences between

subj ects incl uded: (a) whether or not they were native

English speakers, (b) Pascal program production s core a, (c)

Previous programming experience, and (d) self-rated r eadi nq

abili ty.

Table 26, in Appendix F, gives the scores by program

and language for each dependent variable for the native and

non-native English language categories. Table 16 shows the

means by programming language of the seventeen native and

six non-native English language subjects for each of the

dependent variables For this experiment, all of tne non

native English speakers bad Cninese as their first language

and they all spoke fluent English. Therefore, further study

is needed before these resul ts could be generalized.
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Tabl e 16

Scores Qf Natiye ~ ~-Natiye English ~eakers ~ CQmputer

Language

English Speakers

Non-Native Native

Engl ish Pascal Engl ish Pascal

RMEM 61.33 57.00 59.63 56.67

CLOZE 69.32 78.11 81.44 83.73

SAC 29.21 30.89 20.20 20.18

SREAD 150.16 190.69 112.53 156.50

The non-native English language subjects took longer

than the native English language subjects to correctly

answer the RMEM questions (SAC). Possibly the non-native

speakers do not have information efficiently stored in their

memory. It may then take longer to retrieve the information

from memory. The non-native English speakers also took

longer to read the treatments. This result suggests that

non-native English speaking subjects either are unable to

retrieve information from the text directly or they need to

extract more information from the text. It is also possible

that they may have a sparser cognitive framework which could

require more time to integrate information.
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The cloze scores were 03180 better for the native

English language subjects. This result wa s expected

particularly for the English programs since the cl oz e test

is partially a measure of the subject's ability to use

textual features to extract meaning. However, the non

native English speakers received a much greater difference

in favor of the Pascal treatments than did the native

English speakers for both the recognition memory (RMEM) and

Cloze scores.

Pascal program production

The second measure of differences between subjects

consisted of program production scores. The subjects wrote

several short Pascal programs which were each given from

zero to six points. The mean score of all the programs was

2.99. The subjects were divided into two groups. The above

mean group consisted of subjects with mean production scores

greater than or equal to 3.00. The below-mean group was

comprised of subjects less than the 2.99 average. None of

the subj ects had a score exactly equal to the average.

Table 27 1 in appendix F, consists of the mean scores by

program for each of the dependent variables by Pascal

production group and language. Table 17 shows the means by

language of the below and above the mean groups for the

dependent variables.
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Table 17

Influence Qf Pascal Production Ability ~ Program

Comprehension

Below-Mean Above-Mean

Engl ish Pascal Engl ish Pascal

RMEM 56.46 50.00 61.88 60.33

CLOZE 69.29 78.86 80.16 84.53

SAC 26.04 24.43 20.08 21.48

SREAD 148.19 158.44 105.98 166.92

The high (above the mean) group performed better on the

recognition memory (RMEM) tests. They also took less time

to correctly answer the RMEM questions (SAC). The high

group had better cloze scores for both languages, but the

difference between the cloze scores of the two groups was

greater for the English than it was for the Pascal programs.

Suprisingly, the number of seconds the subjects took to

answer the RMEM questions (SAC) and the number of seconds

they took to read the treatments (SREAD) were less for the

English programs but not for the Pascal programs. Although

one might expect the Pascal treatments to be read and

answered more quickly by the group which produces above

average Pascal programs, this was not the case. Possibly
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they studied the programs and thus, understood them better.

It was al so curious that this better production 9I"OUP read

the English programs so quickly. Possibly, the faster times

reading the English programs were because of the subjects

who had read the Pascal version first and were already

familiar with it.

Programming experie~

The third measure of subj ect differences was the number

of programs previously written in any computer language.

The median number of programs written by all the subj ects

was 30. '!he subjects who wrote more than 30 programs were

categorized as high-experience subjects. Those subjects who

wrote fewer than 30 programs belonged to the low-experience

group. Table 28, in Appendix F, gives the scores for the

dependent variables by program, language and program

experience group. Table 18 consists of the means by

language for the high and 10\'1 experience groups.
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Table 18

Influence Q£ Programming Experience Qll Program Comprehension

Below-Mean Above-Mean

English Pascal English Pascal

RMEM 55.12 50.71 67.59 66.11

CLOZE 70.71 78.71 85.25 88.40

SAC 25.09 24.41 17.59 19.54

SREAD 129.58 162.!.i6 106.80 166.16

The high-experienc~ group performed better for the

recogni tion memory (RMEM) and the cl oz e scores. The high

experience group also spent less time correctly answering

the RMEM questions (SAC) than the low-experience group. The

recogni tion mem ory (RMEM), cloze scores, and time to

correctly answer the RMEM questions (SAC) were all better

for the high experience group in both languages. The number

of seconds taken to read the treatments (SREAD) was better

(less) for the high-experience group when they read the

English programs. This was not the case for the Pascal

programs. Possibly the high- experience group used the

Pascal programs to facilitate comprehension of the English

programs.
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Self- rated readin.g ab.;i.."J...i,.ty

The final measure of individual differences was the

subject's reading ability. Subjects were asked to evaluate

their reading ability on a five point scale. AlthOugh this

measurement is sUbjective, perceived ability often reflects

true abil ity. Subj ects who rated their ability to read as

good to excellent were placed in the high ability group

while those who rated their ability as poor to fair were

classified in the low abili ty group. Tabl e 29, in Appendix

F, consists of the mean scores for all the dependent

variables by program, language, and reading abili ty group.

Table 19 shows the means by language and ability group for

the dependent variables.

Table 19

Influence ~ Reading AQ~~ ~ ~g£gID Comprehension

Bel CYW- Mean Above-Mean

English Pascal English Pascal

RMEM 51.87 44.79 64.33 63.11

CLOZE 71.20 75.88 79.59 85.93

SAC 19.22 17.98 23.72 24.92

SREAD 100.86 140.26 131.51 176.67

The self rated high ability readers received better

recognition memory (RMEM) and cloze scores. The overall
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means of the number of seconds that the hign abil ity readers

took to both read and correctly an sw e r the RMEM questions

was greater than that of the self-rated low ability readers.

This may indicate that the skilled reader needs more time to

store the information because there l.S more to store. Also

it may takes more time for the skilled reader to make

inferences because he has more information to process.

~~ differences between subjects

Examination of the collective indiv1.dual aifference

scores reveals some counter-intuitive results. Higher

recognition memory and cloze scores and lower response times

were expected for the native English speakers and the above

the-mean groups in the other measur es. Tile na tive Engl ish

speakers and the above the mean groups of the other measures

did better on the r eco qm t.Lon memory and the cloze scores as

was predicted. However, the response times for both the

time to correctly answer the recognition memory questions

(SAC) and the time to read the programs (SREAD) were not

consistently better for the above the mean groups. F1.gure

10 illustrates the relationships between the languages and

the subject difference groups. The extreme gist groups were

included to show a comparison of toe time to correctly

answer for the subj ect differences and the knowledge of the

progr am's pur po see
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Figure ~ Seconds to Correctly Answer by Subject Difference

group and Language.
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Notice that three of the group difference scores

(native English speakers, Pascal production, and programming

experience) show response times in the expected direction.

The measures of self rated reading ability times are in the

direction opposite from the expected one. A possible

e xpta nat Lon for the longer recall times for the above

average reading ability group is that self-rated scores are

not accurate. An alternate explanation is that the poor

readers answer faster because they are guessing and get some

correct answers by chance. The low recogni tion memory and

cloze scores for this group suggest that guessing is a

possible strategy. Further support for the guessing

hypothesis is the observation that the group which did not

know the program's purpose in ei ther language (N-Gist) took

less time to answer correctly than did the group that

under stood the gi st (B-Gi st l ,

Pascal production, programmir.g experience, and self

rated reading ability all interacted with language. It is

interesting to note that the below average group for the

Pascal production and programming experience used less time

to correctly answer questions about the Pascal programs,

while the above average group for these two measures took

less time to answer the questions for the English programs.

Figure 11 illustrates the number of seconds taken to

read the programs by language and subject difference group.
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Again the extreme gist groups are included so comprehension

can be compared to response time.

Figure lL. Time to Read by Language and Subj ect Difference
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Careful examination of Figure 11 shows several

une xpe cte d res ul t s , In all four of the subj ect diff erence

measures, the Pascal programs took longer for the above
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average groups to read. The native English speakers and the

higher self rated reading abili ty group al so took longer to

read the English programs. Only the Pascal production and

programming experience measures for the English programs are

in the expected direction. This co un t e r-e a nt u i t i.v e result

may have occured because the native speakers and tne above

the mean groups had more complex internal scnemata so they

might have needed more time to resolve their expecta tions.

Possibly, the native speakers and the above average groups

took more time to understand the material. They could nave

been more aware of the rules of the Pascal language and used

those rules to facilitate program comprehension.

~ssion

Experiment two was designed to investigate the

interaction of language type with characteristics of the

subjects. It asked how the textual features, inherent a n

the language, and attributes of the subject interacted to

influence program comprehension. The subj e cc-e r ej at.e c

properties consisted of knowledge of tile pro qr am'.s gist,

experimentally manipulated training and language aba La ty

differences between the subjects.

Resul ts from experiment two suggest that language type

did interact with knowledge and experience of the subjects

to influence comprehension. Tnis conclusion appears to
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conflict with the results of Dycl~ and r·layer (1985). Tneir

study found that subjects needed longer response times for

program statements written in English than a n Basic and that

there was no interaction between language and response

times. Their response times were the times to read and

answer questions on eight program statements wr1tten in

English and BASIC. This variable was similar to a

combination of the time taken to read (SREAD) and tile time

to answer recognition memory questions (SAC) used in

experiment two. Although the response time v a r aa bl e s in

this study showed an interaction with language, the

recognition memory scores (RMEM) and the cloze scores

(CLOZE) were more sensitive to language type (English or

Pascal) •

The difference in the results could be explained by

individual diff erences. Dyck and Mayer used diff erent

subj ects to read each language rather than include language

as a repeated measure for tile same subjects. The group that

read the statements written in English were not familiar

with the programming language Basic. They may also have

been unfamil iar with. the concepts of the statements.

In addition to the possible subject differences, tne

response times for the English statements could have been

greater because the English version was longer than the

BASIC. BASIC 1S a simpler programming language than Pascal,
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and BASIC pr oqr ams ar e generally much shorter than either a

Pascal or English version of the same thing.

The measurements of Dyck and Mayer were da r e ct e c at

program statements rather than at programs of varying

cornpI exi ty as was ttl e ca se tor expe rim ent two. In t.h e sam e

sense that results of experiments on sentence com pr enen ai.on

differ from results of experiments on understanding

passages, it could be expected that measurements of

statement comprehension (Dyck and Mayer) might differ from

progr am compr enension (this study).

A variable that proved to cause a significant

interaction between language and features of the text, was

the amount of nesting (BIER). II there were 0, 1, or 2

embedded IF-'llIE~ELSE or REPEAT constructs in the program,

the subjects received higher recognition memory scores

(RMEM) for the English programs. On the other hand, if 3 or

4 of the constructs were embedded, the subjects received

higher RMEM scores for the Pascal programs.

McQuitty's (1957) typal analysis was used to draw out

the three dominant clusters. These consisted of: (a)

lexical and propositional density, the number of lines and

propositions, and the reading and retrieval t ame , (0)

readability index and cloze scores, number of tokens and the

level of nesting; and (c) the recognition memory and gist

scores. When the correlations were separated by language,
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it was possible to see that the means of the depenuent

variables for the Pascal programs were more correlated with

textual features than were the means of the programs written

in English. The level of nesting was correlated with the

English recognition memory score but the time to read, time

to recall and cloze scores were more correlated for the

Pascal programs.

Knowledge of the subject interacted with language to

influence program comprehension as was anticipated from the

review of related research. If the subject knew the gist of

the program, for both language treatments, they were

considered to have a well developed schema for the program.

Conversely, if they didn't know the gist for either language

version of the program, they were thought to have a poorly

developed schema for the program. The subjects thought to

have well developed schemata, received higher recognition

memory scores for the programs written in English. Subjects

believed to have poorly developed schemata had higher

recognition memory scores for programs written in Pascal.

The subject's prior knowledge was manipulated

experimentally, both wi thin a session and between the two

sessions. The results from both of these conditions

suggested that the ::?ascal programs provided a better

framework in memory than the English programs for the second

presentation of the treatments.
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Differences between subjects were found in the areas of

their language ability, programming production ability, and

programming experience. Non-native English speakers were

expected to have more difficul ty wi th the English programs.

This was found to be true particularly for the cloze scores.

The non-native English speakers did not perform as well as

the native English speakers on any measure, but their Pascal

cloze scores w e r e significantly better than their English

cloze scores.

The subjects who averaged the highest Pascal production

scores, and had the most prior experience received the

highest recognition memory scores and cloze scores for both

language versions of the programs. These groups also

answered questions faster and spent less time reading the

English programs.

The subjects with higher self-rated reading abili~y

did better than the subjects with the lower self-rated

reading ability on the recognition memory and the cloze

tests. An unexpected finding from experiment two was that

the Pascal programs took longer to read for the above

average group for all of the subject difference measurements

and the English programs took. longer to read for the native

English speakers and the self rated better readers. One

possible explanation is that even when the above average

subjects had little prior knowledge of the program they were
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able to use their knowledge of the language to tigure out

what the program did. The time-to-answer measures for the

subj ect differences were al so unexpected. Tne below average

subjects in Pascal production, programming experience, and

self-rated reading ability had faster response times tor

programs written in Pascal than they did for Programs

written in English. A look at t.n e gist scores when the

subjects knew the program's purpose in both languages (B

Gist) shows that the subjects correctly answered questions

for the Pascal programs faster than they did for the Englisn

programs. Further inspection shows that if they did not

know the gist at all (N-Gist) the questions were answered

faster for both languages. There is a possibil ity that the

faster SAC times for the N-Gist subjects were because they

guessed the correct answer.

Results from experiment two suggest that there a s a

ra ther com plex r ela tionship be tween the language, te xt ual

features, subject's prior knowledge, training, and

differences between the subjects which influences program

under standing.
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CHAPTER VI

Concl usion

Results from the two experiments suggest that

attributes of the subject interact with features of the text

to influence program comprehension. Experiment one was

confined to one subject attribute (his knowledge of the

program's purpose) and two types of textual features

(propositional density and program explicitness). Binary

measurements of program recall were categorized by the

subject's knowledge of the program's purpose and the two

types of propositional density and program explicitness. As

was hypothesized, the knowledge of the program's purpose

facilitated the recall of high propositional density

programs. The subjects who were not aware of the program's

purpose were of particular interest in this study since

considerable programming experience is ne~ded before prior

knowledge of most programs can be expected. It was

anticipated that program recall of SUbjects who were not

aware of the program's purpose would be influenced by

features of the text. If the SUbjects did not know the

program's purpose, they could still successfully recall the

low propositional density programs.

It was predicted that subjects who did not know the

program's purpose should recall explicit programs better

than implicit ones since the program's purpose could be
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deduced from the algorithm. This prediction was not

realized. The subjects who did not know the program's

purpose were evenly divided between whether or not they

successfully recalled the explicit programs. However, these

same subj ects recalled 2.2 times more impl ici t programs than

they did not recall. This result was consistent with the

natural language research of Anderson (1974). The better

memory which subjects had for implicit text could be

attributed to the fact that they had to actively derive the

missing information. This additional processing facilitated

program recall.

The methodology of experiment two was guided by the

results of e x p e r i me nt; one. In experiment one the

propositional density was not separated from other features

of the text such as lexi cal densi ty, program siz e, and the

amount of propositional hierarchy. Experiment two expanded

the textual features to specifically include these

variables.

The programs in experiment one were written in a

typi cal computer language (ADA). Whether the use of a

natural language as a programming language facilitates

comprehension better than a conventional programming

language has been the subject of debate among many computer

scientists. The language factor for experiment two was

extended to compare the interactions of textual features and
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attributes of the subject in both a natural language

(Engli sh) and a computer language (Pascal).

The subject attributes were increased for experiment

two to include personal characteristics such as whether or

not they were native English language speakers, above and

below mean programming experience, above and below

programming performance, and above and below mean self rated

reading ability. Prior exposure to the program was

experimentally manipulated both within and between reading

sessions.

The subj ect' s knowlege of the program's purpose became

a dependent variable for experiment two. In addition the

dependent variables for experiment two included recognition

memory scores, cloze scores, and two response time

measurements (time taken to read and average time to

correctly answer the recognition memory questions).

Although the response times were measures of processing time

rather than comprehension, they were used in conjunction

with the comprehension measures to lend insight into the

various interactions of the independent variables.

The resul ts of experiment two suggested that the

the language, features of the text, and attributes of the

subject all interact to influence program comprehension. It

is not possible to state unequivocally that the subjects

comprehend programs written in English better than they do
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if they are w r i t t.e n in Pascal, although that is sometimes

the ca see If the subj e cts ar e aware of the progr am IS

purpose or if the depth of the hierarchy is one or two, the

subjects do receive higher recognition mera o ry scores for

programs wri tten in Engl ish. However, If the subj ects are

not aware of the program's purpose or the depth of the

hierarchy is three or four, the sUbjects receive higher

recogni tion memory scores for programs written in Pascal.

The performance of the subj ects who did not know the

program's purpose is important since natural language

programming languages have been advanced as being useful for

a large segment of the population which is not likely to

have a reservoir of a priori knowledge of programs and

algorithms. In fact, it is probably the expert programmers,

r a ther than begi nni ng progr ammer s, who are most 1 ikely to

have schemata for programs which include prior experience

with a particuar algorithm for a specific purpose.

The average depth of hierarchy used in most production

programs is considerably higher than the three or four

levels which comprised the larger depth of hierarchy in

experiment two. Yet, it was more difficult for second

semester programming students to understand the English than

the Pascal versions of the more complex experimental

programs. However, expert programmers may be able to chunk

greater levels of hierarchy into units.
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An interaction of language type and depth of m erar cny

indicates that computer applications such as text editors

which usually have sequential commands or one level of

hierarchy might yield better performance if the commands

were in English. It is also likely that users of a text

editor would be very familiar with the purpose of the text

editing commando Results from experiment two would again

predict superior performance for a text editor which used

English commands. This prediction in fact agrees with the

experimental evi dence of Roberts (1979).

This study suggests that a natural language may not be

suitable as a programming language at least for non-expert

programmers. One reason is that a na tural language may not

have the facility to unambiguously express programs witn

more than two levels of hierarchy. In addition, a well

developed knOWledge. structure concerning the purpose of the

program is not usually available before the program a s read.

The programming language has the advantage of naving a

limited set of specific rules whicn the subj ect can employ

to determine wnat the program does. Tnis knOWledge can

possibly then be used to extract the program's overall

purpose. Even if the nigher level knOWledge of what the

program does is not resolved, the subject can still

ascertain most of the steps of the algorithm. A natural

language programming language does not have a limited set of
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specif ic rul es. If the subj ect misreads or does not

understand specific statements, there is not an intermedlate

level of understanding which can be used for r nr er ence s,

This study suggests that a typical computer pro qr amm i.nq

language is superior to a natural programming language, at

least for non-expert programmers when the knowLedqe of the

program's purpose is not known or when the programs have

more than two levels of hierarchy. Both of these conditions

are usually true for the maj ority of application programs

read by the non-expert pr o qr amm e r, Thus programs written

using a typical computer language would probably be more

readily ·understood ll in many situations. There is some

research corroborating that this implication holds even for

professional programmers. Simmons (1986) reported that M.

Jarke et ale found subjects who used a natural language

programming language to specify complex r e t r a ev a I

instructions from a data base were correct less than half as

often as when they used the programming language SQL to

specify the retrieval instructions. Small and Weldon (1983)

also found subjects could perform data ma ni p ula tno n with the

computer language SEQUEL taster and more accurately than

they coul d w~ th a natural language subset.

This research was conducted using second year

programming subjects. Future research needs to expand the

experience level of the subjects to include experts. Tnis
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is particularly true if the results are to be generalized to

include professional programming applications.

In addition, the subject attributes need to be

expanded. Instead of using the subject's self-rated

ability, the accuracy of this measure should be increased by

employing areading test. Additional knowledge about the

relative importance of some textual features could be

colle cted by tracking the subj e ct' s eye movement s as th ey

read programs. Eye movement data could be used to determine

whether features of the program, such as the amount of

hierarchy and the position of the propositions in the

hierarchy level, were difficult to process.

Results from experiment one suggested that the

explictness of the program was a salient variable in the

effect of textual features on program comprehension. This

factor was not included in experiment two. However, it

should be employed in future research, particularly in

experiments that record eye movements.

Results from experiment two imply that the program

written in Pascal facilitated non-expert programmers

comprehension of the same program written in English but the

converse was not the case. This may be due to the fact that

the subjects need to participate more actively in the

comprehension process when they read programs wri tten in a

computer language. In turn, this activity may help develop
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a schema for the program which is transfered to the next

presentation of the same program. Again this implication

needs to be investigated with a range of subjects which

includes expert programmers. Experts are more likely to

know more about a program's purpose than second semester

programming students. A program written in English may well

provide the schema for expert subj ect s on larger programs

than were used in this study. The fact that in practice

comments for programs are written in a natural language and

are used to provide knowledge about the program's purpose

tends to support this possibility. The natural language

comments found in most programs, however, tend to be a

series of statements. That is, they do not usually have

several levels of hierarchy.

This study suggests that creating natural programming

languages is not likely to facilitate the use of computers

by beginning programmers. Possibly expert programmers will

have a schema for the programs which will allow them to

efficiently use natural programming languages. However,

future research must be conducted which investigates this

possibility.
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APPF?\JDIX A. ADA PROGR..Z\l-1S USED IN EXPF.R.!MF.tI!'I' ONE

PROGR...J\M!l3 EXPLICIT ALGORITHM LOW PROPOSITIONAL DENSITY

Number of proposi tions 7
Number of tokens 49
Proposi tional Densi ty 14%

TEXT:

function QiANGE-COURSE(D: DIRZCTION: T:TURN)
return DIRECTION a a

begin
case T of

when LEFT => return TURN_LEFT (D);
when RIGHT =>return TURN-RIGHT (D);
when STRAIGHT => return D;
when REVERSE => return TUR~ABOUT(D);

end case;
end CHANG&-COURSE; GIST

yes no

95% yes 18 9

RECALL no 2 3

PROGRAM 12 IMPLICIT ALGORI'IHM LCW PROPOSITIONAL DENSITY

Number of propositions 7
Number of tokens 36
Propositional Density 19%

TEXT:

K: Short_INT := 0;
J: SHORT_INT := 1:

begin
while K < 10000 loop

PUT (K);
K := J+K;
J := K-J;

end loop; GIST

yes no

95% _y_e_S__l_lo_~

RECALL no
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PROGRAM ;';1 EXPLICIT P.LGORI'lliM. HIGH PROPOSITIONAL DENSITY

Number of proposi tions 9
Number of tokens 28
Propositional Density 32%

TEXT:

Max := V(l);
for I in 2 •• 10 loop

if V(I) > MAX then
MAX := V(I);

end 100Pi GIST

yes no

95% yes 17 3

RECALL no 2 10

P <=" 0.0002

PROORAM #4 IMPLICIT AUiORI'lHM HIGH PROPOSITIONAL DENSITY

Number of proposi tions 18
Number of tokens 51
Propositional Density 35%

TEXT:

if N mod 2 = 0 then
PRIME : = FALSE;

else
FACTOR := 3;
loop

PRIME : = TRU E;
exit when FACTOR**2 > N;
PRIME := FALSE;
exit when N mod FACTOR = 0;
FACTOR : = FACTOR + 2;

end loop;
end if; GIST

yes no

6

11

14

1

95% yes
------

RECALL no

P <= 0.0009
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A~PENDIX B. PROGRAMS USED IN EXPERIMENT TWO

PASCAL PROGRAM SET 'TWO

PASCAL PR(X;RAM ID #9, MAXTMUM ELEl>1ENT

Number of tokens = 104
Textual Density = 5%
Number of Propositions = 24
Propositional Density = 23%

'T'EXT:

PROGRAM ONE (INPUT. OUTPUT) ;
CONST ML= 100;
TYPE LIST = ARRAY n .MI.] OF REAL;
VAR V : LI~T; L : INTEGRR;
FUNCTION A(V:LIST; L:INTEGER) :REAL;

VAR K : INTEGER; X : REAL;
BEGIN

IF L > 0 THEN BF.f:TN
X:=V[l];
FOR K :=.2 TO L DO

IF V[K] > X THEN X := V[K]
END

EL SE WRITEL N(' PARAMETER ERROR');
A := X
END;

BEGIN
L := 1;
WHILE NOT ROF DO

BEGIN
READLN (V[L]); IF NOT EOF THEN L := L + 1;

END;
WRITELN( 'THE VALUE OF X IS EOTJAL TO '.A(V,L»;

END.
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PASCAL PROGRAM ID fr10, MEDIAN

Number of tokens = 89
Textual Density = 5%
Number of Propositions = 22
Propositional Density = 25%

TEXT:

10 PROGRAM TWOCINPUT-OUTPUT);
CONST ML = 100;
TYPE LIST = ARRAY[l .ML] OF REAL;
VAR X : LI~T;

N : INTEGER;
FI1NCTION M( X:L 1ST; N: INTEGER) : REAL;

BEGIN
IF N < 1 THEN M := 0

ELSE IF ore (N)
THEN M : = X [ (N+1 ) DIV 2]
ELSE M := (X[N DIV 2] + X[N DIV 2 + 11) / 2.0

END;
BEGIN

N := 1;
REPEAT

READ (X[N]);
N := N + 1;

UNTIL EOF;
WRITELN (IM= I.M(X,N-l»

END.
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PASCAL PROGRAM ID ~7, SOUARE ROOT

Number of tokens = 65
Textual Density = 3%
Number of Propositions = 14
Propositional Density = 22%

'T'EXT:

7 PROGRAM FOUR (INPilT - OUTPUT) ;
VAA X : RF.AJ.,;
FUNCTION O(X:REAL) : REAL;

VAR R,S : RF.ALi
BEGIN

R := X;
S : = 1;
WHILE ABS (S - R) > 0 000001 DO

BEGIN
R := S;
S := (R * R + X) / (2 0 * R)

END;
Q := S

END;
BEGIN

WHILE NOT F.OF DO
BEGIN

READT.N (X) ;
WRITELN(X.Q(X) )

END
END.
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PASCAL PROGRAM ID :11 If GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR

Number of tokens = 68
Textual Density = 1%
Number of Propositions = 24
Propositional Density = 35%

TEXT :

1 PROGRAM FIVE (INPUT, CUTPUT) ;
VAR Nl,N2,N3 : INTEGER;
PROCEDURE M( I, J :INTEGER; VAR K:INTEGER);

BEGIN
K := I;
WHILE ( K >= J) DO

K := K - J
END;

BEGIN
WHILE Nor EOF DO

BEGIN
READLN (N2, N3) ;
WRITE (N2, N3) ;
WHILE N3 <> 0 DO

BEGIN
Nl : = N2;
N2 := N3;
M(si , N2, N3)

END; .
WRITE (I M IS I, N2)

END
END.
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PASCAL PROGRAM ID ~; 8, I\]EAN

Number of tokens = 93
Textual Density = 4%
Number of Propositions = 19
Propositional Density = 20%

TEXT :

8 PROGRAM SEVEN (INPUT, OOTPUT) ;
CONST ML = 100;
TYPE LIST = ARRAY [ 1.. ML] OF REAL;
VAR V : REAL; L : INTEGER;
FUNCTION M( X:LISTi L:INTEGER) : REAL;

VAR I : INTEGER; S : REALi
BEGIN

IF L > 0 THEN BEGIN
S := 0;
FOR I := 1 TO L DO

S := B + X[I]i
M := S / L

END
ELSE M := 0

END;
BEGIN

L := 1;
WHILE Nor EOF DO

BEGIN
READ (V[L]); L := L + 1

ENDi
WRITELN ( I M= I, M(V, L-l) )

END.
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PASCAL PROGRAM ID ~12, PRIME NUMBER

Number of tokens = III
Textual Density = 4%
Number of Propositions = 30
Propositional Density = 27%

TEXT:

12 PROGRAM TWELVE (INPUT, OOTPUT);
VAR MX, X : INTEGER;
FUNCTION P (N : INTEGER) : BOOLEAN;

VAR FACTOR: INTEGER; FLAG : BOOLEAN;
BEGIN
IF N <= 1 THEN P := FALSE

ELSE IF N = 2 THEN P := TRUE
ELSE IF NOT ODD(N) THEN P := FALSE
ELSE BEGIN

FLAG : = TRUE;
FACTOR : = 3;
WHILE (FLAG) AND (N ) FACTOR * FACTOR) DO
IF N MOD FACTOR <> 0 THEN FACTOR := FACTOR + 2

ELSE FLAG := FALSE;
P := FLAG

END
END;

BEGIN
READLN (MX);
WRITELN (I THE TRUE VALUES FROM 1 TO I, MX, I ARE: I) ;
FOR X := 1 TO MX DO

IF P(X) THEN WRITE (X)
END.
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PASCAL PROGRAM SE'r ONE

PASCAL PROGRAM ID i1S, orascr ION

Number of tokens = 75
Textual Density = 4%
Number of Propositions = 26
Propositional Density = 35%

TEXT :

5 PROGRAM THREE (INPUT, OUTPUT);
TYPE DIRECTION = (LEFT,RIGHT,BACK,STRAIGHT);
VAR TURN DIRECTION;

D : INTEGER;
T : CHAR;

BEGIN
READLN(T, D) ;
IF T = 'L' THEN TURN := LEFT

ELSE IF T = 'R' THEN TURN := RIGHT
ELSE IF T = 'B' THEN TURN := BACK
ELSE TURN := STRAIGHT;

CASE TURN OF
LEFT : WRITELN ( 'TUHN LEFT' ,D);
RIGHT : WRITELN ( 'TU RN RIGHT', D) ;
STRAIGHT: WRITELN ( 'FORWARD',D);
BACK : WRITELN ( 'BACKWARD', D)

END
END.
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PASCAL PROGRAM ID ~ 6, EXPONENTIAL EQUATION

Number of tokens:::: 54
Textual Density :::: 4%
Number of Propositions:::: 11
Propositional Density:::: 20%

TEXT :

6 PROGRAM SIX(OUTRJT) ;
VAR. X, S, L : REAL;
BEGIN

X ::::: 0.5;
S :"" 0.25;
L ::::: 1. OE-6;

REPEAT
IF EXP(X) < 3 * X

THEN X ::::: X - S
ELSE X ::::: X + S;
S ::::: S / 2.0

UNTIL S < L;
WRITELN (IX ::::1, X:8:6)

END.

PASCAL PROGRAM ID i 2, RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR

Number of tokens :::: 60
Textual Density :::: 4
Number of Propositions :::: 13
Propositional Density :::: 22%

TEXT:

2 PROGRAM EIGHT (INPUT, OOTRJT);
CaNST N :::: 100;
VAR. S, I : INTEGER;
FUNcrION R (VAR S:INTEGER) REAL;

CaNST A :::: 5913;
C = 1;
M :::: 65536;

BEGIN
S ::::: (A * S + C) MOD M;
R := S / M

END;
BEGIN

READLN (S);
FOR I := 1 TO N DO

WRITELN (I R:::: I, R(S»
END.
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PASCAL PROGRAM ID ~ 3, FAcrORIAL

Number of tokens = 48
Textual Density = 3%
Number of Propositions = 11
Propositional Density = 23%

TEXT :

3 PROGRM·~ NINE (INPUT, OUTPUT) ;
V.~~ X,N : INTEGER;
FUNCTION F(N:INTEGER) : INfEGER;

BEGIN
IF N <= 1

THEN F := N
ELSE F := N * F(N - 1)

END;
BEGIN

WHILE NOT EOF DO
BEGIN

READLN (X);
WRITELN ('F=',F(X»

END
END.

PASCAL PROGRAM ID # 4, FIBONACCI SERIES

Number of tokens = 38
Textual Density = 3%
Number of Propositions = 9
Propositional Density = 24%

TEXT:

4 PROGRAM TEN (INPUT, OOTPUT) ;
VAR K,J : INTEGER;
BEGIN

J := 0;
K := 1;
WRITELN ( ' K= , ) ;
WHILE (K < 1000) DO
BEGIN

WRITELN (K);
K := J + K;
J := K - J

END
END.
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PASCAL PROGRAM ID ci i, FREQUENCY

Number of tokens = 94
Textual Density = 5%
Number of Propositions = 19
Propositional Density = 20%

TEXT :

11 PROGR..~M ELEVEN (INPUT, OOTRlT) ;
CONST MN = 255;
TYPE LIST = ARRAY [O •• MN] OF INTEGER;
VAR L,N,T : INTEGER;

F : LIST;
BEGIN

FOR L := 0 TO MN DO
F [L] := 0,;

READ (T);
REPENr

IF N <> T THEN BEGIN READ (N);
IF (N >= 0) AND (N <= MN) THEN F[N] := F[N] + 1

END;
UNTIL N = T;
FOR L := 0 TO MN DO

BEGIN
IF F[L] <> 0 THEN WRITELN(' VALUE IN ',L,' IS',F(L])

END
END.
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ENGLISH PROGRAM SET ONE

ENGLISH PROGRAM ID ss, MAXIID M ELEMENT

Number of tokens = 142
Textual Density = 12%
Number of Propositions = 18
Propositional Density = 13%

TEXT:

This program uses values in an array called V. The
number of these values are put into a variable 1.. The
function A uses the value of V and L. There are three
conditions which depend on the value of L. If L is less than
one, a message, "parameter error", is written. Otherwise,
the first element of V is put into a temporary variable
called X. If L is equal to one, the value of X becomes the
answer. If L is greater than one, successive comparisons are
made. Beginning with the second element, every element of V
is examined and compared to the current value contained in
X. Each time the element is greater than X, it replaces
the current value of X. After all the comparisons have been
made, the value that is currently in X becomes the answer.

ENGLISH PROGRAM ID tID, MEDIAN

Number of tokens = 126
Textual Density = 14
Number of Propositions = 10
Propositional Density = 8%

TEXT:

This program uses a function named ~ M is given a set
of ordered values which have been placed in an array called
X. The number of the values is put into a variable called,
N. If N is less than one, the value of the function M
becomes zero. Otherwise, if N is odd then M becomes the
value which corresponds to the position number obtained by
dividing two into N and adding one. If N is not odd, then M
becomes the value obtained by dividing two into the sum of
the values that correspond to the poaLt Lon N divided by two
and the position N divided by two plus one.
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ENGLISH PROGRAM ID 1J7, SQU1L~ ROOT

Number of tokens = 119
Textual Density = 13%
Number of Propositions = 11
Propositional Density = 9%

TEXT:

A function Q uses a predefined variable X. The
variable, R, is made equal to X. The initial value of a
variable, S, is made equal to one. A test is made to see if
the absolute value of S minus R is within a .000001
tolerence. If it isn't, the follow ing actions are repeated:
first R is made equal to the current value of S, then R is
squared and added to X, next this sum is divided by two
times R, this quotient then becomes the new value of S.
When S is within the required .000001 units of the value of
R, the procedure ends with the value of the procedure
obtained from the variable, &

ENGLISH PROGRAM ID tl, GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR

Number of tokens = 122
Textual Density = 14%
Number of Propositions = 17
Propositional Density = 14%

TEXT :

In a program that has variables N2 and N3 initially
set, the following events happen as long as there is data:
The value of Nl is made equal to the value of N2 and the
value of N2 becomes N3. An internal procedure M, uses Nl,
N2, and N3 by the names of I, J, and K, as follows: While K
is greater than or equal to J, J is subtracted from K and
that difference becomes the next value of K. As soon as the
value of K is less than the value of J the procedure ends
with the result left in the variable, ~ This procedure is
used until N3 equals zero. Then the variable N2 contains the
answer.
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NATURAL LANGUAGE SENTENCE ID ~8, MEAN

Number of tokens = 84
Textual Density = 12%
Number of Propositions = 14
Propositional Density = 17%

TEXT :

There is function, M, which uses a set of values V, and
L, the number of the values in the set. S is initially
equal to zero. If L is less than or equal to zero, an error
is indicated and the function, M is set to zero Otherwise no
error indication is given, each element ~~ the set is added
to the accumulative sum of S, and the value of S, the
answer of procedure M, is obtained by dividing L into &

ENGLISH PROGRAM ID 112, PRIME NUMBER

Number of tokens = .ib2
Textual Density = 14%
Number of Propositions = 22
Propositional Density = 14%

TEXT :

In order to determine if a function P has a true or
false value, the following tests are given: If N is less
than two, the value of P is false. If N is equal to two, the
value of P is true. However, if N is any other even number,
the value of P is false. For any other N the following steps
are taken: A variable named Factor is set equal to three and
P is initially given a value of true. As long as the value
of P is true and N is greater than factor squared, the
following test is repeated: If the remainder of N divided by
Factor is not equal to zero, the value of Factor is
increased by two. If the remainder is equal to zero, then
the value of P becomes false. The value of P will remain
true only when the remainder of N divided by factor doesn't
become zero during the test.
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ENGLISH PROGRAM SET TWO

ENGLISH PROGRAM ID es, DlRECl'ION

Number of tokens = 119
Textual Density = 12%
Number of Propositions = 2~

Propositional Density = 19%

TEXT ;

The value of the variable Turn is established in this
program from the first letter of the a variable called T.
Also a number D is given, which specifies the quantity of
Turn.. If T is the letter L, then Turn becomes Left. If T is
the lette r R then Turn be comes Right. If T is eq ual to the
letter B then Turn becomes Back. If T has any other value
Turn becomes Straight. In the case where Turn is equal to
Left, the message "Turn Left" D is written. If Turn equals
Right, the message is "Turn Right" D. If Turn equals Back,
the message is "Backward" ~ However if Turn equals
Straight, the message written is "Forward" ~

ENGLISH ID 16, EXPONENTIAL EQUATION

Number of tokens = 100
Textual Density = 14%
Number of Propositions = 11
Propositional Density = 11%

TEXT ;

The variable X is given the value of one half, the
variable S is given the value of one fourth, and the
variable L is given the value one hundred thousanth. The
following events are repeated until the value of S is less
than the value of L. If e raised to the power X is less than
three times X, X becomes X minus S. Otherwise the value of X
becomes the sum of X plus Sand S is divided in half. When S
becomes less than or equal to L, the current value of X is
written.
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ENGLISH PROGRAM ID u2, RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR

Numbe r of toke ns = 92
Textual Density = 12%
Number of Propositions = 10
Propositional Density = 11%

There is a program that initially gives a value S to a
function R. The function R mUltiplies S by a prime number
and adds the product to one. This sum then becomes the new
value of S. S is then divided by the largest integer, and
the remainder becomes the new value of S. S is divided by
the largest integer value again and the quotient becomes the
answer to the function, R. This function is repeatedly used
to get new values of S within the range of zero to one.

PROGRM1 ID 13, FAcrORIAL

Number of tokens = 78
Textual Density = 13%
Number of Propositions = 9
Propositional Density = 12%

TEXT:

Function F is originally given a variable N. When N is
less than or equal to one, the process ends and the value of
N is returned. Each time F is used, N is made equal to N
minus one. When N is greater than one, the value returned
f rom function F will be the product of N times the result of
using function F with the new value of N minus one assigned
as its given variabl~

ENGLISH PROGRAM ID 14, FIBONACCI SERIES

Number of tokens = 50
Textual Density = 13%
Number of Propositions = 9
Propositional Density = 18%

TEXT :

J is initially made equal to zero and K is made equal
to one. A title, -K", is written. As long as K is less than
one thousand the following events are repeated: the value of
K is written, K becomes K pllJ8 .J: and J becomes K minus J.
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ENGLISH PROGR~M ID ill u FREQUENCY

Number of tokens = 162
Textual Density = 14%
Number of Propositions = 22
Propositional Density = 14%

TEXT :

There .is a program which sets an array of numbers, F,
equal to zero. There are several numbers which are checked
to see if they are within the range of F, if a number is
within the range, one is added to the position of the number
in the array F. As soon as all the dat;> is checked, all the
numbers in the array F which are greater than zero are
written.
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APPENDIX c. PROPOSITIONAL ANAL YS IS OF PROGRAlllS

Propositional Description of Selected Pascal Statements

.Qtatement.~

Assignment

If

Repeat

Moveout

Pr oce dur e call

Ini ti al ize data types

Begin statewent group

End statement group

Prcpop~tional~

SET [VARIABLE, V ALOE]

IF [COND, ACTION, ALTERNATE ACTION]

DO [VAR, FROM VALOE, TO VALUE]
WHILE [COND]
UNT IL [COND]

WRITE [V ARIABLE-L 1ST]

CALL [PROCEDU RE- NAME, ARG UMEN 'l'- LIS T]

IN IT [VARIABL E-T YPE]

BEGIN

END
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PASCAL PROGRAM ID ~9, MAXH'IU M

Number of tokens = 104
Nmuber of Propositions = 24
Propositional Density = 23%

PROPOSITIONAL DESCRIPTION:

1 INIT [ML,100, (2) [SIZE-OF-ARRAY,ML, (3) [NAME-OF-ARRAY,V]
4 SET [L,1]
5 REPEAT [WHILE, (6), (7)]
6 NOT EOF
7 MOVEIN [V(L)]
8 INCREMENT, L, 1
9 IF [(6),(8),(11)]

10 END [5]
11 MOVEOUT ["value of x is equal to", (12)]
12 CALL [A, V, L]
13 L > 0
14 IF [(13),15,21]
15 SET [X, V( 1) ]
16 REPEAT [K,2,L,20]
17 IF [(18),(19)]
18 V(K) > X
19 SET [X, V(K) ]
20 INCREMENT [K]
21 END [(16)]
22 MOVEOUT [·parameter error"]
23 SET [A, X]
24 RETURN [ (12) ]
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PASCAL PROGRAM ID eio.. MEDIAN

Number of Tokens = 89
Number of Propositions = 22
Propositional Density = 25%

PROPOSITIONAL DESCRIPTION:

1 INIT [ML,100]
2 INIT [SIZE-OF-ARRAY,ML]
3 INIT [NAME-OF-ARRAY]
4 SET [N,I]
5 REPEAT [UNTIL (EOF), 9]
7 MOVE IN [X [N] ]
8 INCREMENT [N,l]
9 END [5]

10 MOVEOUT [WM=", (11)]
11 CALL [H,X,N]
12 SET [N, VALUE [N-l]]
13 IF [(14), (15), (16)]
14 N < 1
15 SET [M,O]
16 IF [(17), SET [H, (18), (19)]
17 N = ODD
18 VALUE [X[N/2+1]]
19 IF [NOT(17),(21)]
20 RETU RN [M]
21 SET [H, VALUE [(X[N/2]+X[N/2+1])/2]]
22 RETU RN [H]
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PASCAL PROGRAM ID st, SQUARE ROCJl'

Number of tokens = 65
Number of Propositions = 14
Propositional Density = 22%

PROPOSITIONAL DESCRIPTION:

1 WH ILE [( 2) , (3)
2 NOT [EOFJ
3 MOVEIN [XJ
4 MOVEOOT [X,5J
5 CALL [Q, XJ
6 SET [R, XJ
7 SET [S,lJ
8 WHILE [IF [(9)u(10),(11)J
9 IS-RI > 0.000001

10 SET [R,SJ
11 SET [S, (12) J
12 VALUE [(SQUARED[R]+X)/(2*R)J
13 SET [Q,SJ
14 R.ETU RN [QJ
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PASCAL PROGRAM ID ~1, GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR

Number of tokens = 68
Number of Propositions = 24
Propositional Density = 35%

PROPOSITIONAL DESCRIPTION:

1 WH ILE [( 2) , (3) J
2 NOT [EOF]
3 MOVEIN [N2, N3J
4 MOVEOOT [N2, N3J
5 WHILE [(6), (7), (23) J
6 N3 <> 0
7 SET [Nl, N2J
8 SET [N2, N3J
9 CALL [M, Nl, N2, N3 J

10 INIT [I, NIJ
11 INIT [J, N2J
12 INIT [K, N3J
13 SET [K, IJ
14 REPEAT [(15),(16)J
15 K >= J
16 SET [J, VALUE [J-KJJ
17 RETURN
18 SET [N3,K]
19 SET [N2, J]
20 SET [N1, I]
21 END [14]
22 GOTO [24]
23 MOVEOUT [RM IS R,N2J
24 END [5]
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PASCAL PROGRAM. ID :J 8, MEAN

Numbe r of Tokens = 93
Number of Propositions = 19
Propositional Density = 20%

1 INIT [VAR[ML,100JJ
2 INIT [NAME-OF-ARRAY,L,MLJ
3 SET [L,lJ
4 WHILE [NOT EOF, 5J
5 MOVE IN [ V [ L J J
6 INCRE¥"£NT lL]
7 END[4J
8 MOVE au T [I t4= I, 9 ]
9 CALL [M, V, L-IJ

10 INIT [X, VJ
11 INIT [L, L-IJ
12 IF [L>0,13,14J
14 SET [5, OJ
15 REPEAT [1,1, L, 18J
16 SET [S, VALUE[S+X(I)JJ
17 SET [M, VALUE[S/LJJ
18 INCREMENT I
19 RETU RN [MJ
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PASCAL PROGRAM ID ~12, PRIME

Numbe r of Tokens = 111
Number of Propositions = 30
Propositional Density = 27%

1 MOVE IN [MX]
2 MOVEOUT ['THE VALUES FROM 1 TO', MX, I ARE I]
3 REPEAT [1, X, 1, MX]
4 IF [( 5) , (1) , (29) ]
5 CALL (P, X)
6 TRUE [P]
7 INIT [N,X]
8 IF [(9),(10),(14)]
9 TRUE [N <= 1]

10 SET [FALSE [P]], (14) ]
11 IF [(12), (13), (14) ]
12 TRUE [N = 2]
13 SET [TlUE [P]], (14) ]
14 IF [(15),(16),(17)]
15 Nor [ODD[N] ]
16 FALSE [P]
17 TIDE [FLAG]
18 SET [FACTOR,3j
19 WHILE [(20) AND (21)]
20 TRUE [FLAG]
21 TRUE [N > FACTOR]
22 IF [(23), (24), (25)]
23 REMAINDER [N/FACTOR]
24 SET [FACTOR, FACTOR + 2]
25 FALSE [FLAG]
26 SAME [(19)]
27 SET [P, FLAG]
28 RETU RN[P]
29 MOVEOOT [X]
30 INCREMENT [X]
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PASCAL PROGRAfvi ID iJ: 5, DIRECT ION

Number of Tokens = 75
Number of Propositions = 26
Propositional Density = 35%

1 INIT [TURN, (2)]
2 INIT [DIRECT ION, VALUE [LEFI', RIGHT, BACK, STRAIGHT]
3 MOVE IN [T, D]
4 IF [(5),(6),(7)]
5 TRUE [T='L ']
6 SET [TURN, LEFI'] ,
7 IF [(8),(9),(10)J
o TRUE [To: I R' ]
9 SET [TURN, RIGHT ]

10 IF [(11), (12), (13)]
11 TRUE [T='B ']
12 SET [TU RN, BACK]
13 SET [TURN, STRAIGHT]
14 IF [(15),(16),(26)]
15 TRUE [TURN='LEFI'I]
16 MOVEOOT ['TU RNLEFI' I, D]
17 IF [(18),(19),(26)J
18 TRUE [TURN='RIGHT ']
19 MOVEOOT ['TURNRIGHT I, DJ
20 IF [(21), (22), (26)]
21 TRUE [TURN= ISTRAIGHT I]
22 MOVEOOT [I FORWARD I , DJ
23 IF [(24), (25) ]
24 TRUE [TURN= 'BACK ']
25 MOVEOOT ['BACKWARD I, D]
26 END

PASCAL PROGRAM ID t 6, EXPONENTIAL

Number of Tokens = 54
Number of Propositions = 11
Propositional Density = 20%

1 SET [X,0.5]
2 SET [S, 0 • 25]
3 SET [L, 1. OE-6]
4 REPEAT [(9)]
5 IF [(6),(7),(8)]
6 TRUE [EXP(X)<3X]
7 SET [X, X-S]
8 SET [X, X+S]
9 SET [S, S/2. 0]

10 TRUE [S<L]
11 MOVEOOT [I X= I, X]
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PASCAL PROGRAM ID ~ 2

Number of Tokens = 60
Number of Propositions = 13
Propositional Density = 22%

1 INIT [N,100]
2 l-fOVEIN [5]
3 RE PEAT [ I, 1, N, 13]
4 MOVEOUT [IR=I, (5)]
5 CALL [R, S]
6 INIT [A,5913]
7 INIT rc..n
8 INIT [M,65536]
9 SE~l [ S, (1 0) ]

10 MOD [(S*A+C),M]]
11 SET [R, S/M]
12 RETURN [3J
13 INCREMENT [I]

PASCAL PROGRAM ID t 3, FAcrORIAL

Number of Tokens = 48
Number of Propositions = 11
Propositional Density = 23%

1 REPEAT [(10) J
2 MOVEIN [XJ
3 MOVE OU T [I F I , (4) J
4 CALL (F, X)
5 IF [(6),(7),(8)]
6 TRUE IN<=I]
7 SET [F, N] J
8 SET [F,N*(9)]
9 CALL [F, N-l]

10 UNTIL [TRUE[EOF]J
11 RETU RN [4J
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PASCAL PROGRAM ID # 4, FIBONACCI

Number of Tokens = 38
Number of Propositions = 9
Propositional Density = 24%

1 SET [J~ 0]
2 SET [K,l]
3 MOVEOOT [. K=']
4 REPE AT [( 5) ]
5 WHILE [K<lOOO]
6 MOVEOUT [K]
7 SET [K, J+K]
8 SET [J, K-J]
9 END [4J

PASCAL PROGRAM ID #11, FREQUENCY

Number of Tokens = 94
Number of Propositions = 19
Propositional Density = 20%

1 INIT [MN,255]
2 INIT [ARRAY[F],MN]
3 REPEAT [L, 0, MN]
4 SET [F [LJ , 0]
5 END [( 3) J
6 MOVE IN [T, NJ
7 REPEAT [( 13) ]
8 IF [(9),(10),(11)J
9 AND [( 10) , (11) ]

10 TIDE [N>O]
11 TRUE [N<MNJ
12 SET [INCREMENT [F(N)]J
13 UNTIL [N=T]
14 END [7J
15 REPEAT [L,O,MN]
16 IF [(17), (18) J
17 TIDE [T(L)=O]
18 MOVEOOT ['VALUE IN ., L, I IS I, F (L) J
19 END [(15)]
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ENGLISH PROGPu~M ID ~ 9, ~~XIMUM

Numbe r of Toke ns = 142
Number of Propositions = 18
Propositional Density = 13%

PROPOSITIONAL DESCRIPTION:

1 INIT [NAME-OF-ARRAY, VJ
2 SET [L, NJ
3 CALL [A, v, LJ
4 IF [(5),(6),(7)J
5 L < 1
6 MOVEOUT[ftparameter errorRJ
7 SET [X, V( 1) ]
8 IF [(9),(10)]
9 L = 1

10 SET [ANSWER = XJ
11 IF [(12), (13)]
12 L > 1
13 REPEAT [(14)]
14 WHILE, L,2,N
15 IF [( 16) , (17) ]
16 V(L) > X
17 SET LX(L} J
18 END [14]

ENGLISH PROGRAM ID 110, MEDIAI~

Number of tokens = 126
Number of Propositions = 10
Propositional Density = 8%

PROPOSITIONAL DESCRIPTION:

1 CALL [M,X,N]
2 IF [( 3) , (4) , (5) }
3 N < 1
4 SET [M,O]
5 IF [(6), SET [M,.(7),(8}]
6 N = ODD
7 VALUE LX[N/2+1JJ
8 IF [ NOT (6) , (9) J
9 SET [M, VALUE [(X[N/2J+X[N/2+1])/2]]

10 RETU RN [MJ
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ENGLISH PROGRAM ID *7, SQUARE ROOT

Number of tokens = 119
Number of Propositions = 11
Propositional Density = 9%

PROPOSITIONAL DESCRIPTION:

1 MOVEIN [X]
2 CALL [Q,X]
3 SET [R, X]
4 SET [S,l]
5 IF [(6),(7),(10)]
6 IS-RI > 0.000001
7 SET [R, S]
8 SET [S, (9) ]
9 VALUE [( SQUARED [R] +X) / (2*R) ]

10 SET [Q,S]
11 RETURN [Q]

ENGLISH PROGRAM ID iI, GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR

Number of tokens = 122
Number of Propositions = 17
Propositional Density = 14%

PROPOSITIONAL DESCRIPTION:

1 MOVE IN [N2, N3]
2 WHILE [(3),4]
3 N3 <> 0
4 SET [Nl, N2]
5 SET [N2, N3]
6 CALL [M, Nl, N2, N3]
7 INIT [I, Nlj
8 IN IT [J, N2]
9 INIT [K, N3]

10 REPEAT [(11),(12)]
11 WHILE (K>J)
12 SET [J, VALUE [J-K]]
13 SET [N3, K]
14 SET [N2,J]
15 SET [Nl, Ij
16 END [2]
17 MOVEOOT [N2]
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ENGLISH PROGRAM ID :if 8, MEAN

Number of Tokens = 84
Number of Propositions = 14
Propositional Density = 17%

1 CALL [M, V, L]
2 SE'l' [S, 0]
3 IF [( 5) , (12) ]
4 L>O
5 RE PE AT [ I, 1, L, 8 ]
6 SET [S, VALUE[S+V(I)Jj
7 INCREMENT [I]
8 END [5]
9 SET [M, (10) ]

10 VALUE [S/L]
11 GOTO [14]
12 SET [H,O]
13 MOVEOOT [I ERROR I]
14 RETU RN [M]

ENGLISH PROGRAM ID '12, PRIME

Number of Tokens = 162
Number of Propositions = 22
Propositional Density = 14%

1 CALL (P,X)
2 IF [(3),(4)]
3 TRUE [N <= 2]
4 FALSE [P]
5 IF [( 6) , (7) ]
6 TIDE [N = 2]
7 TRUE [P]
8 IF [(9),(10)]
9 TIDE [N>2]

10 FALSE [P]
11 TROE [P]
12 WHILE [(13) AND (14)]
13 TIDE [FLAG]
14 TRUE [N > FAcrOR]
15 IF [(16),(17),(18)]
16 REMAINDER [N/FAcrOR]
17 FALSE [P]
18 SET [FAcrOR, FAcrOR + 2]
19 END [(12)]
20 RETU RN [P]
21 IF [TRUE [P]]
22 MOVEaJT [X]
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ENGLISH PROGRAM ID # 5, DIRECTION

Number of Tokens = 119
Number of Propositions = 22
Propositional Density = 19%

1 MOVE IN [T f D]
2 IF [( 3) , (4) , (5) ]
3 TRUE [T=' L I]
'* SET [TU RN, LEFT] ,
5 IF [(6),(7),(8)]
6 TRUE [T='R']
7 SET [TURN, RIGHT]
8 IF [(9),(10),(11)]
9 TRUE [T='B'J

10 SET [TURN, BACK]
11 SET [TURN, STRAIGHT]
12 IF [(13).,(14),(24)]
13 TRUE [TURN=' LEFT' ]
14 MOVEOOT ['TURNLEFT' ,D]
15 IF [(16),(17),(24)J
16 TRUE [TU RN= 'RIGHT' J
17 MOVEOOT [' TURNRIGHT', D]
18 IF [(19), (20), (24)J
19 TRUE [TU RN= ' STRAIGHT' J
20 MOVEOOT [' FORWARD' , D]
21 IF [(22), (23) J
22 TRUE [TU RN= 'BACK' J
23 MOVE QJT [' BACKWARD' , D]
24 END

ENGLISH PROGRAM ID i 6, EXPONENTIAL

Number of Tokens = 100
Number of Propositions = 11
Propositional Density = 11%

1 SET [X,0.5J
2 SET [S,0.25J
3 SET [L,O.OOOOl]
4 REPEAT [(9)]
5 IF [(6),(7),(8)J
6 TRUE [EXP(X) <3X]
7 SET [X, X-S]
8 SET [X, X+SJ
9 SET [S, S/2. 0 ]

10 TRUE [S<L]
11 MOVEOOT [' X= " X]
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ENGLISH PROGRAM ID ~ 2

Number of Tokens = 92
Number of Propositions = 10
Propositional Density = 11%

1 MOVEIN [S,NTlMESJ
2 REPEAT [1,1, NTlMESJ
3 CALL [R, SJ
4 SET [S, (5) j
5 MOD [(S*PRlME+l),LARGESTNOJ
6 SET [R, (7) J
7 VALUE [S/LARGESTNOJ
8 RETURN [3J
9 MOVEOOT [XJ

10 INCREMENT [IJ

ENGLISH PROGRAM ID j 3, FACTORIAL

Number of Tokens = 78
Number of Propositions = 9
Propositional Density = 12%

1 CALL (F,X)
2 IF [(3),(4),(5)J
3 TRUE [N<=lJ
4 SET [F, N-lJ
5 IF [(6),(7),(8)J
6 TRJE [N>lJ
7 SET [F, N* (8) ]
8 CALL [F, N-lJ
9 RETURN [FJ

ENGLISH PROGRAM ID i 4, FIBONACCI

Number of Tokens = 50
Number of Propositions = 9
Propositional Density = 18%

1 SET [J, OJ
2 SET [K,lJ
3 MOVEOUT ['K=' J
4 REPEAT [(5)]
5 WHILE [K<lOOOJ
6 MOVEOOT [KJ
7 SET [K,J+KJ
8 SET [J,K-JJ
9 END [4J
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ENGLISH PROGRAM ID ~ll, FREQUENCY

Number of Tokens = 73
Number of Propositions = 10
Propositional Density = 14%

1 REPEAT [1,1, NITEMS]
2 SET [F [I ] , 0 ]
3 INCREMENT [I]
4 REPEAT [1,1, NITEMS]
5 MOVE IN [NUMBER]
6 IF [(7),(8)]
7 TRUE [NU MBER <= NITEMS]
8 INCREMENT [F (NUMBER)]
9 MOVEOOT ['VALUE IN ',I, 'IS',F(I)]

10 END [4J
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APPENDIX D. RECOGNITION MEMORY QUESTIONS

PASCAL SET 2

PR(X;RAM lD i 9

1 Whi ch of the following statements were in the pr ev ious
program?

A. IF V[K] < X THEN X := V[Kj
B. IF X[K] < V '!HEN V := X[K]
c. IF V[K] > X THEN X := Vel]
D. IF X[K] > V '!HEN V := X[K]
E. IF VIK] > X THEN X := V[K]

2 Which of the following statements is true concerning tile
pr ev ious pr ogr am?

A. The variable V is a character string.
B. V is an array of real number s,
C. The variable V is the constant 100.
D. V is an array of integers.
E. The variable V is a real number.

3 Which of the following statements gives the purpose of
the pr ev ious program?

A. It prints the smallest element in the array.
B. It prints the largest element in the array.
C. It prints the average value of tile elements in

the array.
D. It prints any element of the array that 1.S

greater than an initial value.
E. It pr ints any el ement of the ar ray that is less

than an initial value.

4 Which of the follow ing statements is true concerning the
previous program ?

A. " parameter err 0.( • is written if I < o.
D " parameter err or n is wri tten if L <= o.~.

C. • parameter error R is written if I <= 2.
D. • parameter error n is wri tten if L > o•
E. " parameter error n is written if I < 2.
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5 Which of t ne f oLl ow Ln q is r ne appr op r i ac e calling
sequence for the function in the previous program?

A. V(Ay L)
B. A( L, X)
c. V( L, A)
D. A(V, L)
E. V (P., I)

PROGRAM ID *10
1 What is the purpose of the function used in the previous

program?

A- To find the mean of the values in X.
B. To find the sum of the odd numbers in X.
C. To find the SU!l1 of the values in X.
D. To find the median of X.
E. To find the mode of X.

2 If N is less than one, what happened in the previous
function M?

A. The value of the function was made zero.
B. The value of the function was set to one.
C. The value of the function became N.
D. The value of the function was X[l].
E. None of the above.

3 If the value of N is odd, which position(s) of X
determines the value of M?

A. N divided by two.
B. N plus one.
C. N divided by two plus one.
D. The quantity of N plus one divided by two.
E.The average of the value at N divided by two and

the value at the next position.

4 The previous function is called by which statement?

A. M(X,N)
B. X(M, N-l)
C. ri(X, M)
D. X(M, N-l)
E. M(X, N-l)
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5 ..1.1: a value of N is not odd, fl1 becomes the value
corresponding to which position of X?

A. [N DIV 2]
B. [N DIV 2 + 1]
c. [N + 1 DIV 2]
D. The average of B. and c.
E. The average of A. and B.

PROGRAM ID ~7

1 How was the previous program initialized?

A. R was made equal to Sand S was made equal to X.
B. S was made equal to R and X was made equal to 1.
c. X was made equal to Sand R was made equal to S.
D. R was made equal to X and S was made equal to 1.
E. X was made equal to Rand S was made equal to 1.

2 The loop will continue until which of the conditions
from the previous program is met?

A. X - R is greater than 0.000001
B. IR - S I is less than or equal to 1. 0
c. X - R is less than or equal to 0.000001
D. IS - R I is greater than 0.000001
E. Is - RI is less than or equal to 0.000001

3 The purpose of the previous program is which of the
following?

A. to compute the difference of Rand S.
B. use a series to compute the Sine of X.
C. use a series to compute the square root of X.
D. use a series to compute e to the X power.
E. None of the above.

4 Which of the following was used to call the function?

A. Q(X)
B. R(X)
C. X(S)
D. S (X)
E. R( S)
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5 Which equation 'VIas used to compute the next value of S
in the previous program?

A.. (R '" R + S) / (2.0 * R)
B. (X * X + S) / (2.0 ,... S)
c. (R * R + X) / (2.0 * R)
D. (R * R + X) / (2.0 '" S)
E. (R '" R + S) / (2.0 '" X)

PROGRAM ID i I

1 The purpose of procedure in the previous program is which
of the following?

A. to find the difference between k and j.
B. to find which is greater j or k.
c. to find the remainder when k is divided by j.
D. to switch the values of NI and N2.
E. to switch the values of N2 and N3.

2 Which statement was used to call the procedure in the
previous program?

A. V( NI, N2 , N3)
B. X(N3 I N2 I NI)
c. N(N3 I N2 I N1)
D. M( NI I N2 I N3)
E. None of the above.

3 The final answer in the previous program was left in
which variable?

A. NI
B. N2
C. N3
D. I
E. K

4 What is the purpose of the previous program?

A. To find the smallest of NI, N2 , and N3.
B. To find the largest of NI, N2 , and N3.
C. To find the largest common denominator of NI and N2.
D. To find the largest common denominator of N2 and N3.
E. To find a common multiple of NI, N2 , and N3.
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5 Which condition determines how long to continue the loop?

A- While Nl is not zero.
B. While N2 is not zero.
c. While N3 is not zero.
D. As long as N2 is equal to zero.
E. As long as N3 is equal to zero.

PROGRAM ID i 8

1 Which action will the function in the previous program
perform?

A- If M < 0, the value of L becomes zero.
B. If M <= 0, the value of S becomes zero.
c. If L <= 0, the value of M becomes zero.
D. If L > 0, the value of .. L~ ....... -. ....._ ,..,. _

-~,:\ .. ,...... ~"""v.u,c;.. b ~ ......... -'.
E. If I < 0, the value of S becomes zero.

2 The purpose of the previous program is which of the
following?

A. To find the average value of an array.
B. To find the maximum value of an array.
c. To find the minimum value of an array.
D. To find the median value of an array.
E. None of the above.

3 The variable in the previous function which held the
number of the values was which of the following?

A. N
B. M
c. S
D. X
E. L

4 The function was called in the previous program by which
statement?

A. M(V, L)
B. V(L, N)
C. V(X, L-l)
D. M(V, L-l)
E. V(X, N-l)
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5 Which eq uation was used in the previous function?

A. M := S / L
B. L := S / M
c. M := X / L
D. L := X / S
E. M := S / N

PROGRAM ID .fH2

1 Which of the following statements appear in the previous
program?

A. WHILE (FLAG) OR (N > FACl'OR 'I: FACl'OR)
B. WHILE (FLAG) AND (N > FACTOR * FACTOR)
C. WHILE (FLAG) OR ( FACl'OR * FACl'OR > N)
D. WHILE (FLAG) AND (FACTOR * FACl'OR > N)
E. WHILE (FLAG) OR (N < FACl'OR 'I: FACl'OR)

2 Which statement did you see in the previous program?

A. IF N Nor ODD THEN P:=FALSE
B. IF N EVEN THEN P := FALSE
C. IF Nor ODD(N) THEN P := TRUE
D. IF NOT EVEN(N) THEN P :; TRUE
E. IF Nor ODD(N) THEN P := FALSE

3 Indicate which program statement was previously
printed.

A. IF FACl'OR MOD N <> 0 THEN FAcrOR : = FACl'OR + 1
B. IF FACl'OR MOD N = 0 THEN FACTOR := FAcrOR + 2
c. IF N MOD FACl'OR <> 0 THEN FLAG = FALSE
D. IF N MOD FACl'OR = 0 THEN FACTOR = FAcrOR + 1
E. IF N MOD FACl'OR <> 0 THEN FAcrOR = FACl'OR + 2

4 What program statement previously appeared?

A. IF N > 1 THEN P := TRUE
B. IF N <= 1 THEN P := TRUE
C. IF N <= 1 THEN P := FALSE
D. IF N <= 1 THEN P := FALSE
E. IF N < 1 THEN P := FLAG
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5 Whi en of t.h e f 011 owing statem ents best ce s cr ibes th e
purpose of the previous program?

A. It prints the first MX odd numbers.
B. It prints the first MX even numbers.
C. It prints MX random numbe r s;
D. It prints the first MX prime numbers.
E. It prints the first MX numbers of a Fibonacci

series.

PASCAL SET I

PROGRAM ID # 5

1 Which of the following statements appeared in the
previous algorithm?

A. IF T = 'B' iBEN TURN := BACRWARD
B. IF T = 'S' iBEN WRN := STRAIGHT
C. IF T = , R' iBEN TORN .- ROTATE.-
D. IF T = , F' iBEN WRN := FOH\'ARD
E. IF T = 'B' iBEN TORN := BACK

2 Which of the values was not given to Turn in the
pr ev ious al gor i tnm ?

A. LEFT
B. RIGHT
C. FC-;~ARD

D. ST
E. BACK

3 The purpose of the preceding algorithm is which of the
following?

A. to establish a quanti ty for the direction
B. to establish whiCh direction to turn
C. to find out how far to rotate an angle
D. both A and C
E. both A and B

4 Which of the followng was not written in the previous
al gori thm?

A. 'TURN RIGHT I

B. ''!URN LEFT'
C. ''!URN BACK'
D. 'FOH\'ARD'
E. all of these messages were wri tten
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5 Which of the following statements best explain D in the
previous algorithm?

A. a letter that gives the type of direction
B. the letter for ·down~ should be put into Turn
C. a number which specifies a quantity of Turn
D. a letter that is put into T
E. none of the above

PROGRAM ID 11 6

1 In the previous algorithm, what was the initial value of
X?

A. 1.0
B. 1.OE-6
c. 0.5
D.0.25
E. 1.OE-3

2 What was the value of L in the previous algorithm?

A. 1.0
B. 1.OE-6
C. 0.5
D. 0.25
E. 1.OE-3

3 In the previous algorithm, what condition determined the
termination of the loop?

A. UNTIL S >= L
B. UNTIL S < L
C. UNTIL S > X
D. UNTIL X < L
E. UNTIL EXP(X) < L

4 The purpose of the previous algorithm is to find which
of the following?

A. the square root of X
B. X, where e raised to the power X is equal to

three times X
C. the value of e raised to power X
D. the square root of e raised to the power X
E. none of the above
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5 In the pr e ce e dr nq algoritbm, \'1bicb statement is the
condi tion which determines X := X - S

A. when X < L
B. when EXP (X) < 3 *' X
c. when EXP(X) > 3 *' X
D. when EXP (X) = 3 * X
E. when C or D is true

PRCGRAM ID i 2

1 Which of the following is true for the previous
al gori thIn?

A. it uses the function S to calculate a value of R
B. it uses the function R to calculate a value of S
C. it mul tipl ies R by a constant
D. it divides R by the canputer's largest integer
E. none of th e above

2 The purpose of the previous algorithm a s which of the
following?

A. to find the remainder of S
B. to generate an arithmetic series of S
C. to cal cul ate a random numbe r
D. to calculate the square root of S
E. none of the above

3 Not incl uding the end-points, the val ue of the answer a n
the previous algorithm should be in what range?

A. 1 ro 65536
B. -65536 TO 0
C. 0 ro 65536
D. 0 TO 1
E. none of the above

4 An appropriate constant in the prev ious algori thm would
be wbich of following?

A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 5913
E. 65536
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5 In the previous algorithm, if modulo arithmetic were not
used which of the following statements indicate what
would happen after the function was used several times?

A. the answer would become zero
B. the answer would remain the same
Co the answer would exceed the canputer's word size
Do the answer woul d become one
E. none of the above

PROGRAM ID # 3

1 In the previous algorithm, which of the following
statements is true?

A o Function N is first given the val ue of F
B. Function F is first given the val ue of one
C. Function N is first given the value of F minus

one
D. Function F is first given the variable N
E. None of the above

2 The final value of the previous algorithm in terms of N
is which of the following statements?

A. N * (N - 1) / 2.0
B. N / (N + 1)
C. N - 1
D. N 1
E. none of the above

3 Which of the following statements determines the
terminal condi tion of the pr ev ro us algori thrn?

A. when N > 1
B. when N <= 1
C. when N = 0
D. UNT IL I = N * N
E. none of the above

4 In the previous algorithm which statement reflects what
happens to N every time the function is used?

A. N is incr eased by one
B. N is mul tiplied by N pI us one
C. N is decreased by one
D. N is divided by N plus one
E. none of the above
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5 If the initial value of N is one, which statement tells
what the previous algorithm does?

A. N would become equal to zero
B. the value of the function would become zero
c. the value of the function becomes one
D. one is added to the value of N
E. none of the above

PROGRAM ID i 4

1 Which of the following statements is true about the
preceding algorithm?

Ao J := 0 and K := 1
B. J := 1 and K := 0
c. K := 0 and J := 0
D. K := 1 and J ~= 1
E. none of the above

2 In the previous algorithm, which of the following events
are repeated?

A. J := K + J
B. J := J * K
c. K := K - J
D. J := K - J
E. none of the above

3 How many times is the loop in the previous algorithm
repeated?

A. WHILE (K < 1000)
B. WHILE (K < 10000)
c. 10000 times
D. 100000 times
E. none of the above

4 Which of the following is the purpose of the previous
algori thIn?

A. to calculate a sequence of odd numbers
Bo to calculate a sequence of prime numbers
C. to calculate a sequence of random numbers
D. to calculate a type of arithmetic series called

a Fibonacci series
E. none of the above
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5 Whicn of the following events occurs in the previous
al gori thIn?

A. the val ue of J is wri tten
B. th e value of K is wr it te n
C. the title 8lJI1I is written
D. the val ue of K-J is'll ri tten
E. none of the above

PR<X;RAM ID ill

1 Which statement tells how was F used in the previous
algori thro?

A. it was a terminal val ue for the data
B. it was an array to store the values
C. it was used to- car ui ace ~'1c owit vi the values
D. it is used to store the freq uency of the val ue s
E. none of the above

2 The values of F in the previous algorithm are determined
by which of the following statements?

A. F[N] := X
B. F[N] := L
C. F[N] := F [N] + 1
D. A and B
E. none of the above

3 The purpose of the previous algorithm is which of the
following?

A. to keep all the values in a certain range
B. to find a maximum val ue
C. to round all of the val ue s
D. to find the fr eq uency of each of the val ue s
E. none of toe above

4 Which values were written in the previous algorithm?

A. all the val ues tha t were checked
B. all the values less than or equal to zero
C. all the po si tive number s
D. all the frequency counts in F greater than zero
E. none of the above
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5 Which of the statements concerning the previous
algorithm is true?

A. the values can't be integers
B. th e val ues must be nega tive
c. the range of values must be within the array
D. all the val ues must be odd
E. none of the above

EN3LISH REC<x;NITION MEMORY TEST

SET 1

PR(X;RAM ID i 9

1 Which of the following statements were in the previous
program?

A. each time an element of V is less than X, j.t
replaces X

B. each time an element of X is less than V, J.t
replaces V

C. each time an element of L is greater than X, it
replaces X

D. each time an element of X is greater than L, it
replaces L

E. each time an element of V is greater than X, it
replaces X

2 Which of the following statements is true concerning the
pr evious program?

!L the val ue of V becomes the val ue of function X
B. the val ue of X becomes the val ue of f unction A
c. the val ue of L becomes the val ue of function A
D. function A become the val ue of L minus one
E. none of the above

3 Which of the following statements gives the purpose of
the pr evious program r

A. It prints the smallest element in the array.
B. It prints the largest element in the array.
C. It prints the mean of thevalues in the array.
D. It prints any element of the array that is

greater than an initial value.
E. It prints any element of the array that is less

than an initial value.
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4 Which of the following statements is true concerning the
previous program?

A. "pa r ame t e r error" is w r i t t e n if I is less than
zero

B. "parameter error 1l1 is written if L is less than or
equal to zero

c. "pa r ame t e r error" is written if I less than or
equal to two

D. "parameter error" is written if L greater than
zero

E. nparameter error" is written if I less than two

5 Which of the following occurs in the previous program if
L equals one?

A. the function gets the value of X
B. the function gets the value of one
c. the function gets the value of zero
D. the function returns an error message
E. none of the above

PROGRAM ID 110

1 What is the purpose of the function used in the previous
program?

A. To find the mean of the values in X.
B. To find the sum of the odd numbers in X.
c. To find the sum of the values in X.
D. To find the median of X.
E. To find the mode of X.

2 If N is less than one, what happened in the previous
function M?

A. The value of the function was made zero.
B. The value of the function was set to one.
C. The value of the function became N.
D. The value of the function was XlI].
E. None of the above.

3 If the value of N is odd, which position{s) of X
determines the value of M?

A. N divided by two.
B. N pI us one.
C. N divided by two plus one.
D. The quantity of N plus one divided by two.
E. The average of the value at N divided by two and

the val ue at the next position.
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5

The function in the previous algorithm uses which of the
following?

A. the function M uses values of X and N
B. the function X uses values of X and N
C. the function N uses values of M and N minus one
D. the function X uses values of M and N minus one
E. the function M uses values of X and N minus one

If a val ue of N is not odd, M becomes the val ue
corresponding to which position of X?

A. N divided by two
Bo N divided by the quantity two plus one
C. N plus one divided by two
D. The average of B. and C.
E. The average of A. and B.

PROGRAM ID i 7

1 How was the previous program initialized?

A. R was made equal to S and S was made equal to X.
B. S was made equal to R and X was made equal to 1-
C. X "las made equal to S and R was made equal to S.
D. R was made equal to X and S was made equal to 1-
E. X was made equal to R and S was made equal to 1.

2 The loop will continue until which of the conditions
f rom the previous program is met?

A. X minus R is greater than .000001
B. the absolute value of R - S is less than or equal

to 1.0
C. X minus R is less than or equal to • 000001
D. the absolute value of S - R is greater than

.000001
E. the absol ute value of S - R is less than or equal

to .000001

3 The purpose of the previous program is which of the
following?

A. to compute the diffe renee of Rand S.
B. use a series to compute the Sine of X.
C. use a series to compute the square root of X.
D. use a series to compute e to the X power.
E. None of the above.
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4 Which of the following shows how the variables are used?

A. the function Q uses the value X
B. the function R uses the value X
c. the function X uses the value S
D. the function S uses the value X
E. the function R uses the value S

5 How was the next value of S computed in the previous
program?

A. the quantity R squared plus S divided by two
times R

B. the quantity X squared plus S divided by two
times S

C. the quantity R squared plus X divided by two
times R

D. the quantity R squared plus X divided by two
times S

E. the quantity R squared plus S divided by two
times X

PROGRAM ID I 1

1 The purpose of procedure in the previous program is
which of the following?

A. to find the difference between k and j.
B. to find which is greater j or k.
C. to find the remainder when k is divided by j.
D. to switch the values of Nl and N2.
E. to switch the values of N2 and N3.

2 Which statement shows the relationship of the variables
in the previous algorithm?

3

A. an internal procedure V uses Nl, N2, and N3
B. all internal procedure X uses N3, N2, and Nl
c. an internal procedure N uses N3, N"" and Nl.Lo,

D. an internal procedure M uses Nl, N2, and N3
E. None of the above.

The final answer in the previous program was left in
which variable?

A. Nl
B. N2
C. N3
D. I
E. K
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4 What is the purpose of the previous program?

A- To find the smallest of Nl, N2, and N3.
B. To find the largest of Nl, . N2, and N3.
c. To find the largest common denominator of Nl and

N2.
D. To find the largest common denominator of N2 and

N3.
E. To find a common multiple of Nl, N2, and N3.

5 Which condition determines how long to continue the
loop?

A.. While Nl is not zero.
B. While N2 is not zero.
c. While N3 is not zero.
D. As long as N2 is equal to zero.
E. As long as N3 is equal to zero.

PROGRAM ID t 8

1 Which statement shows the action of the function in the
previous algorithm perform?

A- If M less than zero, the value of L becomes zero.
B. If M less than or equal to zero, the value of S

becomes zero.
C. If L Le ss than or eq ual to ze r o, the val ue of M

becomes zero.
D. If L is greater than zero, the value of M becomes

zero.
E. If I is less than zero, the value of S becomes

zero.

2 The purpose of the previous program is which of the
following?

A- To find the average value of an array.
B. To find the maximum value of an array.
C. To find the minimum value of an array.
D. To find the median val ue of an array.
E. None of the above.
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3 The variable in the previous function which held the
numberof the values was which of the following?

A. N
B. M
c. S
D. X
E. L

4 The function was called in the previous program by
which statement?

A- function M uses variables V and L
B. function V uses variables L and N
c. function X uses variables L and N
D. function L uses variables V and X
E. none of th~ above

5 How was the final value computed in the previous function?

A- S was divided by 1..
B. 1. was divided by S
c. X was divided by L
D. X was divided by S
E. M was divided by S

PROGRAM ID #12

1 Which of the following Etatements is included in
previous algorithm?

A- P is true or N is greater than factor squared
B. P is true and N is g~eater than factor squared
c. P is true or factor squared is greater than N
D. P is true and factor squared is greater than N
E. P is true or N is less than factor squared

2 Which statement is part of the previous algorithm?

A.. if N is less than two, P is true
B. if N is equal to two, P is true
c. if N is greater than two and is even, P is true
D. if the remainder of N divided by factor is zero,

P is false
E. none of the above
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3 Indicate which event occured in the previous algorithm

A. factor is increased by one, if N divides evenly
into factor

B. factor j 6 i nc r e ase d by two, if N divides evenly
into factor

c. the flag is set to true if N divides evely into
factor

D. factor is increased by two, if f act or doesn't
divide evenly by N

E. none of the avove

4 Which statement sets the flag true in the previous
algorithm?

A. N is equal to one
B. N is less or equal to one
c. N is even and greater than two
D. N is equal to three
E. none of the above

5 Which of the following statements best describes the
purpose of the previous algorithm?

A. to identify odd or even numbers.
B. to compute random numbers.
c. to compute wh~ther the numbers belong to a

Fibonacci series
D. to calculate whether a number is prime
E. none of the above

SET 2

PR(x;RAM ID # 5

1 Which of the following statements appeared in the
previous algorithm?

A. If T is equal to the letter B then Turn becomes
backward

B. If T is equal to the letter S then Turn becomes
straight

c. If T is eq ual to the letter R then Turn becomes
rotate

D. If T is equal to the letter F then Turn becomes
forward

E. If T is equal to the letter B then Turn becomes
back
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2 ~'Vhich of the values w a s net given to Turn in the
previous algorithm?

A. Left
B. Right
c. Forward
D. Straight
E. Back

3 The purpose of the preceding algorithm is which of the
following?

& to establish a quantity for the direction
B. to establish which direction to turn
C. to find ou~ how far to rotate an angle
D. both A and C
E. both A and B

4 Which of the followng was not written in the previous
algorithm?

& Turn Right D
B. Turn Left D
C. Turn Back D
D. Forward D
E. all of these messages were written

5 Which of the following statements best explain D in the
previous algorithm?

A. a letter that gives the type of direction
B. the letter that specifies down should be put

into Turn
C. a number which specifies a quantity of Turn
D. a letter that is put into T
E. none of the above

PROGRAM ID t 6

1 In the previous algorithm, what was the initial value of
X?

1I one...
B. one hundred thousandth
C. one half
D. one fourth
,., one thousandthL.
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2 What was the value of L in the previous algorithm?

A.. one
B. one hundred thousandth
c. one half
D. one fourth
E. one thousandth

3 In the previous algorithm, what condition determined the
termination of the loop?

A.. when S became greater than L
B. when S became less than or equal to L
c. when S became greater than X
D. when X becomes less than L
E. w11en e raised to the power X is less than L

4 The purpose of the previous algorithm is to find which
of the follow ing?

A. the square root of X
B. X, where e raised to the power X is equal to

three times X
C. the value of e raised to power X
D. the square root of e raised to the power X
E. none of the above

5 In the preceeding algorithm, which statement is the
condition which determines when S subtracted from X?

A. when X is less than L
B. when e raised to the power X is less than three

times X
C. when e rai sed to the power X is greater than

three times X
D. when e raised to the power X is equal to three

times X
E. when C or D is true
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PROGRAM ID 0 2

1 Which of the following is true for the previous
algorithm?

A. it uses the function S to cal cu I ate a new value
of R

B. it uses the function R to calculate a new value
of S

c. it mUltiplies R by a constant
D. it divides R by the largest integer of the

computer
E. none of the above

2 The purpose of the previous algorithm is which of the
following?

A. to find the remainde r of S
B. to generate an arithmetic series of S
C. to calculate a random number
D. to calculate the square root of S
E. none of the above

3 Not including the end-points, the value of the answer in
the previous algorithm should be in what range?

A. from one to the largest value in the computer
B. from the smallest value in the computer to zero
Co from zero to the largest value in the computer
D. from zero to one
E. none of the above

4 An appropriate constant in the previous algorithm would
be which of following?

A. zero
B. one
C. two
D. a pr ime nurnbet:
E. the largest value in the computer

5 In the previous algorithm, if modulo arithmetic were not
used which of the following statements indicate what
would happen after the function was used several times?

A. the answer would become zero
B. the answer would remain the same
C. the answer would exceed the computer's word size
D. the answer would become one
E. none of the above
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PROGRAN ID #: 3

1 In the previous algorithm, which of the following
statements is true?

A. Function N is originally given the value of F
B. Function F is originally given the value of one
C. Function N is originally given the value of F

minus one
D. Function F is originally given the variable N
E. None of the above

2 The final value of the previous algorithm in terms of N
is which of the following statements?

& N times the quantity N minus one divided by two
B. N divided by the quantity N plus one
C. N minus one
D. N factorial
E. none of the above

3 Which of the following statements determines the
terminal condition of the previous algorithm?

& when N is greater than one
B. when N is less than or equal to one
C. when N becomes zero
D. after repeating the function N squared times
E. none of the above

4 In the previous algorithm which statement reflects what
happens to N every time the function is used?

& N is increased by one
B. N is mUltiplied by N plus one
C. N is decreased by one
D. N is divided by N plus one
E. none of the above

5 If the initial value of N is one, which statement tells
what the previous algorithm does?

& N would become equal to zero
B. the value of the function would become zero
C. the value of the function becomes one
D. one is added to the value of N
E. none of the above
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PROGRAM ID ~ 4,

1 Which of the following statements is true about the
preceding algorithm?

A. J is set equal to zero and K is set equal to one
B. J is set equal to one and K is set equal to zero
c. Both K and J are set equal to zero
D. Both K and J are set equal to one
E. none of the above

2 In the previous algorithm, which of the following events
are repeated?

A. J becomes K plus J
B. J becomes J times K
c. K becomes K minus J
D. J becomes K minus J
E. none of the above

3 How many times is the loop in the previous algorithm
repeated?

A. as long as K is less than one thousand
B. as long as K is less than ten thousand
C. ten thousand times
D. one hundred thousand times
E. none of the above

4 Which of the following is the purpose of the previous
algorithm?

A. to calculate a sequence of odd numbers
B. to calculate a sequence of prime numbers
C. to calculate a sequence of random numbers
D. to calculate a type of series called Fibonacci
E. none of the above

5 Which of the following events occurs in the previous
algorithm?

A. the value of J is written
B. the value of K is written
C. the title _JR is written
D. the value of K-J is written
E. none of the above
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PROGRAM ID su

1 Which statement tells how was F used in the previous
algorithm?

& it was a terminal value for the data
B. it was an array to store the values
c. it was used to calulate the sum of the values
D. it is used to store the frequency of the values
E. none of the above

2 The values of F in the previous algo~ithm are determined
by which of the following statements?

A. the value of the numbers
B. the total number of values
c. the f req uency of the values
D. A and B
E. none of the above

3 The purpose of the previous algorithm is which of the
following?

A. to keep all the values in a certain range
B. to find a maximum value
c. to round all of the values
D. to find the frequency of each of the values
E. none of the above

4 Which values were written in the previous algorithm?

A. all the values that were checked
B. all the values less than or equal to zero
c. all the positive numbers
D. all the frequency counts in F greater than zero
E. none of the above

5 Which of the statements concerning the previous
algorithm is true?

A. the values can't be integers
B. the values must be negative
c. the range of values must be within the array
D. all the values must be odd
E. none of the above
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P.PPENDIX E. CLOZE TESTS

SET ONE

ID #: 9

This program uses values in an called V. The
number of these are put into a L. The
f unct i on A use s the . of V and L. are th ree
conditions which on the value of L. If _ is less
than one, a "pa r ame t e r error", is written.
Otherwise, the element of V is put into a _
variable called ~ If L is to one, the value of X
_______ the answer. If L is than one, successive
comparisons are • Beginning with the second ,
every element of V is and compared to the current
_____ contained in ~ Each time the is greater
than X, it the current value of _. After all the
comparisons have made, the value that is in
X becomes the answer.

ID #10

This program uses a function Me M is given a set
of ordered which have been placed in an called
x, The number of the values is into a variable called,
& If N is than one, the value of the M
becomes zero. Otherwise, if _ is odd then M the
value which corresponds to the number obtain~d by
dividing into N and adding If N is not odd, then _
becomes the value obtained by two into the sum of
the that correspond to the position N divided by _
and the position _ divided by two plus one.

ID i 7

A fun c t ion Q use sapr e de fin e d _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ X. The
variable, R, is made to x, The initial value of a
variable, S, is equal to one. A is made to see
if the value of S minus _ is within a 0.000001
tolerence. If it isn't, the actions are
repeated: first _ is made equal to the value of S,
then R is and added to X, next this is divided
by two times R, this then becomes the new value of
_. When S is within the required .000001 of the
val ue of R, the ends with the val ue of the
procedure from the variable, a
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ID ~f 1

In a program that has N2 and N3 initially
set, the following happen as long as there is :
The value of Nl is made equal to the of N2 and the
value of N2 becomes __" An internal procedure M, Nl,
N2, and N3 by the of I, J, and K, as follow s: K
is greater than or tu J, J is subtracted from _ and
that diffe rence becomes the val ue of K. As soon as the
_____ of K is less the value of J the ends
with the result in the variable, _. This procedure is
used N3 equals zero. Then the N2 contains
the answer.

11) # B

The re is f unct ion, M, whi ch a set of val ue s V, and
L, the of the values in the set. S is _
equal to zero. If L is than or equal to zero, an _
is indicated and the function, M is to zero Otherwise
no error is given, each element of the is
added to the accumulative sum of S, and the of S, the
answer of procedure M, is by dividing L into ~

ID #12

In order to determine if a function P has a or
false value, the following tests are : If N is less
than two, the of P is false. If N is to two, the
value of P is • However, if N is any other even number,
the of P is false. For any other N the _
steps are taken: A variable Factor is set equal to
three and P is initially a value of true. As long as
the value of P is and N is greater than squared,
the following test is If the remainder of N
divided by Factor is not to zero, the value of Factor
is by two. If the remainder is equal to then
the value of r becomes • The value of P will remain
____ only when the remainder of _ divided by Factor doe sn't;
become during the test.
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ID :If 5

PROGRAM THREE (INPUT, OOTPUT) ;
TYPE DIRE cr ION = (LEFT, , BACK, STRAIGHT) ;
VAR TURN _ DIRECl'ION;

D : INTEGER;
_ : CHAR;

BEGIN
READLN(T, D) ;

T = 'L' THEN : = LEFT
ELSE IF _ = iR' THEN TU~ RIGHT
ELSE IF T _ I B' THEN TV RN : =
ELSE TURN := STRAIGHT;

____ TURN OF
LEFT : ( 'TURN LEFT', D) ;
RIGHT _ WRITELN ( 'TURN RIGHT I, D) ;
________ : WRITELN ( 'FORWARD',D);

: WRITELN ( 'BACKWARD' I D)

END.

ID I 6

PRcx.;RAM SIX (OOTRJT) ;
VAR X, S, L _ REAL;
BEGIN

X := ;
S := 0.25;
L __ 1. OE-6;

REPEAT
IF EXP(_) < 3 * X

____ X := X - _
ELSE

BEGIN
X := _ + S;
S := _ / 2.0

END
UNTIL _ < L;
WRITELN ('X =', _:8:6)
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(A * S + _) MOD M;
_ / M

ID :iJ: 2

PROGRAM EIGHT (INFLJT, OUTPUT) ;
CaNST N = 100;

S, I : INTEGER;
________ R (VAR S: )

CONST A _ 5913;
C = 1;

= 65536;
BEGIN

S
R :=

END;
BEGIN

______ (S) i

FOR 1:= TO N DO
WRITELN (I _=', R(S»

END.

ID i 3

REAL;

PROGRAM NINE (INPUT, OOTRlT);
VAR X,N : ;
FUNCTION F(N: ) : INTEGER;

BEGIN
IF _ = 1

THEN F N
ELSE F:= * F(N - 1)

END;

WHILE NOT EOF DO

READLN (X);
WRITELN (I F= I, _(X»

END
END.
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ID ~ <1

PROGRAM TEN (INPUT f OUTPUT) ;
VAR K,J : ;
BEGIN

J := 0;
_ := 1;
WRITELN (I K= ' ) ;
_____ (K < 1000) DO

WRITELN (K);
K:= + K;
J:= - J

END
END.

ID ill

PROGRAM ELEVEN(INRJT, OOTRJT);
CONST MN = 255;
____ LIST = ARRAY [O•• MN]
VAR L,N,_ : INTEGER;

F : LIST;

INTEGER;

FOR L := 0 MN DO
F[L] __ 0;

READ (T);
REPEAT

__ N <> T THEN
(N ~= 0) (N <= MN)

____ F [N] : = F [_] + 1
UNTIL N _ T;
FOR L:= TO MN DO

BEGIN
F[L] <> 0 WRITELN(' VALUE IN ',L,' IS',_[L])

END
END.
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SET TWO

ID # 5

The value of the variable Turn is in this
program from the first letter of the a called T.
Also a number D is , which specifies the quantity of
Turn. If _ is the letter L, then Turn becomes • If T is
the let te r R then be come s Right. If Tis to the
letter B then Turn becomes • If rp h3.E' a ny other value
Turn be corne s St rai ght. In the whe re Tur n is eq ual to
Left, the IITurn Left" D is written. If Turn _
Right, the message is DT ur n Right II D. If Tur n Back,
the message is "Backward n D. However if Turn equals
Straight: the written is "Forward R n

ID i 6

The variable X is given the of one half, the
variable S is given the value of one and the variable
L is given the one hundred thousanth. The following
events are until the value of _ is less than the
value of L. If e to the power X is less than three
times X, X be comes X minus _ Othe rw i se the val ue of X
becomes the of X plus Sand S is in half. When S
becomes less than or equal to _, the current value of X is
written.

ID # 2

There is a program that initially a value S to a
function & The R multiplies S by a prime _
and adds the product to one. This then becomes the new
value of _. S is then divided by the largest integer, and
the becomes the new value of S. S is by
the largest integer value again and the becomes the
answer to the , R. This function is repeatedly used
to get new values of _ within the range of zero to one.

ID i 3

Function F is originally given a ~ When N is
less than or equal to __~ the process ends and the value of

is returne~ Each time F is used, _ is made equal to N
minus • When N is greater than one, the returned
from function _ will be the product of N times the result of
using F with the new value of N one assigned
as its given variable.
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ID ft 4

J is initially made equal to zero and _ is made equal to
one. A title, l'lKl'l, is • As long as K is less than
___ thousand the following events are repeated: the value of
_ is written, K becomes K J, and J becomes K minus J.

ID ill

There is a program which sets an of numbers, F,
equal to zero. There are several which are checked
to see if they are within the of F, if a number is
within the ranger is added to the position of the number
in the array ~ As soon as all the d~ta is checked, all the
_______ in the array F which are greater than are
wr itten.

ID i 9

PROGRAM ONE (INRJT, OOTRJT) ;
CONST ML= 100;
____ LIST = ARRAY [1 •• ML] __ REAL;
VAR V : LIST; _,L : INTEGER;
FUNCTION A{_:LIST; L:INTEGER) :REAL;

___ I : INTEGER; X : REAL;

IF L > 0 BEGIN
X:= V[I];
___ I := 2 TO _ DO

IF V[I] > _ THEN X := V[I]

ELSE WRITELN(' PARAMETER ERROR');
A X
END;

BEGIN
L 1;
WHILE EOF DO

BEGIN
READLN ( ); IF NOT EOF THEN _ := L + 1;

---;
WRITELN ('THE VALUE OF X IS EQUAL TO " A(V, L) ) ;

END.
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ID :fil0

2.0
2J

DIV 2 + 1J)

____ f

ELSE M

PROGRAM TWO (INPUT 6 OUTPUT) ;
CONST ML = 100;

LIST = ARRAY[l •• MLJ OF ;
VAR X : LIST;

_ : INTEGER;
FUNcr ION M( X: ; N: INTEGER)

BEGIN
IF N < _ THEN M := 0

IF ODD (N)
M := X [(N+1)

:= (X[_ DIV 2J + X[_
END;

BEGIN
N 1;
REPEAT

READ (XL]);
N := N + _;

UNl'IL EOF;
WRITELN ('M=',_(X,N-1»

END.

ID t 7

PROGRAM roo a (INPUT, OOTPUT);
VAR X :; REAL;
________ Q(X:REAL) : ;

VAR R, S : ;
BEGIN

R := X;
_ := Ii
WHILE ABS (_ - R) > 0.000001 DO

R := S;
S __ (R * R + _) / (2. 0 * R)

---;
Q := S

END;

WHILE Nor EOF DO

READLN(X) ;
WRITELN (X, _ (X) )

END
END.
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ID * 1

PROGRAM FIVE (INPUT! OUTPUT) ;
VAR Nl,N2,N3 _ INTEGER;
PROCEDURE M( I, _ : INTEGER; VAR R_INTEGER);

BEGIN
K : = _;
WHILE ( K >= J) __

K := K - J
---;

BEGIN
WHILE NOT EOF __

BEGIN
READLN (N2,N3);
_____ (N2,N3);
WHILE N3 __ 0 DO

BEGIN
Nl __ N2;
N2 := N3;
_ (Nl , N2 , N3 )

END;
_____ (' MIS', N2)

END
END.

ID i 8

l __ LDO
+ X[I];

L

:= 0

> THEN BEGIN
S := _;
FOR I :=

S :=
M := _ /

END
ELSE

END;
BEGIN

PROGRAM SEVEN (INPUT, OOTPUT);
CONST ML = 100;
____ LIST = ARRAY [ 1.. ML] __ REAL;
VAR V : I L : INTEGER;
FJNCTION _( X:LIST; L_INTEGER) : REAL;

VAR _ INTEGER; S : I
BEGIN

IF L

_ := 1;
WHILE NOT DO

BEGIN
READ (V[_]); L := L +

END;
WRITELN ( 'M=', M( _, L-1) )

END.
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!D tF12

PROGRAM TWELVE (INPUT~ U1TPUT) ;
VAR MX, X : INTEGER;
________ P (N : INTEGER) _ BOOLEAN;
VAR FACTOR : ; FLAG : BOOLEAN;

BEGIN
__ N <= 1 P := FALSE

ELSE __ N = 2 THEN _ := TIDE
ELSE IF ODD(N) THEN P FALSE
ELSE BEGIN

FLAG __ TRUE;
FACTOR := 3;
_____ (FLAG) AND (N > ~ FACTOR) DO

IF _ MOD FACTOR <> 0 FACTOR : = FACTOR +
ELSE FLAG := FALSE;

END;

-
END

:= FLAG

READLN (MX);
WRITELN (' THE VALUES FROM 1 TO " __,' ARE: I) ;
FOR X := _ TO MX DO

IF _(X) THEN WRITE(X)
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APPENDIX r. SUPPLEf1ENTll.RY T.lI..BLES FOR EXPERHlliNT T"V110

Table 20

Eeatut~~ ~ ~ ~ Treatment

NO. NO. TEXTUAL NO. PROP. HIER- READ.
LINES TOKENS DENSITY PROP. DENS. ARQIY INDEX

Program

1 Greatest Common Div isor

Pascal 22 68 1 24 35 3 80

English 9 122 14 17 14 3 68

2 Random Number Generator

Pascal 16 60 4 13 22 2 72

English 8 92 12 10 11 2 74

3 Factorial

Pascal 15 48 3 11 23 3 83

English 6 78 13 9 12 3 82

4 Fibonacci Sequence

Pascal 13 38 3 9 24 1 81

English 4 50 13 9 18 1 81

5 Direction

Pascal 18 75 4 26 35 1 88

English 10 119 12 22 19 1 77

6 Exponential Equa tion

Pascal 14 54 4 11 20 2 65

English 7 100 14 11 11 2 74
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NO. NO. TEXTUAL NO. PROP. HIER- READ.
LINES TOKENS DENSITY PROP. DENS. AROlY INDEX

7 Square Root

Pascal 21 65 3 14 22 2 77

English 9 119 13 11 9 2 56

8 Mean

Pascal 23 93 4 19 20 3 61

English 7 84 12 14 17 3 74

9 Maximum

Pascal 23 104 5 24 23 4 72

English 12 142 12 18 13 4 75

10 Median

Pascal 20 89 5 22 25 2 73

English 9 126 14 10 8 2 75

11 Frequency

Pascal 19 94 5 19 20 2 79

English 6 73 12 10 14 2 90

12 Prime Numbers

Pascal 23 III 4 30 27 4 72

English 12 162 14 22 14 4 74
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Depth = Low

Reco gni ti on Memory Cloze

Program English Pascal English Pascal

10 80.00 54.58 70.24 83.52

6 71.34 73.01 78.64 81041

4 71.34 73.01 87.83 90.48

5 66.96 53.04 83.56 91.59

1 64.35 54.78 87.63 81.82

2 50.43 35.65 73.41 76.03

7 48.70 48.70 55.63 88.78

Depth = high

Recogni tion Memory Cloze

Program English Pascal English Pascal

8 71.30 63.48 77.27 72.72

9 59.13 60.87 74.48 76.99

3 48.70 ~9.13 81.80 88.07

12 46.96 53.91 76.32 80.44

1 40.87 50.43 71.95 ·19.72
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Depth = Low

Seconds to Read Seconds to Answer

Program English Pascal English Pascal

10 124.58 149.63 23.85 22.91

6 175.77 126.63 15.17 25.01

4 109.53 102.41 22.37 18.56

5 99.43 95.10 25.79 18.93

11 69.90 191.27 21.24 20.12

2 108.62 130.77 18.87 27.51

7 132.86 197.61 25.01 17.96

Depth = Hign

Seconds to Read Seconds to Answer

Program English Pascal Engl ish Pascal

8 109.59 228.26 20.36 20.67

9 134.77 171.87 24.83 23.99

3 115.74 104.95 23.56 24.03

12 158.04 254.02 22.78 31.27

1 109.45 213.39 15.20 28.99
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Tabl e 22

Influence ~ ~t-ConditjQnQll Recognition MemQry

Gist No-gist E-gist P-gist Both-g:Lst

Language E P E P E P E P

Program

1 43.1 44.6 30.0 30.0 40.0 73.3 40.0 40.0

2 4202 33.3 TL3 26.7 90.0 7000

3 33.3 4607 60.0 30.0 36.0 68.0 62.5 77a5

4 63.3 68.3 80.0 65.0 60.0 80.0 95.0 90.0

5 46.7 20.0 74.3 51.4 40.0 60.0 76.0 62.0

6 40.0 46.3 26.7 60.0 84.7 80.0

7 40.0 46.3 80.0 33.3 53.3 73.3 80.0 60.0

8 33.3 40.0 95.0 60.0 50.0 80.0 82.3 74.6

9 30.0 40.0 77.1 42.9 40.0 85.0 80.0 86.7

10 20.0 40.0 84.0 36.0 70.0 70.0 84.0 60.0

11 35.0 30.0 75.0 35.0 60.0 86.7 90.0 77.5

12 37.5 45 ..0 54.3 54.3 3303 4000 60.0 76.0

Mean 41.6 43.4 72.4 44.4
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Tabl e 23

~ .Qf. Recognition ~ID.Q~ sssss» J.D ..e.M=.D ~i.&..t CQuditioD

Gist No-gist E-gist P-gist Both-glst

trea trnent

1 13 2 6 2

2 18 3 0 2

3 6 4 5 8

4 12 4 3 4

5 3 7 3 10

6 3 0 3 17

7 16 3 3 1

8 6 4 2 11

9 6 7 4 6

10 1 5 2 15

11 8 4 3 8

12 8 7 3 5

Total 100 50
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Tabl e 24

~iill Progr.QID ~rehensiQn Scores by ~.iQD .sruj Language

Recognition M~nory Scores (RMEM)

English Pascal

Session Session

I II I II

Program

1 38.18 43.33 50.00 50.91

2 48.33 52.73 30.91 40.00

3 48.33 49.09 58.18 60.00

4 63.33 80.00 72.73 83.64

5 65.00 69.09 52.73 53.33

6 70.00 72.73 83.64 63.33

7 50.91 46.67 48.33 49.09

8 74.55 68.33 63.33 63.64

9 56.36 61.67 61.67 60.00

10 78.18 81.67 53.33 56.36

11 60.00 52.73 69.09 56.67

12 50.91 43.33 68.33 38.18

Average

N

58.70

138

61.30

138
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Seconds taken to Answer (SAC)

Eng1 ish Pascal

Session Session

I II I II

Program

1 20.08 10.72 40.84 16.06

2 21.73 15.75 29.76 25.45

3 28.97 17.66 :31.38 17.29

4 28.92 15.22 20.84 16.47

5 31.24 19.85 25.00 13.37

6 27.82 15.68 18.05 12.53

7 34.18 16.60 21.79 13.79

8 28.71 12.70 24.14 16.88

9 35.84 14.73 27.10 20.60

10 31.32 17.01 24.35 21.34

11 24.94 17.20 24.99 15.65

12 26.84 14.06 37.91 24.02

Average

N

28.33

138

15.98

138

211

27.27

133

17.74

138
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£4ean Number of se conds to Read (SREP---D )

English Pascal

Session Session

I II I II

Program

1 133.95 89003 248.21 175.41

2 113.22 103.59 167.37 97.21

3 120.97 110.03 117.74 93.22

4 121.78 96.17 117.74 88.36

5 109.49 88.44 129.70 63.38

6 234.24 111.98 187.47 75.92

7 172.86 96.20 234.06 157.85

8 157.76 69.44 281.83 169.81

9 184.21 89.44 180.20 162.79

10 172.76 80.32 158.54 139.91

11 79.18 59.77 231.60 154.30

12 195.85 123.38 331.48 169.53

Average

N

148.88

136

93.07

138

212

200.67

137

127.51
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Mean Cl.oz e Scores

ENGLISH PASCAL

Session Session

I II I II

Program

1 65.01 78.89 79.55 79.88

2 73.00 73.75 73.75 80017

3 84.85 79.59 85.23 90091

4 89.09 86.67 85.00 95.45

5 83.08 83.95 85023 98.18

6 80.00 77.27 74.38 88.43

7 50.63 60.63 90.15 87.53

8 73.64 80.91 80.91 71.80

9 69.46 80.00 78.61 75.50

10 59.66 81.87 82.39 84.56

11 88.58 86.77 75.00 88.64

12 70.82 81.82 81.40 79.55

Average

N

73.94

126

79.52

136

213

80.25

132

84.82

137



Tabl e 25

l1§ID ..c.l.Qz~ Scores~~ Presentation Order

Language

Engl ish Pascal

Program E-Fir st P-Fir st E-Fir st P-Fir st

1 76.39 70.84 80.00 79.65

2 65.00 75.28 67.27 78061

3 83.33 81.46 87.50 88.24

A 92.00 86.67 90.00 90.62"ll

5 78.85 84.60 94.66 90.74

6 80.00 73.24 90.91 78.61

7 53.13 56.25 96.67 86.59

8 72.00 78.82 74.45 72.25

9 79.54 73.29 80.00 76.15

10 73.44 69.49 85.00 83.11

11 89.28 87.24 87.50 80.15

12 64.21 79.88 82.73 79.80

Average

N

75.01

52

77.01

206

214

84.72

60

81.97

210



Tabl e 26

Influe~ Qi ~~ Language ~D PrQgrgm ~QmErehens~Qn

REOOG NIT ION MEMORY SCORES (RMEM)

Language

English Pascal

Condi tion Condi tion

Native Non-Native Native Non-Native

Program

1 40.00 44.00 50.00 52.00

2 51.11 48.00 34.44 40.00

3 48.89 48.00 34.44 40.00

4 70.00 76.00 76.67 60.00

;:) 66.67 68.00 54.44 48.00

6 64.44 96.00 72.22 76.00

7 47.78 57.00 50.00 44.00

8 73.33 64.00 61.11 72.00

9 58.89 60.00 61.11 60.00

10 81.11 76.00 53.33 60.00

11 64.44 64.00 58.89 40.00

12 48.89 40.00 50.00 68.00

Average 59.63

N 216

61.33

60

215

56.67

216

57.00

60



Seconds to Correctly an swer (SAC)

Language

English Pascal

Conch tion Condition

Na tive Non-Na tive Na tive Non-Na tive

Program

1 13.77 20.00 27.96 32.71

2 16.07 28.96 20.40 53010

3 19.09 39.66 17.77 46.55

4 19.40 33.06 19.05 16.79

5 25.17 28.05 17.37 24.56

6 21.17 25.06 13.99 19.43

7 24.61 26.45 17.78 18.62

8 20.05 21.46 20.21 22.31

9 16.99 53.05 20.44 36.78

10 23.83 23.92 20.85 30.32

11 18.39 31.49 18.06 27.54

12 23.83 19.01 28.30 41.94

Average 20.20

N 216

29.21

60

216

20.18

216

30.89

60



.l\-iean Seconds Take n to Read (SREAD)

Language

English Pascal

Condi tion Condl. tion

Native Non-Na tive Na tive Non-Na tive

Program

1 102.17 134.20 210.17 225.00

2 84.47 195.56 124.30 154.04

3 96.84 183.76 104.17 107.76

4 105.27 124.88 100.17 110.49

5 99.02 100.88 91.40 108.42

6 171.24 192.06 124.97 132.26

7 122.72 169.39 213.79 139.39

8 106.71 121.43 213.61 280.76

9 124.93 170.17 148.25 256.90

10 119.11 142.12 150.55 146.33

11 59.66 106.76 179.51 233.57

12 157.29 160.74 215.33 393.32

Average 112.53

N 214

150.16

60

217

156.50

215

190.68

60



f4ean Cl oz e Scores

Language

English Pascal

Condi tion Condition

Native Non-Native Na tive Non-Na tive

Pr.ogr am

1 75.56 61.13 81.02 75.07

2 79.71 52000 76.26 75.00

3 83.01 77.69 86.11 96.88

4 88.89 84.00 89.22 95.83

5 91.40 56.88 95.55 77.33

6 82.94 64.00 79.29 90.91

7 63.75 31.25 90.28 83.40

8 81.76 62.00 76.54 58.98

9 80.97 53.73 80.72 63.55

10 76.17 51.25 85.56 76.20

11 92.44 67.21 81.94 81.25

12 77.09 73.71 82.57 72.74

Average 81.44

N 199

61.14

59

218

83.73

215

78.11

55



Ta.bl e 27

Influence Qi Program Production AbilitYQD ~~~ehension

Recognition Memory Scores (RMEM)

Language

English Pascal

COndi tion COndi tion

Below Mean Above Mean Below Mean Above Mean

Program

1 40.00 41.33 40.00 56.00

2 52.50 49.33 37.50 34.67

3 40.00 53.33 57.50 60.00

4 77.50 68.00 45.00 78.67

5 45.00 78.67 45.00 57.33

6 82.50 65.33 72.50 73.33

7 42.50 52.00 45.00 50.67

8 70.00 72.00 55.00 68.00

9 57.50 60.00 57.50 62.21

10 61.50 86.61 47.50 58.61

11 51.50 68.00 37.50 64.00

12 45.00 48.00 42.50 60.00

Average 56.46

N 96

61.89

180

219

50.00

96

60.33

180



Mean Seconds to Correctly Answer (SAC)

Language

Eng1i sh

Condition

Pascal

Condl.tion

Below Mean

Program

Above Meal' Below Mean Above Mean

1

2

3

4

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

19.27

22.73

26.85

26.50

37.73

31.56

23.71

23.37

37.58

24.80

17.01

21.40

13.02

16.81

21080

20.16

19.43

16.93

25.70

18.76

18.03

23.34

23.50

23.52

37.12

36.88

35.18

16.86

22.52

16.30

12.69

19.56

26.95

24.74

20.11

24.27

24.65

22.51

18.08

19.46

17.01

14.57

20.78

21.26

22.41

21.93

20.12

35~00

Average 26.04

N 96

20.08

180

220

24.43

96

21.48

180



Mean Seconds Taken to Read Treatments (BREAD)

Language

English

Condi tion

Pascal

Condi tion

Below l-1ean Above MeanBelow Mean

Program

1 111.21

2 139.60

3 126.22

4 163.87

5 109.27

6 2Gl.89

7 174.18

8 134.43

9 166.86

~O 154.92

11 86.26

12 149.58

Average 148.19

N 96

----------

Above Mean

108.44

92.09

110.15

80.55

94.17

129.84

110.83

95.39

117.65

108.40

61.17

162.56

105.98

177

221

228.47

127.82

105.97

95.31

Sa.08

114.91

165.66

176.87

173.51

140.36

212.00

262.32

158.44

96

205.35

132.34

1(,4.40

106.20

93.51

133.32

214.65

255.66

170.99

154.58

180.21

249.60

166.92

179



Mean Cl oz e Scores

Language

English Pascal

Condition Condi tion

Below Mean Above Mean Below Mean Above Mean

Progr am

- 1 69.46 73.02 77.12 88.11
~

2 65.71 77.00 72.73 77.58

3 72.95 85.93 91.07 86.67

4 80.00 92.00 88.09 91.67

5 71.40 89.23 86.66 94.22

6 70.00 82.67 83.12 80.61

7 56.25 55.36 85.46 90.56

8 64.29 83.33 61.17 78.89

9 72.80 15.15 65.46 83.14

10 61.46 73.75 78.09 86.42

11 80.95 90.31 83.04 81.25

12 63.93 82.10 76.15 82.73

Average 69.29

N 80

80.16

178

222

78.76

91

84.53

179



Tabl e 28

Influence ~ PKograrnming ~erience QD PrQgrgm ~ehens~on

Mean Recogni tion Memory Scores (RMEM)

Language

Engl ish Pascal

Condition Condi tion
-e-,,

Below-Mean Abov e-Bean Below-Mean Above-Mean

P.rogram

1 40.00 42.22 48.57 53.33

2 41.43 64044 31.43 42.22

3 41.43 60.00 51.43 71.11

4 70.00 73.33 67.14 82.22

5 61.43 75.56 48.57 60.00

6 72.86 68.89 72.86 73.33

7 45.71 53.33 41.43 60.00

8 62.86 84.44 57.14 73.33

9 55.71 ~ A .. A 47.14 66.67u .. • ,*Ii

10 77.14 84.44 47.14 66.67

11 54.29 80.00 40.00 77.78

12 38.57 60.00 47.14 64.44

Average 55.12

N 168

67.59

108

223

50.71

168

66.11

108



Nean Se conds to Correctly Answ er (SAC)

Language

Engli sh Pascal

Condi tion Condi tion

Below-Mean Above-Mean Below-Mean Above-Mean

Program

1 17.63 11.41 36.34 17056

2 22.25 13.61 31.97 20.57

3 25.89 19.94 28.52 17.04

4 25.00 18.27 19~41 17.23

5 30000 17.85 21.49 14.95

6 28.15 12.47 17.30 11.85

7 29.44 18.12 16.80 19.77

8 23.26 15.84 19.38 22.68

9 31.33 14.71 26.75 19.69

10 23.38 24.58 25.53 18.84

11 22.34 19.53 20.23 19.95

12 21.51 24 .. 76 29.25 34.90

-~

Average 25.09 17.59 24.41 19.54

N 168 108 168 108

224



Mean Seoonds Taken to Read (SREAD)

Language

English Pascal

Condition Condi tion

Below-Mean Abov e-teea n Below-Mean Abov~Mean

Program

1 107.94 112.09 223.41 270.86

2 120075 89074 120032 197.81

3 126.34 99025 101.30 147.02

4 131.57 75.86 87.62 125.42

5 106.27 88.77 90.38 102.44

6 206.84 127.43 109.24 157.05

7 142.28 118.22 178.09 227.98

8 115.42 99.39 223.12 236.25

9 140.38 126.04 200.83 126.82

10 116.00 137.93 142.72 160.39

11 80.80 52.93 202.78 173.35

12 160.43 154.32 270.86 227.83

Average 129.58

---------

N 168

106.80

106

225

162.56

168

166.16

107



l'1ean Cl oz e Scores

Language

English Pascal

Condition Condi tion

Below-Mean Above-Mean Below-Mean Above- Mean

Program

1 64.66 80.86 74.43 87.96

2 69.62 78,89 71.33 82.83

3 77.75 87.66 89.42 86.11

4 82.86 95.56 87.50 94.44

5 76.91 93.16 88.57 96.30

6 70.00 91.11 79.72 83.84

7 44.89 68.75 86:33 92.59

8 71.54 85.86 64.32 85.80

9 70.87 79.29 71.86 84.97

10 61.46 81.94 77.84 92.36

11 83.12 93.65 79.81 84.72

12 69.24- 86.55 75GOl 88.89

Average 70.71

N 162

85.24

108

226

78.71

162

88.40

108



Tabl e 29

Infl~~ Qt Reading Abjj~~ QD ProgIBID ~hehensiQn

Mean Recognition Memory Scores (RMEM)

Language

English Pascal

Reading Condi tion Reading Condi tion

Low High Low Hlgn

Program

1 47.50 37.33 35.00 58.67

:2 35.00 58.67 27.50 40.00

3 37.50 54.67 45.00 66.67

4 67.50 73.33 60.00 80.00

5 62.50 69.33 42.50 58.67

6 57.50 18.67 57.50 81.33

7 42.50 52~OC 32.50 57.33

8 57.50 78.67 52.50 69.33

9 47.50 65.33 50.00 66.67

10 67.50 86.67 42.50 61.33

11 65.00 64.00 42.50 61.33

12 35.00 53.33 50.00 56.00

Average 51.87

N 96

64.33

180

227

44.79

96

63.11

180



Hean Seconds to An swer (SAC)

Language

English Pascal

Reading Condi tion Reacli!1g Condi tion

Low High Low Hign

Treatment

1 10.94 17047 13.99 36.99

2 21.59 17.42 23.97 29.40

3 20.90 24.98 21.87 25.18

4 14.84 26.38 14.87 20.53

5 20.84 28.44 16.36 20.30

6 18.23 24.03 10.95 17.42

7 26042 24.26 13.66 20.26

8 18.20 21.51 16.09 23.11

9 16.86 29.08 19044 26.42

10 17.55 27.21 19.70 24.62

11 26.79 18.28 16.18 22.22

12 17.45 25.63 28.72 32063

--
Average 19.22 23.72 17.98 24.92

N 96 180 96 180

228



Hean Be conds Taken to Read T~eatments (SREAD)

Language

English Pascal

Reading Condition D~~"". __ Condition.a.,,~w.u..L &I.'j

Low High Low High

Program

1 92014 119034 174.12 234.34

2 112061 106.49 109.90 141.90

3 115055 115.84 107.39 103.65

4 87070 121017 92.27 107.82

5 96.78 100.84 68.00 109.55

6 146.56 191.35 92.27 146.26

7 103.85 148.33 181.71 206.28

8 92.30 119.47 187.31 250.10

9 91.00 158.11 167.85 174.02

10 75.77 150.61 113.95 168.66

11 81.48 63.72 164.41 205.59

12 114.57 181.23 223.87 270.11

Average 100.86 131.51 140.26 176.67

N 96 178

229

96 179

--------------- ~- ~~~-~.. ~-~ -~-~



Cl oz e SCOl" es

Language

English Pascal

Reading Condi tion Read~ng Condi tion

Low High Low High

Program

1 61.13 76.59 70.87 84.44

2 70.63 75.00 66.24 80.61

3 72.17 87.30 89.29 87.50

4 80.00 92.00 75.00 96.67

5 79.78 85.72 84.17 91.11

6 68.57 83.33 71.43 86.06

7 42.71 61.16 84.42 91.11

B 78.57 76.67 65.33 76.67

9 68.90 77.27 72.81 79.22

10 64.29 73.21 77.63 86.67

11 83.67 89.61 77.68 83.75

12 75.95 76.49 75.58 83.03

Average 71.20

N 96

----_. --_... _-_._---

79.59

180

230

75.88

90

85.94

180



APPENDIX G. PL/I PROGRAMS USED FOR EXPERH'lENT TWO

/**********************************************************/
/* */
/* */
/******************,r***************************************/

DECLARE EXIT ENTRY EXTERNAL,
OPEN ENTRY EXTERNAL,
CLOSE ENTRY EXTERNAL,
GET ENTRY EXTERNAL,
PUTCR ENTRY EXTERNAL,
PUT ENTRY EXTERNAL,
SMOVE ENTRY EXTER.."lAL,
CONCAT ENTRY EXTERNAL,
WHEX ENTRY EXTERNAL RETURNS (CHARAcrER(4) VARYING),
BHEX ENTRY EXTERNAL RETURNS(CHA..lU\crER(2) VARYING),
HEXB ENTRY EXTERNAL RETU RNS (BINARY FIXED (15) ) ,
SUBSTR2 ENTRY EXTERNAL,
SUBSTR3 ENTRY EXTERNAL,
DEC ENTRY EXTERNAL RETU RNS (CHARAcrER( 6) VARYING),
BIN ENTRY EXTERNAL RETURNS(BINARY FIXED(15»,
SCOMP ENTRY EXTERNAL y

WCOMP ENTRY EXTERNAL,
WAnD ENTRY EXTERNAL,
WSUB ENTRY EXTERNALt
ABS ENTRY EXTERNAL RETU RNS (BINARY FIXED (15) ) ,
NEG ENTRY EXTERNAL,
lULT ENTRY EXTERNAL,
DIVIDE ENTRY EXTERNAL,
MOD ENTRY EXTERNAL RETURNS(BINARY FIXED(15»,
INDEX ENTRY EXTERNAL RETURNS(BINARY FIXED(15»,
VERIFY ENTRY EXTERNAL RETURNS (BINARY FIXED (15) ) ,
CHARIN ENTRY EXTERNAL RETURNS (CHARAcrER(l) VARYING),
WRTM ENTRY EXTERNAL,
ROTM ENTRY EXTERNAL RETURNS (BINARY FIXED(15»,
STM ENTRY EXTERNl',L.
GTM ENTRY EXTERNAL;
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DECLARE IN BINARY FIXED (15) EXTERNAL INITIAL(l),
TWO BINARY FIXED(15) EXTERNAL INITIAL(2),
FILEIN BINARY FIXED(15) EXTERNAL INITIAL(6),
CONSOLE BINARY FlXED(15) EXTERNAL INITIAL(7),
TRUE BIT(l) EXTERNAL INITIAL( IIIB),
FALSE BIT(I) EXTERNAL INITIAL(IOIB);

DEXPER: PROCEDURE OPr IONS (MAIN) ;
%INCLUDE GLOBALl;

DECLARE ANSWER CHARACTER(l) VARYING,
DATA CHARACTER (14) VARYING,
DEBUG BIT(l) INITIAJ~(IOIB),

EXTEXT (144) CHARACI'ER( 72) VARYING,
FILE2 BINARY FIXED(15) INITIAL(8),
FIRST BINARY FIXED(15),
HEAD(12) CHARACTER (2) VARYING,
I BINARY FIXED(15),
INDX BINARY FIXED(15),
INITLN(24) BINARY FIXED(15),
K BINARY FIXED(15),
LAST BINARY FlXED(15),
LETTER (2) CHARACI'ER(l) VARYING,
LOOP BINARY FIXED(15),
MXSIZE BINARY FIXED(15) INITIAL(144),
NAME CHARACI'ER(lO) VARYING,
NEWMX BINARY FIXED(lS),
NSENT BINARY FIXED(lS),
ORDER(12) CHARACI'ER(2) VARYING,
POINT (12) BINARY FIXED(15),
QMAX BINARY FlXED(15) INITIAL(200),
QSIZE(72) BINARY FIXED(lS),
QUESTID(24) CHARACTER(2) VARYING,
RC BINARY FIXED(lS),
RESTLN(200) CHARACTER (72) VARYING,
SENTNM CHARACTER(14) VARYING,
SENTMX BINARY FIXED(15),
SEQUENC BINARY FIXED(lS),
SETNO BINARY FIXED(lS),
SIZE BINARY FIXED(15),
STARSEN BINARY FIXED(15),
TEST BIT(l) INITIAL(IOIB),
TWOSNT BINARY FlXED(15),
TYPE CHARACl.'ER(3) VARYING;
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RANDOf.1:
PROCEDU RE (LOW, HIGH) RETU RNS ( BINARY FIXED (15) ) ;

DECLARE LOW BINARY FIXED(15),
HIGH BINARY FIXED(15),
PRIME BINARY FIXED(15)

INIT IAL (127) ,
MODULO BINARY FlXED(15)

INITIAL(256),
RESULT BINARY FIXED(15);

SEQUENC=MOD (SEQUENC*PRIME+l, MODULO) ;
RESULT = ABS(MOD(SEQUENC,HIGH-LOW+l))+LOW;
IF DEBUG THEN DO;

CALL PUTCR
(TWO, 'SEQUENC=; I IDEC (SEQUENC) ) ;

CALL roTCR
(TWO, 'RESULT=' IIDEC(RESULT));

END;
RETURN(RESULT) ;

END;

SHIFT: PROCEOORE (BOTTOM, RANGE);
DECLARE BOTTOM BINARY FIXED(15),

K BINARY FIXED(15),
RANGE BINARY FlXED(15),
TOP BINARY FIXED(15);

TOP = BOTTOM + RANGE - 1;
IF DEBUG THEN

CALL FJTCR (TWO, 'BOTTOM=' IIDEC (BOTTOM) II
'TOP=' IIDEC (TOP) ) ;

DO K = BOTTOM TO TOP;
POINT(K) = POINT (K + 1);
IF DEBUG THEN
CALL RJTCR(TWO, 'K=' IIDEC(K) II

, POINT=' I i DEC O?OINT (K) ) ) ;
END;

END;
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INITF:PROCEDURE (DATA, NAME, TYPE) i
DECLARE DATA CHARACTER (14) VARYING,

I BINARY FIXED(15),
NAME CHARACl'ER(10) VARYING,
TYPE CHARACTER(3) VARYING;

I = INDEX(DATA, '. ') i
IF DEBUG THEN CALL IUTCR(TWO,'DATA='IIDATAII

, 1= '1IDEC(I»i
IF I = 0 THEN DO;

TYPE =' 'i
IF LENGTH(DATA) <= 8

THEN N~~ = DATA;
ELSE NAME = SUBSTR(DATA,1,8);

END;
ELSE DO;

TYPE = SUBSTR(DATAII' ',1+1,3);
NAME = SUBSTR(DATA,1,I-1);

END;
END;
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RDIN:PROCEUJP~(FILEIN,SENlIMX,TrJOS~IT);

DECLARE FILEIN BINARY FIXED(15),
LINEMX BINARY FIXED(15),
SENLIM BINARY FIXED(15) INITIAL(24),
SENTMX BINARY FIXED(15),
TWOSNT BINARY FIXED(15);

TWOSNT = 2;
LINEMX = 1;
INITLN(I)= 1;
DO SENTMX = 2 BY 2 TO SENLIM;

INITLN(SENTMX) = 1;
END;
SENTMX = 1;
CALL GET(FILEIN,HEAD(I),RC);
DO WHILE ( RC -= 2);

IF RC -= 2 THEN DO;
CALL GET(FILEIN,EXTEXT(LINE~~),RC);

LINEMX = LINEMX + 1;
IF LINEMX > MXSIZE THEN DO;

CALL PUTCR (TWO,
I SENTENCE S EXCEE D ALLOWED STORAGE I ) ;

RC = 2;
END;

END;
IF RC -= 2

THEN Cl1.LL GET (FILEIN: HEAD(SJ:;t-;~}1X+l):RC),
IF RC -= 2

THEN DO;
IP gE!~(SENTMX71) ~ I

THEN INITLN(TWOSNT) = INITLN(TWOSNT) + 1;
ELSE DO;

TWOSNT = TWOSNr of 2 ;
INITLN(TWOSNT - 1) = LINEMX;
SENTMX = SENTMX + 1,

END;
END;

END;
END;
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QRDIN:PROCEDURE (FILE2);
DECLARE I BINARY FIXED(15),

FILE2 BINARY FIXED(15),
LINEMX BINARY FlXED(l~),

NLPQ BINARY FIXED(15),
NS BINARY FIXED(15),
NQ BINARY FIXED(15),
TNQ BINARY FIXED(15),
TQUEST CHARACTER(2) VARYING;

I,INEMX = 1;
NLPQ = 1;
NS = 2;
NQ = 0;
TNQ = 1;
QSIZE(I) = 1;
CALL GET (FILE2,QUESTID(I),RC);
CALL GET (FILE2,TQUEST,RC);
DO WHILE (RC-=2);

CALL GET (FILE2,RESTLN(LINEMX),RC);
LINEMX = LINEMX + 1;
IF LINEMX > QMAX THEN DO;

CALL RJTCR (TWO,
• QUESTIONS EXCEED STORAGE CAPACITY');

RC = 2;
END;
IF RC -= 2

THEN CALL GET (FILE2,QUESTID(NS + 1),RC);
IF RC -= 2

THEN CALL GET (FILE2,TQUEST,RC);
IF (TQUEST -= • .) I (RC = 2) THEN DO;

TNQ = TNQ + 1;
QSIZE(TNQ) = NLPQ;
IF TEST

THEN CALL RJTCR (TWO, DE C(TNQ) I I
• NLPQ = ; IIDEC(NLPQ) ) ;

NQ = NQ + 1;
NLPQ = 1;

END;
ELSE NLPQ = NLPQ + 1;
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IF (QUESTID(NS -{- 1) -= D ') I (RC = 2) THEN DO;
QUESTID(NS) = DEC(NQ);
TNQ = NS * 3 + 1;
IF RC -= 2 THEN QSIZE(TNQ) = LINEt1X;
IF TEST THEN DO;

DO I = 1 TO NS;
CALL PUT (TWO,QUESTID(I»;

END;
CALL PUTCR (TWO,

, THIS IS THE QUESTID ARRAY');
DO I = 1 TO TNQ-l;

CALL RJT (TWO, DEC(QSIZE (I»);
END;
CALL PUTCR (TWO,

, THIS IS THE QSIZE ARRAY');
CALL PUTCR (TWO,' NS NQ LN 'II

DEC ( NS) I IDEC ( NQ) I IDEC ( LINE MX) ) ;
END;
NS = NS + 2;
NQ = 0;

END;
END;

END;

CALL roT (TWO,' TYPE THE NAME OF THE FILE OF SENTENCES, , II
, THEN PRESS RETU RN ');

CALL GET (IN, SENTNM, RC) ;
CALL roTCR (TWO,' ');
CALL roT (TWO,

, ENTER LETTER FOR FIRST TYPE OF DATA (E OR P) , ) ;
CALL GET (IN, ANSWE R, RC) ;
LETTER(I) = ANSWER;
IF ANSWER = 'E' THEN LETTER(2) = apt;

ELSE LETTER(2) = 'E';
CALL R1TCR(TWO,' I);
IF DEBUG THEN CALL roTCR(TWO, DATA) ;
CALL roT (TWO,

, GIVE AN INITIAL THREE DIGIT RANDOM NUMBER ');
CALL GET(IN,TYPE,RC);
SEQUENC = BIN(TYPE);
CALL roT (TWO,

, TYPE THE NUMBER OF THE FIRST SENTENCE' I!
, THEN PRESS RETU RN ');

CALL GET (IN, TYPE, RC) ;
STARSEN = BIN(TYPE);
IF DEBUG THEN CALL RJTCR (TWO, NAME IITYPE) ;
CALL roT (TWO,

, TYPE IN YOUR LAST NAME THEN PRESS RETURN ');
CALL GET (IN, DATA, RC) ;
CALL roT (TWO,' TYPE IN YOU R SESSION NUMBER (1 OR 2) ');
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CALL GET (IN,M~SWER,RC)i

CALL INITF(DATA,NAME,TYPE)i
NAME = ANSWER II NAME i
CALL OPEN (CONSOLE,l,NAME,TYPE) i
CALL PUTCR(CONSOLE,NAME) i
DO LOOP = 1 TO 2;

CALL PUTCR
(CONSOLE, SENTNM II LETTER (LOOP) II DEC (STARSEN) );

DATA = SENTNMj
CALL INITF(DATA,NAME,TYPE);
NAME = NAME II LETTER(LOOP);
CALL OPEN(FILEIN,O,NAME,TYPE);
CALL RDIN (FILEIN,SENTMX,TWOSNT);
NAME = NAME I I 1 Q1 ;

CALL OPEN(FILE2,0,NAME,TYPE)i
CALL QRDIN(FILE2);
DO I = 1 TO SENTMXi

POINT (I) = Ii
IF DEBUG

THEN CALL PUTCR (TWO,
1 POINTER TO HEADING IS 1 I IHEAD(I»;

END;
CALL PUTCR (TWO, 1 I);
NEWM,X = SENTM,X;
SETNO = STARSEN;
DO WHILE (NEWMX > 0);

CALL FVTCR(TWO, 1 I);
CALL FUTCR(TWO,' I);
IF DEBUG THEN

CALL PUTCR (TWO,
1 NEWMX= 1 IIDEC (NEWMX) II
'SETNO= 1 IIDEC(SETNO»;

SIZE = (POINT (SETNO) - 1) * 2 + 1;
IF DEBUG THEN CALL PUTCR(TWO,·SIZE='I IDEC(SIZE»;
FIRST = INITLN(SIZE);
LAST = FIRST + INITLN{SIZE + 1) - 1;
IF DEBUG

THEN CALL PUTCR (TWO,
'FIRST=' I IDEC(FIRST) II
1 LAST 1 I IDEC (LAST) ) ;

DO I = FIRST TO LAST;
CALL PUTCR (TWO, EXTEXT (I) ) ;

END;
DO I = LAST + 1 TO FIRST + 22;

CALL PUTCR{TWO,' I);
END;
I = SENTMX - NEWMX + 1;
CALL PUTCR

{CONSOLE, 1 SENTENCE NO 1 IIDEC(I) II
lID NO. '1IQUESTID(SIZE»i
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NSENT == BIN (QUESTID(SIZE-:-l));
CALL STM;
CALL roT (TWO, I PRESS RETU RN WHEN YOU TH INK' II

, YOO CAN REMEMBER THIS PROGRAM ');
ANSWER == CHARIN;
CALL GTM;
CALL PUTCR (TWO, ANSWER) ;
ORDER(I) == HEAD(POINT(SETNO»i
CALL PUTCR

(CONSOLE,' ID NO. ' IIORDER(I) I I
, NO OF LINES' IIDEC(INITLN(SIZE+l»);

INDX == (POINT (SETNO) - 1 ) * 6 + 1;
IF TEST THEN

CALL PUTCR(TWO,QUESTID(SIZE) II
QUESTID(SIZE + 1) IIDEC(INDX»;

FIRST == QSIZE(INDX);
DO K == 1 TO NSENT;

LAST == FIRST + QSIZE(INDX + K) - 1;
IF TEST THEN

CALL RJTCR (TWO,' FIRST • I IDEC (FIRST) II
, LAST' JIDEC(LAST»;

DO I == FIRST TO LAST;
CALL RJTCR (TWO,' I);
CALL RJTCR (TWO,RESTLN(I»;

END;
DO I == FIRST + (LAST - FIRST + 1) * 2

TO FIRST + 22;
CALL RJTCR (TWO, I I);

END;
CALL RJT (TWO,

I PRESS THE LETTER WHICH CORRESPONDS' I I
I TO THE CORRECT ANSWER ');

CALL STM;
ANSWER == CHARIN;
CALL GTM;
CALL PUTCR (TWO, I I);
CALL RJTCR (CONSOLE,

I ANSWER TO QUESTION NOs I IIDEC(K) II
I IS I J IANSWER) ;

FIRST = LAST + 1;
END;
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IF NEWf{X > 0 THEN DO,
CALL SHIPT(SETNO,NEWMX - SETNO),
IF DEBUG THEN DO;

DO I = 1 TO SENT1-1X;
CALL PUT(TWO,DEC(POINT(I»);

END;
END;

NEWMX = NEWMX - 1;
IF NEWMX > 0 THEN SETNO = RANDOM (1, NEWMX) ;

END;
END;

STARSEN = MOD(STARSEN + 2, 6) + 1;
END;
CALL CLOSE(CONSOLE);
CALL PUTCR(TWO,' I);
CALL PUTCR (TWO,

I THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS EXPERIMENT. I);
CALL PlJTCR(TWO,

I THIS CONCLUDES THIS PORTION OF THE TASK.);
END;

STM: PROCEDU RE;
%INCLU DE GLOBALl;

CALL WRTM(2,1440);
CALL WRTM(I,6000);
CALL WRTM(O,20000);

END; /* OF MAIN */

GTM: PROCEDURE;
%INCWDE GLOBALI;

DECLARE DEBUG BIT (1) INITIAL ( 10 'B),
WHICH BINARY FlXED(15),
WVL BINARY FlXED(15),
RVLO BINARY FlXED(lS),
RVLl BINARY FlXED(lS),
RVL2 BINARY FlXED(lS),
MIN BINARY FlXED(IS),
SEC BINARY FlXED(lS),
MS BINARY FIXED (15) ,
RTM BINARY FlXED(15),
MMS BINARY FIXED (15) ;

RTM=O;
IF DEBUG 'liHEN CALL PUTCR(TWO, 'RTM= I IIDEC(RTM»;
RVL2=Rm.' M(2) ;
IF DEBUG THEN CALL PUTCR(TWO, 'RVL2=' I IDEC(RVL2»;
RVLl=Rm.'M( 1) ;
IF DEBUG THEN CALL PUTCR(TWO, 'RVLl=' IIDEC(RVLl»;
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IF RVLl=6000
THEN DO;

RVL2=RDTM(2) ;
R.T M=RT M+l;

END;
RVLO=RDT M( 0) ;
IF DEBUG THEN CALL PUTCR(TWO, 'RVLO=' I IDEC(RVLO»;
IF RVLO > 19950
THEN DO;

RVLl=RDT M(1) ;
R.T 1-1= RT M+ 1 ;

END;
RVLO=RVLO+(RTM+Z) *44+364;
IF RVLO > 20000
THEN DO;
RVLO=RVLO-20000;
RVL1=RVL1+l;
END;
MIN=1440-RVL2;
SEC=(6000-RVL1)/100;
MS= (20000-RVLO)/2000;
MMS=(20000-RVLO-MS*2000)/2;
MS=MS+(6000-RVL!-!OO*SEC) *10;
CALL PUT (CONG·OLE, 'TIME: I);
CALL PUT (CONSOLE, DEC (MIN) ) ;
CALL PUT(CONS(~E,' MINI);
CALL PUT(CONSOLE,DEC(SEC»;
CALL PUT (CONSOLE,' SEC');
CALL PUT (CONSOLE, DEC(MS»;
CALL PUT (CONSOLE, , MS ');
CALL PUT (CONSOLE, DEC (MMS) ) ;
CALL PUT (CONSOLE; IMMEl);

END; /* OF MAIN */
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